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Abstract

This dissertation analyzes the politics and social service outcomes of 

governmental decentralization in Poland. Poland’s 1999 public administration reform 

reduced the number of provinces from 49 to 16, restored 373 counties, and decentralized 

public programs and services to these two levels. In the process it dramatically altered 

many social service programs previously administered on higher levels and provided 

potential for increased citizen participation in social service programming. While the 

reform intended to improve services and participation, a detailed study of its impact on 

social service delivery shows decentralization often failed to meet expected goals. 

Unsatisfactory outcomes can be traced back to the politics of reform development. 

Conflicting ideologies and pressures on policy actors stemming from historical, 

institutional, political, and international sources often resulted in compromises that led to 

unfavorable public service outcomes. This study uses focused interviews with leading 

reform actors and a nation-wide, representative survey of 200 public social service 

institutions to connect the politics of the decentralization process with social service 

outcomes. It develops a model of different types of reform politics and their 

corresponding policy outcomes for decentralization in Poland. In so doing it bridges a 

divide in the decentralization literature between politics of decentralization and 

outcomes. This dissertation not only outlines how politics contributed to failed 

decentralization policy, but shows more generally that attention to politics is needed 

when approaching policy reform.
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Chapter 1 -  Introduction

The fall of communism in Central Europe opened the door for new governments 

to extend authority and decision-making power to citizens on lower levels of government. 

Though much of the purpose of this first wave of decentralization was to undermine 

communist strongholds in heavily centralized bureaucracies, it was also relatively 

successful in bringing democracy and improved public services to lower levels of 

government. Later decentralization reforms increasingly focused on these theorized 

benefits of bringing government closer to the people. Such reforms, however, were 

undertaken in an entirely different political context: rather than early transitioning 

democracy, second round reforms were pursued in a context of consolidating democracy 

and increased international influence. In the case of Poland, this “more democratic” 

context had significant implications for not only the political process of reform 

development but for reform outcomes as well. Indeed, the politics of decentralization 

often compromised reform goals and led to unintended consequences.

Poland’s second round of decentralization, the 1999 public administration reform, 

was an immense undertaking that included administrative, political, and fiscal 

decentralization as well as territorial re-division of the state. It reduced the number of 

provinces from 49 to 16, restored the county level in the form of 373 counties (including 

65 cities with county status), and decentralized central tasks and authority to these two 

levels. Broad goals focused formally on increased citizen involvement and improved
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public services though still informally on the further de-communization of the public 

bureaucracy.

Initial outcomes, however, show that the reform resulted in many unmet goals and 

unintended consequences. Democratization was only minimally increased as the central 

government retained both revenue generating and revenue assignment authority over 

most decentralized functions severely limiting county and provincial self-government 

autonomy. Moreover, a number of functions intended for decentralization remained 

centralized limiting the scope of new sub-national governments. Though decentralization 

improved some services by bringing them closer to recipients, poor funding did little to 

improve services in other ways and in some cases made them worse. Unintended 

consequences of the reform also included policy that worked at cross purposes resulting 

in such outcomes as increased disparity in services across urban and rural areas.

In this study I show that the politics of reform development involved tensions 

between competing interests within and without the ruling coalition government resulting 

in compromise and manipulation that led to less than satisfactory outcomes. I draw and 

build upon Schickler’s concept of “disjointed pluralism” to explain this political process 

and resultant outcomes.1 Disjointed pluralism is the idea that 1) many different formal 

and informal coalitions promoting a range of collective interests drive choices made in 

legislatures and 2) the dynamics of reform development “derive from the interactions and 

tensions among competing formal and informal coalitions promoting several different 

interests” (Schickler, 2001:4). Here the interactions and tensions that characterize the 

relationship between multiple interests drive processes of change that are ultimately

1 See Schickler, 2001 for a discussion on the utility of disjointed pluralism versus collective interest
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reflected in legislative outcomes. As Schickler states, “...conflicts among competing 

interests generate institutions that are rarely optimally tailored to meet any specific goal. 

As they adopt changes based on untidy compromises among multiple interests, members 

build institutions that are full of tensions and contradictions” (Schickler, 2001:3).

Though Schickler develops the concept of disjointed pluralism based on an analysis of 

the development of legislative institutions in the United States, its basic premises can be 

applied to the development of other public institutions in different democratic contexts, 

as this study on the politics of public administration reform in Poland demonstrates.2

This dissertation shows specifically that the influence of ideologies, interest 

groups, and international pressures on Polish policy actors pushed reform in different 

directions and produced many unintended consequences. In this case, conflicting 

ideologies and pressures on policy actors stemming from a variety of historical, 

institutional, political and international sources resulted in compromises made by the 

ruling parliamentary coalition. Most significant for immediate outcomes was the tension 

between neoliberal and neotraditional ideologies espoused by reformers. Such 

compromise and tension during reform development was in part responsible for 

unfavorable public service outcomes. In this study I test the result of these unintended 

consequences of the politics of reform on outcomes for social service delivery in new 

provinces and counties. Among other data, I use results from a nation-wide, 

representative survey of Polish public social service offices I conducted in summer 2000.

2 Haggard and Webb demonstrate that processes and behaviors similar to those Schickler bases his ideas on 
are at work in post-communist democratic settings. Their definition of policy in this context “as the 
outcome of interactions among politicians, bureaucrats, and interest groups operating within a set of 
institutional constraints” illustrates this point (1994:3).
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The overriding objective of the dissertation is to show how the politics of 

decentralization in Poland a) shaped the reform package and b) affected social service 

outcomes on provincial and county levels. It examines what happened to policy goals as 

they moved through the political process and were written as policy. It then takes the 

analysis a step further by examining what happened as policy moved through the 

implementation phase and emerged in the form of outcomes. Analysis of these two 

phases is key because the ironies of decentralization reform in Poland occurred not only 

where inconsistencies between goals and written policy resulted in unmet goals but also 

where consistent goals and policies resulted in unintended outcomes because they worked 

at cross-purposes with other reform policy. By connecting the politics of decentralization 

with decentralization outcomes, this study bridges the divide in the decentralization 

literature between politics and outcomes. In particular, this dissertation not only outlines 

how politics contributed to decentralization policy that failed to meet its ends but shows 

more generally that attention to politics is needed when approaching policy reform.

Background

At the beginning of Poland’s transition to democracy, decentralization reforms in 

1990 transferred decision-making authority to elected municipal governments (gminy) 

and passed down central government tasks and some revenue raising authority. Despite 

some problems with the underfunding of decentralized tasks (Regulski, 2000) the 

municipal reforms were largely deemed a success (Bird, Ebel & Wallich, 199S;

Regulska, 1998a; Zaucha, 1999; Koral, 2000). Even as municipal reforms were taking
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place reformers were thinking of the next stage of public administration reform -  the 

return of the county (powiat) level of government and the establishment of large 

provinces (wojewddztwa)? Counties and large provinces had been abolished by the 

communist party in 1975 and replaced by 49 small provinces in an effort to enhance state 

centralization (Regulski, 2000). The provincial administration, an arm of the central 

government, was considered saturated with communist-era bureaucrats. In addition, 

there was increasing pressure, much of which was self-imposed, to harmonize Poland's 

administrative structure with that of Western Europe by creating fewer and larger 

provinces. The return of counties, on the other hand, was an act to restore the Polish state 

administrative structure to its rightful design and give shape once again to the cultural 

identity formed in these smaller regions over hundreds of years. As shown, however, this 

second round of reforms fell short of the basic goals Poles had for decentralization 

particularly in the areas of democratization and improved public services.

The 1999 public administration reform differed significantly from the 1990 

reform in its breadth and depth. The 1990 reform involved decentralization of central 

government tasks and authority to established municipalities and the organization of 268 

administrative regions (rejony)* drawn roughly along the lines of counties in existence 

before 1975 (Kowalczyk, 2000). The second round was considerably more complicated 

as it sought to dramatically redesign the territorial division of the state and correct a

3 The English words ‘county’ and ‘province’ are used here as only approximate translations of the Polish 
words ‘powiat’ and ‘wojewddztwa’ and are not meant to connote county or province in the 
American/Canadian sense.
4 Territorial offices in these regions were strictly organs of the state administration. They oversaw services 
that had been left under central government auspices with the municipal reforms because they were deemed 
too large for municipalities to administer (Regulski, 2000). Such services included secondary schools, 
health care, law enforcement, fire protection, sanitation, veterinary control and building inspection 
(Kowalczyk, 2000).
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fragmented system of central government administration at the same time as it 

decentralized tasks and authority. Before the 1999 reform there existed 49 centrally- 

governed provinces and 2,489 self-governed municipalities with 268 administrative 

regions. Also in existence were over 40 so-called special administrations 0administrate 

specjalne)5 -  field offices of central ministries and institutions (such as labor offices) that 

often operated in their own territorial divisions (Ploskonka, 2001a). The reform proposed 

to liquidate the 49 provinces, administrative regions (rejony), and special administrations 

and establish in their stead 16 large provinces, with both self-government and central 

government administrations, and 373 self-governed counties (including 65 cities with 

county status).

Most significantly this study of the second round of public administration reforms 

also finds Poland and its politics under much different circumstances than the first round. 

The 1990 Law on Local Government was passed by a “contract” parliament established 

in negotiations between the communist party and the Solidarity Trade Union. In this 

semi-democratic forum one-third of the seats in the lower house of parliament (Sejm) and 

all of the Senate seats were opened to free democratic elections and were subsequently 

won by Solidarity (Zaucha, 1999). Solidarity showed a unified front and won against the 

communist party who opposed the reform on ideological and practical grounds. For 

communists the reforms undermined the principle of unified state authority and cut off 

their control of the local level. In addition, rigid communist bureaucrats resisted any

5 Special field administrations, while instituted under the Communist regime, increased in number after the 
municipal reforms in an effort to improve the effectiveness of central ministries. Reformers viewed this 
system as a “federation of ministries” as each area o f state activity in a given region was managed 
separately leading to conflicting and overlapping powers and policies. A number of special administrations 
had already been placed under provincial authority in 19% (Ploskonka, 2001; Nunberg, 1999).
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change in their sphere of control and authority. Indeed, one of the main goals of 

reformers at this time was to establish a democratic strong-hold on the local level to 

counterbalance waning though still pervasive communist control in the center (Regulski, 

2000).

At the time of the second round of public administration reform, the fully 

democratic parliamentary elections of 1998 had just removed the Democratic Left 

Alliance (SLD), the left-leaning former communist party in control of the government for 

four years, and placed in power a tenuous coalition government made up of the Solidarity 

Electoral Action (AWS) and the Freedom Union (UW). These two center-right parties 

had large differences both between themselves and within their own parties as to means 

and ends of many aspects of state policy, including the public administration reform. In 

addition, central bureaucracies were again on the defensive not wanting to give up more 

control and authority after losing a fair share in the municipal reforms. Old provincial 

capital cities, often politically powerful, also resisted the loss in status that would 

inevitably come with the abolishment of many of the old 49 provinces. Reformers were 

also more awake to the Western international community to which it wanted to belong 

and which itself had much more interest in Poland’s designs for public administration 

than previously. Western ideologies on decentralization and fiscal matters had also had 

more time to settle into the experience and thinking of policy actors involved in reform 

development. In this study, I argue that it is the influence of these ideologies, interest 

groups, and international pressures on policy actors that pushed reform in different 

directions and produced many unintended consequences.
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Influences on Reform

Ideologies

Neotraditionalism

Neotraditionalism in the Polish post-communist context refers to a general 

attitude that changes attributed to the Communist Party that significantly altered the 

“Polish” state of affairs were things that needed to be undone, “fixed,” and restored to 

their original “natural” state. In this case it was a return to the decentralized system and 

territorial division of the state in place before communism. Restoration of self-goveming 

counties that had been abolished by the communist party in 197S was especially viewed 

as an important step in returning Poland to its rightful democratic structure (Regulski, 

1999). Counties themselves were viewed as “small fatherlands” (male ojczyzny) with 

their own cultural identities that deserved the right to self-government almost as much as 

Poland as a country deserved this right (Regulski, 1999; Puzyna, 2000). It was in 

counties that reformers of the second round of decentralization had hope for a further 

renewal of civil society (Fenrych & Puzyna, 2001; Puzyna, 2000; Gilowska, 2000). This 

return to a historical public administration design, though most heavily influencing the 

number of counties and county government, was influential in other aspects of the reform 

as well.

Administrative, political, and fiscal decentralization broadly construed were 

supported by another neotraditional tendency, a return to allowing principles espoused by 

the Catholic Church into state matters. The Catholic Church in Poland provided support 

for the idea of “pomocniczosc” or, roughly translated, subsidiarity, the idea that the
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smallest unit possible provide assistance on behalf of the citizen. The Church’s position 

on “pomocniczosc” is found in the Centesimus Annus encyclical (1991) and defines it as 

follows:
The society of the highest level of government should not 
interfere in the internal matters of the society of the lowest 
level, depriving it of its jurisdiction, but rather it should 
support it in cases of necessity and help in the coordination 
of activities with activities of other social groups, for the 
common good (cited in Les, 1998:2; author’s translation).

A Polish reformer states, “The principle of “pomocniczosc”, traced back to the Old 

Testament and developed by the social teachings of the [Catholic] Church, is presently 

accepted as one of the foundations of democratic state structure.” (Regulski, 2000:367, 

author’s translation). Indeed, “pomocniczosc” is explicitly stated in the preamble of the 

new Polish constitution as one of the principles of the Polish system (Regulski, 2000).

Neotraditionalism was an ideology espoused by policy actors who were the 

initiators of the reform. They included parliamentary representatives who had worked in 

local government and had the continuation of decentralization as their specific goal when 

they entered parliament in 1998.6 They came to be known as “self-govemmenters” 

(samorz^dowcy) and were found mostly in the governing right coalition but also among 

representatives of the Democratic Left Alliance (Sekula, 2000). Initiators were also 

found among government officials and academics who had long worked on the problem 

of decentralization and public administration reform in Poland.

6 In the Solidarity Electoral Action (AWS) party alone there were over 70 members of parliament who were 
previously or currently mayors or councilmen on the municipal level (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000).
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Neoliberalism

Another ideology found in policy actors in the right coalition was neoliberalism. 

During the early years of transition, neoliberalism was a predominant ideology guiding 

the transition to democracy and a free market in Eastern Europe. The economic 

prescription called for stabilization that reduced government subsidies and limited budget 

deficit, price and trade liberalization, privatization and, institutionally, an overall 

withdrawal of the state from the economy. In a democracy it was believed that such a 

course would inevitably be resisted by those who stood to lose at the outset. Thus, while 

supporting democracy as a principle, neoliberals worked to restrict the development of 

reforms to economists who were politically insulated from the democratic process 

(Orenstein, 2001). Indeed, reforms were to be a painful but quick process after which the 

economy would stabilize and everyone would be much better off for having gone through 

it. This was seen as a more desirable alternative to extended reforms that would result in 

longer but more moderate suffering but not deliver quick positive returns. In the post

communist world, neoliberals believed there was a window of opportunity immediately 

after the fall of the communist regime when support for democracy and new reforms was 

high and citizens would tolerate the unemployment and steep drop in the standard of 

living brought on by extensive and quick economic reform (Orenstein, 2001).

Poland in particular embraced neoliberalism not only in content but in policy 

approach. Leszek Balcerowicz, the Polish minister of finance (1989-91), and a small 

team of technocrats including foreign advisors drew up plans for quick restructuring of 

the Polish economy -  an idea known as “shock therapy.” Society’s awareness of the
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need for reform due to the economic crisis in Poland, a supportive parliament, and the 

blessing of the Solidarity movement provided the political insulation Balcerowicz’s team 

needed to prepare an economic package with little outside interference and have it passed 

quickly into law (Orenstein, 2001; Johnson & Kowalska, 1994). This was the experience 

neoliberals had with policy making and set a precedence for when Leszek Balcerowicz 

along with other neoliberals returned to the Ministry of Finance in fall 1998 and began 

work on four large reforms, the public administration reform among them. Neoliberals 

closely involved with the public administration reform from a fiscal standpoint were 

successful in their closed door policy and also in their efforts to keep public funds on the 

central level while divesting the central government of public responsibilities. Such 

conduct resulted in serious negative consequences for the entire public administration 

reform. Neoliberal inclinations were partly to blame for why fiscal decentralization did 

not take place as planned and mainly responsible for a temporary fiscal plan that failed to 

adequately fund newly decentralized tasks and services.

The necessity for haste in the reform process was one element of neoliberalism 

that center-right reformers, both members of parliament and government officials, 

espoused across the board when they returned to power in 1997. Indeed, only a little over 

a year was planned to finish work on the administrative reform and push it through the 

legislative process7 (Kulesza, 1999). Reformers generally accepted an approach to the 

policymaking process that worked to achieve consensus as quickly as possible by 

proposing general, imprecise reform solutions with modifications made during

7 In terms of work on administrative decentralization alone this meant the amendment of almost 200 
existing laws (Kulesza, 1999). Though there remained much work to be done, significant groundwork had 
been laid for the reform in the 1992-1993 period (see discussion in chapter 2).
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implementation under the guidance of real experience (Kolarska-Bobinska, 2000). But 

the haste of reformers was heavily if not mainly influenced by their perception of the 

political context. Much emphasis was placed on the fact that political will to proceed 

with the reform was present when the right came into power in the fall of 1997 but might 

diminish over time (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000). That is, they again viewed the wave of 

popularity that brought them into power as a window of opportunity during which it was 

possible to pass difficult reform measures. Moreover, it was thought political will would 

diminish specifically among supporters in parliament because the more time 

representatives spent in Warsaw the more they would come under the influence of central 

ministers resistant to reform (Sekula, 2000). Reformers also wanted to make use of the 

element of surprise thinking that if reforms were done fast enough those against reforms 

would not have enough time to organize against them (Kulesza, 1999; Puzyna, 2000) -  

which fits neoliberal attempts to shield reform from interest group reaction. This was of 

particular importance with regard to central ministries who would resist decentralization. 

It was also thought reforms needed to be passed as quickly as possible so that positive 

outcomes could be experienced before the next parliamentary elections (Levitas, 1999; 

Miller, 2001). The right’s ideology of policymaking, that of hasty preparation, was later 

blamed in part for unclear and inconsistent legislation and poor initial outcomes -  an 

effect of neoliberal thinking that was not limited to fiscal aspects of reform development. 

Interest Groups

Interest groups sprang up almost immediately to block aspects of the reform or to 

promote a version of the reform more beneficial to their interests. These groups
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consisted of central bureaucrats, trade unions, and defenders of old provincial capitals, 

county advocates, and local government associations. Reform and removal of the old 

communist bureaucratic apparatus was a priority for reformers for political reasons -  to 

de-communize the administrative bureaucracy and put government responsibilities more 

directly under control of the people (though also motivated by neotraditionalism). 

Administrative decentralization was intended to not only decentralize many ministerial 

tasks but also dismantle deconcentrated special administrations which existed on the level 

of newly proposed counties and were directly subordinate to the ministries. Many 

ministerial duties and special administrations were to be transferred to elected county and 

provincial governments, that is, taken out of the hands of old party bureaucrats and put 

under control of the people.

Given this pointed attack on the existent public administration system it was no 

wonder central bureaucracies put up considerable resistance during reform development. 

Well-entrenched ministries were reluctant to have their responsibilities and funds 

decentralized to lower levels of government and fought any kind of restructuring of the 

central administration at the center. Loss of control over ministerial tasks and 

deconcentrated special administrations and funds for them meant a significant loss of jobs 

and power for ministries. Among central ministries there was also the mentality that if an 

administrative task was important it should stay in the hands of the state administration 

and not be passed to “incompetent” locally elected officials (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000). 

Interestingly, ministers were in favor of decentralization in general but not when it came 

to their own ministry -  each felt his or her ministry should be the exception. Thus,
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outcomes in this area differed largely according to the political influence of a given 

ministry and the willingness of reformers to compromise in their demands in exchange 

for a minister’s support of the reform as a whole (Puzyna, 2000).

Several trade unions were also staunchly opposed to administrative 

decentralization in their respective areas. Administrative and political decentralization 

for them meant loss of influence over issues currently controlled in the center and thus 

also loss of bargaining power with the central government. Two unions in particular, the 

Solidarity Labor Union and the Polish Teachers Union,8 were able to significantly 

influence the reform process in the area of decentralization though with differing degrees 

of impact on outcomes.

A strong lobby was also created by inhabitants of old provincial capitals that 

stood to loose their status with the reform. Reformers initially established the optimal 

number of provinces at 12 which meant the abolishment of 37 provincial capitals. 

Residents of these capitals feared the loss of jobs and resources that would follow and 

protested by organizing rallies in front of parliament and in extreme cases by blocking 

roads and railway lines (Kowalczyk, 2000; Koral, 2000). Such pressure was largely 

responsible for the establishment of 16 rather than 12 provinces and resulted in 

compensation to abolished provincial capitals giving them status as both municipalities 

and counties among other things.

There were also numerous county groups that sprang up to promote the return or 

creation of a county in their area. These groups traveled to Warsaw and petitioned 

parliamentary committees directly for their counties. Lawmakers, in their quest for

* In Polish, Zwiazek Nauczycielstwa Polskiego.
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political support, all to often acquiesced to their requests even though it pushed the 

number of counties far beyond the recommended number.

Local government organizations on the national level were eager advocates of the 

public administration reform supporting the decentralization of functions and authority to 

lower levels of government. Such organizations included the Union of Metropolitan 

Cities, the Association of Rural Municipalities, the Union of Polish Towns, and the 

Association of Polish Cities among others. However, most notable about their role in the 

reform process was their inability to effect real change in the most important areas. Local 

government organizations were too weak to monitor the reform of local government 

finances, indeed, local government representatives were consistently left out of 

policymaking for fiscal reforms that had a large impact on local government.9 

Nonetheless, such supportive organizations played an important behind-the-scenes role 

during the years leading up to and after the 1999 reform through their work organizing 

trainings, conferences, consultation services, research on local government, and lobby 

efforts (Grochowski & Regulska, 2000).

International Influence

International influence on the public administration reform came in various forms. 

First, there was the soft influence of western ideologies and ideas that were adopted by 

reformers. This includes neoliberalism espoused by foreign advisors to Poland from the 

early transition period but also supported by more long-term players such as the World 

Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Ideas on decentralization, especially

9 See Regulska, 1998a: 118; Jedrzejewska, 2000; Weber, 2000a; author interview with member of 
parliament, Wlodzimierz Puzyna, 2001.
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in terms of subsidiarity, were put forward by the European Union and indirectly 

encouraged in country assessments. A host of other international organizations were 

influential in their dissemination of ideas about and support for decentralization. The 

United States Agency for International Development (USAID) funded full-time 

American advisors and other consultants to work with reformers, most significantly the 

Ministry of Finance on developing legislation for fiscal decentralization (though advice 

in this area went largely unused). Other technical assistance for the reform, including 

expert conferences and study trips to West European countries, was provided by 

International Policy Services (contracted by the Commission of European Communities), 

the International Investment Fund, the World Bank, DATAR (department of the French 

government), the French-Polish Foundation, the Swedish Agency of International 

Development, and the British Know How Fund. The EU’s PHARE program eventually 

funded training for local governments and monitoring and analysis of the reform 

(Kulesza, 1999).10

Second, there existed a kind of international influence of the carrot variety. That 

is, European Union aid in the form of structural assistance and the ability to compete 

economically on the same level with other large regions in Western Europe were great 

incentives for Poland to create a complementary regional system. Third, international 

influence on the reforms came in the more direct form of the Council of Europe’s 

charters on local and regional government, signed by Poland, which directly call for 

elected self-governments on subnational levels.

10 See Regulska, 1998b for a discussion on the role of western assistance on local democracy reforms in 
Poland through 1997.
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Politics and Outcomes of Decentralization

This dissertation bridges a divide in the decentralization literature between 

politics and outcomes by showing how the politics of decentralization affect social 

service outcomes. In particular, it addresses a narrow focus in the decentralization 

outcomes literature on expected consequences of decentralization (whether positive or 

negative) that overlooks the unintended consequences that stem from the politics of 

decentralization. Polish reformers attempted to develop and implement policies in line 

with decentralization literature claiming positive results of reform. In practice, however, 

they found that both development and implementation of such decentralization policy 

was compromised by the politics of reform.

As stated, the literature on decentralization consists of two separate forums. The 

first focuses on the politics of decentralization in terms of why decentralization or a 

certain degree of decentralization takes place in a given country or countries (Willis, 

Garman & Haggard, 1999; Eaton, 1999; Luong, 2000; Brusis, 1999; Illner, 1997). The 

second looks at the outcomes of decentralization policy concentrating on fiscal 

arrangements (Levitas, 1999; Ter-Minassian, 1997) and good governance in terms of 

gains or losses to democracy and efficiency as a result of decentralization (Kirchner & 

Christiansen, 1999; Rousseau & Zariski, 1987; Huther & Shah, 1998). Much of the 

democratic outcomes literature focuses on the responsiveness and participation of those 

on the local level after decentralization (Faguet, 2000; Blair, 2000; Osmani, 2000). The 

study of the outcomes of decentralization also includes a number of publications on 

lessons learned from decentralization or conditions for its success also largely measured
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in terms of improvement to democracy and efficiency (Prud’homme, 1995; Shah, 1998; 

Regulska & Regulski, 2000; Manor, 1999; United Nations, 1999; Giguale et al., 2000).

In addition there are many mostly descriptive accounts of decentralization undertaken in 

various countries (Bird, Ebel & Wallich, 1995; Kirchner, 1999; Horvath, 2000). Largely 

missing from the decentralization literature is work connecting the politics of 

decentralization with specific outcomes for public services on subnational levels. The 

following is an overview of these two separate literatures in the areas relevant to this 

dissertation: the politics of public administration reform in Eastern Europe and 

decentralization outcomes for public services.

Politics o f Public Administration Reform in Eastern Europe

The current literature on public administration reform11 in Eastern Europe falls 

generally into two categories: outlines of the political determinants of reform or largely 

descriptive accounts of the new public administration system in a given country or 

countries. Those addressing the politics of public administration reform focus on the 

identification of various explanatory concepts or main variables of change including 

historical legacies (pre-communist, communist, and sometimes post-communist), ideas or 

ideology of main actors, and geographic considerations. Martin Brusis, in his 

comparative analysis of administrative reform in six post-communist countries, uses 

historical legacies, policy approaches, and historical/ethnic regionalism (Brusis, 1999). 

Diner (1997) identifies four “contextual factors” including pre-communist and communist 

legacies, the political context of the reforms, expectations toward decentralization and

11 The term “public administration reform” has a broader meaning in Eastern Europe than it does in the 
United States. In Eastern Europe it is often used additionally in reference to decentralization of the state 
apparatus and territorial re-division of the state.
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geographic/demographic factors. Hesse (1997) uses as many as six such variables.12 

Wollman frames his analysis around an institutionalist approach that looks at “institution 

building as a sequence of institutional choices” (1997:464). He identifies many of the 

same contextual factors as others to explain why certain institutional choices were made.

13 This literature is largely focused on outputs of political decentralization and state 

territorial division (i.e. the type of subgovemment established and the final size and 

number of new subnational units) and overlooks administrative and fiscal 

decentralization and, most significantly, reform outcomes generally (the actual 

functioning of the new system). Or it focuses almost solely on fiscal decentralization 

with only cursory attention to other aspects of the reform (see Levitas, 1999). 

Decentralization Outcomes fo r  Public Services

The decentralization outcomes literature discusses outcomes in terms of the effect 

decentralization is expected to have on democracy and efficiency. However, it provides a 

mixed explanation of the effect decentralization should have in these two areas (Kirchner 

& Christiansen, 1999; Rousseau & Zariski, 1987). The central claim of proponents of 

decentralization is that decentralization improves democracy because it brings 

government closer to the people. Closer government means citizens have more 

opportunity to participate in decisions affecting their lives; they are also better able to 

hold government representatives accountable for their actions. Decentralization is also 

said to make possible minority representation when the majority at the center makes it

12 Hesse’s (1997) six explanatory concepts include stages o f development like transformation, 
modernization, etc., cultural traditions, institutional variables, the given resource base, the degree of reform 
professionalization, and policy entrepreneurship or political will.

Wollman’s decision-shaping factors include institutional and cognitive legacies o f the past, exogenous 
factors (models and experiences o f West European countries), the socioeconomic and financial context, and 
the power, interests and skills of actors.
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difficult for minority interests to be represented on the national level. This is especially 

salient when a minority on the national level is a majority on the local level (Rousseau & 

Zariski, 1987; Watson, 1975).

In the area of public services some of the outcomes literature claims the benefits 

of improved democracy are that services more closely match the needs of citizens, public 

institutions are more responsive to changes in those needs, and such change results in 

innovative approaches that may be applied on a wider basis (Rousseau & Zariski, 1987; 

Smith, 1985; Kettl, 1994; Osborne & Gaebler, 1992). It also points out that increased 

government accountability allows for citizens to hold representatives accountable for 

problems with services and encourages quality from the start (Rousseau & Zariski, 1987). 

Also, minorities are better able to advocate for services they need when they are a 

majority on the local level.

Other literature argues, however, that decentralization takes away from another 

type of democracy found in the idea of social citizenship. Social citizenship is the idea 

that every citizen is entitled to a minimum level of social goods by virtue of his or her 

membership in the polity regardless of place of residence (Mettler, 1998). 

Decentralization limits the egalitarian distribution of public resources made possible by 

centralization thus opening the door for disparity and a general reduction in services 

(Rivlin, 1992; Rousseau & Zariski, 1987; Mettler, 1998; Cameron & Hofferbert, 1974). 

When funding responsibility is decentralized localities compete to keep taxes low to 

attract business as well as avoid becoming “welfare magnets.” Such competition is said 

to result in a “race to the bottom” as each locality tries to keep taxes and services lower
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with respect to other localities (Peterson, 1995; Rivlin, 1992; Bird, Ebel & Wallich, 

1995).14 Centralization is also said to protect the rights of minorities on the local level 

from local majorities that might discriminate in the delivery of social services (Mettler, 

1998; Rousseau & Zariski, 1987; Dahl, 1982).

In terms of outcomes for efficiency, some of the decentralization literature claims 

it creates a more efficient system mainly because subnational governments are familiar 

with local economic and social conditions and can therefore administer programs more 

efficiently. Elements of decentralized democracy, such as improved accountability and 

responsiveness of local governments, also work to improve efficiency (Smith, 1985; 

Rivlin, 1992; Osborne & Gaebler, 1992). Other literature, however, argues that 

decentralization takes away the efficiency that comes with a centralized system which 

includes consolidation and coordination of planning, elimination of overlapping 

jurisdictions and service duplication, and the provision of an economy of scale (Gulick, 

cited in Waldo, 1984; Dahl, 1982).

Many of the benefits and limitations of decentralization as outlined above are 

contingent on the type of decentralization instituted. There are three basic types of 

decentralization: devolution as the transfer of central government fiscal and 

administrative responsibilities to subnational governments; delegation as the transfer of 

administrative responsibility for service provision to subnational governments with fiscal 

responsibility remaining with the central government; deconcentration as the extension of 

the central government through regional branches that have little or no decision-making

14 There is ongoing debate over the validity o f this argument. See Nathan & Gai (1998); Allard (1998); 
Rom, Peterson & Scheve (1998).
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authority (Bird, Ebel & Wallich, 1995). The western literature holds that most of the 

benefits (and limitations) of decentralization come with devolution where subnational 

governments are given complete control over a set of public responsibilities.

The Polish case shows that decentralization in practice is not as straightforward as 

decentralization in theory. While governments may attempt to follow decentralization 

recommendations that they expect to result in specific outcomes the reality is that they 

are often restrained by different influences on reform that ultimately lead to many 

unintended consequences.

Research Strategy and Methods

This dissertation uses an in-depth case study of decentralization reform in Poland 

as a research strategy that employs the data collection methods of focused interviews and 

self-administered questionnaires. A case study of one country, as opposed to a 

comparative study of several countries, was chosen for practical and substantive reasons. 

Due to limited research resources, the researcher had to choose between the in-depth case 

study of one country or a more superficial study of several countries. Here, depth of 

research was chosen over breadth because the topic and type of research it necessitated 

prescribed such an approach. The case study strategy “is an empirical inquiry that 

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context” (Yin, 1994:13). 

Here the researcher deliberately chose to cover the political context of reform 

development in relation to reform outcomes due to a belief that this context might be 

highly salient.
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Poland in particular was chosen as the country of study because it was among the 

first of the East-Central European countries to introduce mid-level decentralization. 

Moreover, it instituted both counties and self-governing provinces whereas other 

countries in the region had only one or the other in place at the time of the study 

(Horvath, 2000). Thus, a study of Poland as a forerunner in this area, provides valuable 

information for other countries anticipating similar reforms. It also provides a 

comprehensive knowledge base for this type of reform against which reforms in other 

East-Central European countries can be compared. Poland was also chosen because of 

the researcher’s substantial experience in Poland and Polish language ability.

The study’s focus on both the politics of decentralization reform and its service 

outcomes necessitated the use of two different types of original data collection: focused 

interviews were used to understand the politics of reform and survey questionnaires were 

used to assess outcomes. Focused interviews were conducted to collect data on the 

politics of the reform for several reasons. First, detailed information was needed on a 

subject for which there was little available information. Second, the insights of particular 

reformers on specific aspects of the reform were sought after. Third, access to other 

potential interviewees was provided through contact with each successive interviewee 

(Yin, 1994). In 2000 -2001, a total of 23 interviews were conducted with important 

reform actors. Twelve interviews were conducted with eleven members of the Polish 

parliament representing the four main political parties. Eleven interviews were 

conducted with eight government officials and one university professor who were 

directly involved in the reform. Most of the government officials interviewed held high
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positions in central ministries at the time of reform development including the Ministry 

of Internal Affairs and Administration, the Ministry of Finance, and the Ministry of 

Labor and Social Policy. Also, two interviews were with the head of the reform -  former 

secretary of state and government plenipotentiary for state structural reform.

Data collection on reform outcome.. in the area of social services necessitated a 

different approach. The goal was to obtain a nation-wide picture of social service 

delivery after the reform to test hypotheses generated from a preliminary survey 

questionnaire. To achieve this goal, a nation-wide representative survey was conducted 

during summer 2000 of directors of 200 public social service institutions on three levels 

of government. Institutions in the study included 66 municipal social assistance centers, 

70 county family assistance centers, 32 city family assistance centers, all 16 provincial 

departments of social affairs and all 16 provincial regional social policy centers. On 

county and provincial levels self-administered questionnaires consisting of close ended 

questions were delivered by an interviewer who remained present during survey 

completion. Surveys conducted in municipalities were done by computer-assisted 

telephone interviewing (CATI) using fixed-response questions (Fowler, 1993). A Polish 

research institute, Pracownia Badan Spotecznych, provided trained interviewers and 

initial data analysis.15 Research was conducted 114 years after reform implementation 

first began in January 1999, thus, expectations for outcomes were moderated against the

15 Funding for the surveys and interviews conducted in 2000 was provided by a Fulbright-Hays Dissertation 
Research Abroad Fellowship 1999-2000. Interviews conducted in 2001 were funded by an American 
Council of Learned Societies East European Dissertation Fellowship.
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early timing of the study.16 Document collection was also undertaken to supplement the 

original research on politics and outcomes of the reform.

The social service sector was selected for analysis for a variety of reasons. Most 

decentralization research on social services broadly understood focuses on the education 

and health sectors leaving out other important services such as those for the mentally and 

physically disabled, orphans, families in crisis, juvenile delinquents, and the elderly.

This research focuses specifically on these overlooked services often administered on 

mid-level government. Also important, this mix of services provides an interesting array 

of program and funding types making it possible to analyze the effect of decentralization 

in a variety of circumstances. Thus, lessons learned from analysis of the decentralization 

of these programs can potentially be applied to similar program types in other sectors.

Chapter Outline

The dissertation is laid out in chronological order that follows county and 

provincial reform from its first consideration by Solidarity reformers in 1990 through 

relevant legislation written in 1998 and outcomes in the area of social service delivery in 

2000. Chapter 2 offers an overview of work done on the reforms from 1990 -  1997. 

Chapter 3 provides an in-depth analysis of policy reform development concentrating on 

1998 when reformers established final reform policy. The analysis is based on interviews 

with over 20 of the reform’s leading figures including politicians and government 

officials as well as on document research both undertaken in Poland during 2000-2001. 

Chapter 4 examines the written policy of the reform that directly and indirectly affected

16 See chapter 4 for a more detailed description of the survey methodology used here.
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social service outcomes and provides data on these outcomes from a nation-wide survey 

of 200 public social service institutions on three levels of government conducted during 

summer 2000. Chapter S introduces a model for type of politics and corresponding 

policy outcomes for decentralization in Poland and provides some conclusions.
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Chapter 2 -  Provincial and County Reform in Poland 1990*1997

Poland’s second round of public administration reform was viewed from its 

earliest stages as a continuation of the 1990 Law on Local Government legislation that 

restored self-government to the municipal level. Indeed, the return of the county level of 

government, abolished by the Communist party in 197S, was on the minds of some 

Solidarity reformers at the end of 1989 even before work on the municipal reform began. 

In particular, many felt the destruction of the county level was an act that hit at the very 

heart of the identity of the state as “the administrative structure is also an ingredient of 

the nation’s culture” (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000:34). Counties had been in existence 

from before the partitioning of Poland in 1795 and endured through this period and 

successive changes in the political landscape until 1975 (Regulski, 2000). In addition, 

restoration of the counties was seen as “the master key” to reshaping a highly centralized 

system of fragmented central government administration found then on a mid-level 

(including the old provincial level and the new purely administrative rejon level below 

that) (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000). Reformers also looked at provincial and county 

reforms as a convenient and necessary way to rid the provincial and rejon apparatus of its 

communist-era work force (Kulesza, 1999). The thought was to start with municipal 

reforms, give them time to become a strong foundation, and then continue with reforms 

on other levels. By the end of 1990 the first ideas for regional and county reforms were 

being proposed.
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The government of Premier Jan Krzysztof Bieiicki, that took over after the 

resignation of Tadeusz Mazowiecki in the fall of 1990, proposed the liquidation of newly 

established rejony, the creation of a second tier of government in their place, and the 

regionalization of the country. While there had been calls for the return of counties when 

the rejony had been created, this was the first time a serious proposal for regionalization 

had been made. Plans called for the creation of regions with self-elected regional 

governments equipped with legislative competencies as well as a regional central 

government presence. This regional structure was based on the German lander model 

and thus was tied to a federalist system. As such, it met with much resistance from those 

who sought to keep Poland a unitary state and as a result the reform project changed its 

focus to the creation of 10-12 large provinces with a central government administration 

only. It was also in Bieiicki’s working groups that the idea first arose for counties to be 

established from the bottom up as associations of municipalities. The work of these 

groups, however, did not lead to any specific legislation in 1991 which some blame on a 

lack of conceptualization for the reform as well as lack of courage on the part of the 

political elite. Others look to the political difficulties of the time, especially preparations 

for the first democratic elections to parliament and political barriers to the reform in all 

groups of the political elite (Regulski, 2000).'

With the parliamentary elections in the fall of 1991 a quick succession of 

premiers and their governments made it difficult to push through reforms even if there 

was the political will and preparation to do so. This includes the governments of Jan

1 Other interpretations of Bielecki’s work during this period doubt his interest in promoting decentralization 
per se and assert his real focus was on the creation of strong regional governments that could realize his 
objectives for economic reform (Regulska, 1997).
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Olszewski and Hanna Suchocka. The Olszewski government (1991-92) returned the 

emphasis of public administration reform to a focus on local government and shifted 

discussion to consider the role of local government in relation to the role of central 

government (Regulska, 1997). The Suchocka government (1992-93) placed the most 

emphasis on continuation of the public administration reform and even though the 

government lasted only a little over a year much was accomplished that was later used in 

1998. Support for the reform was found specifically in Jan Maria Rokita who at the time 

was the head of the Office of the Council of Ministers. In October 1992, Suchocka 

created the office of the government plenipotentiary for public administration reform and 

called Michal Kulesza as the plenipotentiary. He was responsible for the whole of the 

reform including the strategy, the new administrative division of the country, and 

legislative projects. One of the main areas of focus was the creation of counties with the 

thought that later they would force the issue of the creation of large provinces (Regulski, 

2000). The Suchocka government had the following main goals for the reform:

1) reform of the state administration in the center and in the field,
2) reform of the territorial organization of the country including the creation of 

county self-government,
3) reform of the state civil service,
4) improvement of organizational efficiency in the flow of information and 

decision-making process,
5) improvement in the effective use of public resources.

While most preparation was done through expert working groups set up by 

Michal Kulesza, Minister Rokita oversaw the project on state administration reform in 

the center. Work progressed on each of the goals of the reform and resulted in many 

concrete legislative projects. Attention was also placed on preparation for provincial 

reforms that foresaw state administration in the provinces without self-government
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representation. Plans for 12,17, and 25 provinces were drawn up (Regulski, 2000). The 

creation of the first map of counties was undertaken immediately by Kulesza in October 

1992. It was guided by the idea that counties should be “historical” in nature and once 

again form the basic unit of local identity (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000). Work done at 

this time on the county division was to be among the most influential in 1998.

The most significant progress on county reform during the 1990-1997 period 

came with the county pilot program instituted in July 1993. The program was open to 46 

cities with populations above 100,000 and allowed them to voluntarily enter into 

negotiations with the central government to decentralize selected services planned for the 

county level. Thirty-four large cities initially entered into agreements with the central 

government (MSWiA, 2000; Levitas & Herczynski, 2001). The program, however, was 

criticized for decentralizing responsibilities without sufficient funds to realize them 

(Surazska et al., 1996).

Up until the change of government in the fall of 1993 work also proceeded in 

forums outside the auspices of government working groups. This included a project on 

self-governing counties supported by the Democratic Union party but put together by 

local government representatives. Though it was received in parliament in January 1992, 

its first reading took place a full year later in January 1993 (Regulski, 2000) and although 

no further action was taken it became the basis for legislation on the county government 

system in 1998 (Kulesza, 1999).

Parliamentary elections in September 1993 handed the former communists a 

majority in parliament and subsequent efforts to get public administration reform on the 

parliamentary agenda were blocked for four years (Lipowicz, 2000). There were several 

official reasons why the left coalition was opposed to the reform. First, there was a
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stalemate between the coalition partners: the Left Democratic Alliance (SLD) was in 

favor of decentralization while the Polish Peasant Party (PSL) was against it (Janik, 

2000). The Polish Peasant Party officially opposed plans for the new administrative 

structure because they were not sound in their view. Unofficially, they were fearful the 

reform would undermine the party’s strong position on the old provincial level and in 

rural localities as it would abolish old provinces and restore the county level (Woda, 

2001; Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001a; Wollman, 1997). Second, the coalition believed 

there was not enough time to prepare the reforms well (Janik, 2000). It also insisted the 

Constitution be passed before administrative reforms be addressed in parliament, which 

was viewed by reform proponents as a stalling tactic (Lipowicz, 2000). In fact at the 

beginning of this period, under Prime Minister Pawlak (1993-95), decentralization 

reforms already underway were frequently obstructed including the pilot program for 

large cities, VAT compensation for municipalities, and the transfer of primary schools to 

municipalities (Regulska, 1997).

Work on the reforms themselves continued in parliamentary committees, outside 

institutions, and even eventually by the left government in the form of a task force on 

regional development, in spite of the ongoing blockade in parliament itself. Headed by 

now former Minister Jan Maria Rokita, the Institute of Public Affairs was founded and 

became one of the more influential of these institutions with regard to the reform. It was 

established using foreign funds2 to continue the right’s work on public reforms with the 

goal of being prepared when the right returned to power (Ploskonka, 2001b). The 

Institute’s Public Administration Reform Program focused mainly on provincial reforms 

but supported the development of counties along the lines described above. Its main
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achievement was a project developing a double system of self-government and central 

government administration on the provincial level. A project to determine the ideal 

number and division of provinces was conducted in the Center for Social and Economic 

Research (CASE) (Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001a).

The Center for Self-Government and Local Development based at the University 

of Warsaw also received foreign funds3 for research on public administration reform. 

Under the direction of professor Andrzej Piekara,4 it concurrently developed an entirely 

different project that did not restore the county level along historical lines but left the 49 

old provinces intact, added to them the 46 large cities from the pilot project, and labeled 

them all counties. Following the French model, this project envisioned municipalities 

coming together on a voluntary basis to form associations that would work on a level just 

above the municipality as necessity required. It planned that 10-14 macroregions could 

be formed in a similar manner with counties cooperating amongst themselves to draw 

regional boundaries. The project, though, was in agreement with the dual system of 

provincial government proposed by the Institute of Public Affairs. Not surprisingly, the 

Polish Peasant Party adopted this project and later supported it in parliament, though 

unsuccessfully (Piekara, 2001).

Though the left did not move reforms along in parliament they began to see the 

need to begin preparing for reforms on the provincial level. In 1995, the left government 

and the Council of Europe established the Task Force for Regional Development in 

Poland. The main purpose of the group was to:

1 The Institute was established using funds from the Ford Foundation and the Stefan Batory Foundation
(Soros based).
3 Funds from PHARE Omega and a municipal consortium from Holland, Denmark, Belgium, and German 
“lander”.
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...prepare an outline strategy of regional development for 
Poland and of recommendations for the Polish government, 
the realization of which, by using West European experience 
and achievements, would lead to a growth in the 
competitiveness of the Polish regions, while at the same 
time restricting the excessive differentiation of their 
development (Zaucha, 1999:76).

The task force also maintained that provincial government should be autonomous and 

self-governed and be capable of conducting regional development policy. In fall 1996 

the group presented 21 recommendations for provincial reform based on the principle of 

subsidiarity but no concrete legislative project ever resulted (Zaucha, 1999).

Though not entertaining large scale reform in parliament, in a concession to the 

opposition, the left coalition agreed to expand the county pilot program through the 

passage of the Law on Large Cities implemented in 1996. The law now made it 

mandatory that specified public services intended for the county level be decentralized to 

Poland’s 46 largest urban municipalities. Funding for these services was provided 

through a transfer of funds from the central government over which municipalities had 

broad revenue assignment authority (Levitas & Herczynski, 2001).

Meanwhile work proceeded piecemeal on other fronts. In 1996 the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs and Administration established a team of experts to continue with the 

public administration reform project. The result of this work was a 1997 report entitled, 

“An Effective, Friendly, Safe State: Program for Decentralization of State Functions and 

Development of Local Self-Government” which was based on some of the work done in 

the 1992-93 period and included an estimate of the cost of the reform (Kowalczyk, 2000). 

No legislative project emerged out of this work either.

4 Professor Piekara had a history of opposing decentralization as proposed by those connected with 
Solidarity. He had taken part in the Round Table discussions in 1989 as a member of the government 
rather than o f the Solidarity opposition.
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The foundation for further public administrative reform was, however, laid in the 

framework of the 1997 Polish Constitution completed and passed during this time period. 

While establishing Poland as a unitary state, the 1997 Constitution ensured the continued 

decentralization of authority and tasks in several ways. The principle of pomocniczosc, 

the idea that the citizen should be assisted by the smallest appropriate unit possible, was 

included in the Constitution’s preamble.3 Article IS states, “The territorial system of the 

Republic of Poland shall ensure the decentralization of public power” while article 16 

states specifically that each level of subnational government is to have self-government: 

“The inhabitants of the units of basic territorial division shall form a self-governing 

community in accordance with law” (Chancellory of the Sejm, 1997:8). In addition, the 

Constitution establishes that local self-government units “shall be assured public funds 

adequate for the performance of the duties assigned to them” and provides that any 

changes in these duties will result in a corresponding change in the share of public 

revenues (Chancellory of the Sejm, 1997:65).

Proponents of public administration reform largely from the Freedom Union party 

fought hard to establish the number of subnational government levels and to specify that 

the level of government above the municipality be the powiat or county. Those against 

the reform, namely the Polish Peasant Party, refused to allow this concession 

(Kowalczyk, 2000; Lipowicz, 2000). Thus, the Constitution sets forth only the 

municipality by name and requires that other levels of subnational government be 

established by statute (Ploskonka, 2001a).

5 The preamble states, “ ...we hereby establish this Constitution of the Republic o f Poland as the basic law 
for the State based on... the principle o f pomocniczosc strengthening the powers of citizens and their 
communities” (Chancellory of the Sejm, 1997).
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Work on the public administration reform picked up considerable speed when the 

right returned to power in the parliamentary elections of fall 1997. The goal of the right 

coalition, consisting of the Solidarity Electoral Action (AWS) and the Freedom Union 

(UW), was to implement the public administration reform and the pension, education, 

and health care reforms simultaneously in January 1999. Among the in-coming 

parliamentarians were representatives who had worked in local government and had the 

continuation of decentralization as their specific goal. They came to be known as “self- 

govemmenters” (samorzqdowcy) and cut across both the right and left (Sekula, 2000).6 

Michal Kulesza was called again as the government plenipotentiary for the public 

administration reform and many involved with reform preparation in 1992 -  93 returned 

to government positions. Work that had been done on the public administration reform in 

the interim by left-dominated parliamentary committees was largely discarded and 

projects prepared by the right brought in (Machnik, 2000; Lipowicz, 2000). Even with 

these preparations much work remained with little over a year planned in which to 

accomplish it.

Goals of the 1999 Public Administration Reform

During the 1997-1998 reform development period reformers expanded their goals 

for public administration reform. Much of the original vision behind the goals came from 

Solidarity reformers who had developed and implemented Poland’s first administrative 

reform. Unofficially they were seen as a way to continue the dismantling of the old

6 In the Solidarity Electoral Action (AWS) party alone there were over 70 members of parliament who were 
previously or currently mayors or councilmen on the municipal level (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000).
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communist bureaucracy (Kulesza, 1999). Also unofficially they were based on a desire 

to restore Poland’s territorial structure to its pre-war, pre-communist state -  to undo what 

had been forced upon them.

As with the first round, reforms were officially undertaken largely on the basis of 

expected improvements in democracy and efficiency as outlined in western 

decentralization literature. Zaucha states, “The main purpose in introducing counties is to 

make the rest of the social service system... which is now under central control, more 

efficient and economically sound by putting it under the scrutiny of its own customers 

and clients” (1999:75). Identified paths to realizing democracy and efficiency through 

administrative reforms were broader in scope than found in the western literature perhaps 

due to the different starting point of decentralization in Poland (that of entrenched 

centralization) as compared to current administrative reforms in western countries. This 

is clearly reflected in the goals of the reform presented below. One noticeable addition is 

the inclusion of a goal for the improvement of civil society specifically. On the other 

hand, a clear departure from the western literature is the absence of goals to improve 

minority input. This is due to the fact that Poland’s minority populations are very small. 

Indeed, the German minority is the largest and amounts to only 0.8% of the population 

(Brusis, 1999). There were also goals concerned with improving transparency and 

creating provinces that would complement European Union regions (Kirchner & 

Christiansen, 1999). Of particular importance to this study was the goal to decentralize 

public finances such that subnational self-governments would have a significant amount 

of budget autonomy (Ploskonka, 2001a). For reformers this meant that the basic source
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of income for subnational self-governments would be funds over which they had 

assignment authority referred to as “own income” (dochody wlasne) as opposed to 

targeted subsidies (dotacje) and block grants (subwencje) from the central government 

(Koral, 2000).

Goals of the 1999 reform were outlined in official government publications in 

various forms ranging from general to specific. General elements of the reform were 

described as follows:

1) introduction of a new three-level basic territorial division;
2) establishment of self-government in counties and provinces;
3) construction of general administrative authorities and the joining of most of 

the special administrations under the authority of their organs;
4) a new division of public tasks in the state;
5) change of the system of public finance -  passing part of the public funds to 

the disposition of subnational self-governments (Ploskonka, 200la:222, 
author’s translation).

More specific goals of the reform were found in a publication by the State Structural 

Reform Department located in the Chancellory of the President of the Council of 

Ministers:

1) the continuation of public management decentralization;
2) expansion of civil society mechanisms, democracy, and societal control 

(monitoring) over administrative activities;
3) the greater effectiveness of institutions providing public services on a nation

wide as well as local scale;
4) improvement in the rationality of public expenditures;
5) reconstruction of the public finance system and improvement of its 

cohesiveness;
6) to bring order to the public administration competency system and a 

correction in the flow of information;
7) creation of instruments to conduct regional politics;
8) bring efficiency to central government functioning, modernize central 

government administration in the center and in the Held;
9) development of a professional civil service;
10) make possible the natural advance of the political elite (from municipal 

government through county and provincial government to the national level);
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11) adaptation of the country’s territorial organization to European Union 
standards
(Chancellory of the President of the Council of Ministers, 1998:25, author’s 
translation).

In conclusion, though Solidarity reformers expected that provincial and county 

reforms would follow soon after municipal reform, frequent changes in government and 

subsequent parliamentary domination by former communists during the 1993-1997 

period stalled these reforms. Nonetheless, significant preparatory work continued during 

this time with the county pilot project in large cities and research on provincial reform in 

the Institute of Public Affairs. Over time, reform goals were refined and expanded to 

include an emphasis on efficiency and harmonization with Western Europe. These goals 

were in addition to political goals for the elimination of communist-era bureaucrats and 

pockets of former communist domination on subnational levels that had been a primary 

emphasis of the municipal reform. Chapter 3 provides an analysis of the politics 

surrounding the development of final legislation for provincial and county reforms.
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Chapter 3 -  The Politics of Decentralization 1997*1999

From the fall of 1997 to winter 1999 the right coalition government was engaged 

in numerous political battles that would ultimately compromise reform goals. During this 

period of intense legislative work many conflicting interests emerged resulting in 

compromises that pushed reform in unintended directions. Ideologies and pressures on 

policy actors stemming from a variety of historical, institutional, political, and 

international sources were the basis for interest coalitions formed by politicians that cut 

across party affiliation. Friction between these coalitions forced politicians to 

compromise the original goals of reform authors. In particular, tension between 

ideologies of neoliberalism and neotraditionalism found in the coalition government in 

the area of fiscal decentralization proved to be the largest stumbling block for the reform. 

As a result of these processes many of the original goals of the reform went unrealized as 

decentralized programs were not fully implemented for lack of funding, autonomy for 

self-governed county and provincial governments was limited, and there was an increase 

in disparity between urban and more rural areas, among others.

Political debates during reform development in the 1997-1999 period centered 

around the four different aspects of the public administration reform in Poland: 

administrative, political, and fiscal decentralization and territorial division of the state. 

While there is some overlap in definitions of the types of decentralization these 

categories highlight separate processes that are significant when discussing development 

of the reform. Administrative decentralization is the redistribution of public
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responsibilities to lower levels of government. Political decentralization is the extension 

of citizen power in public decision making. Fiscal decentralization is the transfer of 

funds or legal instruments for raising funds to lower levels of governments along with the 

authority to make decisions regarding how those funds are used (World Bank, 2001).

The territorial division of the state is the establishment of the number, size, and 

placement of subnational government and administrative units. Analysis of the politics 

of the 1999 reform addresses each of these four parts of the reform separately and shows 

that large-scale outcomes for each area were often influenced by the politics of more than 

one of these areas.

Pressures on the four aspects of the reform that resulted in compromised 

outcomes can be traced back to historical and contemporary sources. Historical 

influences that shaped the reform were found in neotraditional ideologies with roots in 

the pre-communist system as well as in communist legacies of institutions resistant to 

change. For example, with the territorial division of the state reform initiators in 

parliament and government espoused neotraditional ideologies calling for the return of 

the county system along pre-communist lines within certain limits. Constituents however 

took neotraditionalism to its extreme by advocating for the return of many historical 

counties that went against advised guidelines for efficient administrative divisions. Thus, 

such action resulted in policy that undermined other goals of the reform. Similarly, in the 

case of administrative decentralization, those opposed to reform due to ties with the 

communist public administration system -  namely central bureaucracies and old 

provincial capitals -  pressured politicians to limit proposed reforms which also resulted
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in policy that did not fully achieve reform goals. Haggard and Webb describe such 

power politics and its consequences on policy: “Politicians respond to constituent 

pressures because they seek to remain in office, and they exchange policy distortions for  

political support. The fate of any reform effort thus hinges on the political balance of 

power between the winners and losers of the reform effort” (1994:8, emphasis added).

There were also influences on the reform that were contemporary in nature and 

independent of constituent pressure. These mainly involved international sources of 

influence which supported neotraditional ideas of decentralization and which, in 

particular, had a large impact on political decentralization especially the type of 

subnational government established in provinces. Western sources were also behind 

neoliberal tendencies that ultimately compromised reform in the area of fiscal 

decentralization. As will be shown, neoliberal ideas were behind exclusionary 

manipulations on the part of the Ministry of Finance that left out other reform actors. 

Indeed, Greskovits, in his study of reform in Eastern Europe, finds that a “characteristic 

of the neoliberal reform process is its secrecy and failure to consult with other 

bureaucratic and political actors” (1998:42). This state of affairs contributed to continued 

centralized financing and underfunding of the new system which ultimately compromised 

goals in the areas of democracy and improved public services.

Political actors being pushed and pulled in these various directions worked for or 

against the reform in a democratic context of party fragmentation and a coalitional 

government. This political framework set the stage for compromise politics both within 

and without the coalitional government and allowed for the shifting of the reform away
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from its intended goals. Indeed, as Haggard and Webb note, “Fragmentation [tendency 

toward the proliferation of political parties] makes coalition rule more likely, increases 

the difficulty of reaching compromises, and contributes to the instability of governments 

-  all factors that can effect government policy” (1994:9; see also Roubini & Sachs, 1989; 

emphasis added).

Schickler’s theory of disjointed pluralism provides a framework which helps 

explain how the politics of the 1999 reform led to unintended consequences. In turn, 

such analysis of the 1999 reform provides added support for the theory of disjointed 

pluralism and demonstrates the theory is applicable to institutions beyond legislative 

ones. In addition it shows the theory can be applied in different democratic contexts. 

Rather than evaluate institutional change across four different time periods as Schickler 

does, this analysis looks at the four differing but related types of institutional change 

(outlined above) found within the same reform package. These four cases demonstrate 

the following three claims' made by the theory of disjointed pluralism.

The first claim is that “multiple collective interests typically shape each important 

change in congressional institutions” (Schickler, 2001:12). This claim posits that with a 

few exceptions the political process by which institutional change occurs is not 

characterized by just one collective interest but by multiple interests promoted by 

different coalitions. The interaction between these coalitions determines the outcomes of 

institutional change. As Schickler states, “The ‘unintended effects’ of an institutional 

innovation often derive not from the failure of members seeking a single goal to

1 Only three o f Schickler’s four claims about disjointed pluralism are examined here. The one missing 
claim is based on examination of chronological factors in Schickler’s four cases, factors which are missing 
in the four cases presented here.
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anticipate the consequences of their actions, but rather from the tensions among the 

multiple interests that produced the change in question” (2001:13).

Schickler identifies two ways in which this phenomenon can take place. The 

“common carrier” model posits that different interests may support a particular change 

but for different reasons -  each looks to different consequences of reform that are not 

completely compatible. In this analysis the case of political decentralization on the 

provincial level provides an example of this where potentially resistant central 

bureaucratic supported provincial self-government because it would facilitate EU 

structural funds while the main reasons for support espoused by decentralization 

reformers included gains to democracy and efficiency as well as EU structural funds. 

Second, and more common to this study, is a situation where change intended to fulfill a 

specific goal of a single interest may be compromised by concessions to other interests. 

Schickler best expresses what happened most often in the Polish reforms with the 

following statement:

Although those initiating a change may have a single, clear 
goal in mind, they often are forced to make concessions to 
opponents of this goal, or to members who are not hostile to 
the basic purpose of the reform but nonetheless believe it 
might adversely affect some other interest. One cannot 
equate the initiators’ goals with the final outcome o f these 
compromises (2001:13; emphasis added).

Equally important is Schickler’s observation that a change in one aspect of a reform

proposal may affect other aspects of the proposal in significant ways. The Polish reform

demonstrates that this not only happened within one of the four parts but between the

four parts of the broader reform proposal as well. For example, a change in one element
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of the plan for administrative decentralization not only affected other elements within that 

plan but also aspects of political and fiscal decentralization.

Schickler’s second claim is that “entrepreneurial members build support for 

reform by framing proposals that appeal to groups motivated by different interests” 

(2001:14). This claim further elaborates the common carrier model by positing that 

reform initiators establish a basis for cooperation among opposing legislators by defining 

proposals in a way that appeals to their interests. This was the case in the common 

carrier situation cited above with respect to political decentralization in the provinces. 

Reform initiators positively framed the proposal for provincial self-government as 

beneficial to initially resistant politicians by showing it would facilitate EU structural 

funds.

The third claim is that “congressional institutions typically develop through an 

accumulation of innovations that are inspired by competing motives, which engenders a 

tense layering of new arrangements on top of preexisting structures” (Schickler,

2001:15). This claim has its roots in the path dependency model where choices open to 

policy makers today are dependent on previously made choices. In this case, institutions 

created by past decisions develop constituencies interested in preservation of power 

afforded that institution (see Pierson, 1998; North, 1990; Remington & Smith, 1999). 

Schickler posits that this constrains reformers to add on new institutions rather than 

abolish old ones. The case of administrative decentralization in the area of provincial 

reforms provides an example of this where central bureaucrats were resistant to 

dismantling provincial offices under central government auspices. In response in part to 

this, a new provincial self-government was added along side rather than in place of these
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provincial offices though few provincial functions and funds were actually transferred to 

this new entity.

The following section covers the story of reform development through an 

examination of the four subdebates that surfaced mainly from October 1997 to December 

1998 and briefly highlights outputs and later outcomes of these debates. Reform 

initiators in most of these areas were politicians experienced in local self-government 

who had come to parliament for the express purpose of pushing through public 

administration reforms. These “self-government” politicians had a strong presence in the 

right coalition government but were also found among social democrats on the left. 

Influence on their reform proposals, including at times outright opposition, stemmed 

from neoliberal ideas, interest groups, and international factors.

Administrative Decentralization

The subdebate on administrative decentralization took place mainly between 

“self-government” politicians and government officials on the one hand and central 

ministry bureaucrats and trade unions on the other. In this sub-debate “self-government” 

politicians and government officials in charge of the reform were driven primarily by 

three factors: a neotraditional ideology calling for a return to the state of affairs before 

communism, Western views of decentralization espoused by the Council of Europe and 

the European Union (EU), and a political interest in putting “communist” bureaucratic 

institutions under local control. The first two influences on administrative 

decentralization, neotraditionalism and a Western view of decentralization, were also 

instrumental in reformers’ thinking on political and fiscal decentralization addressed 

later. Those resisting specifically administrative decentralization were central ministry
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bureaucrats concerned with maintaining control over government responsibilities to 

retain power over jobs and funds. Also, some trade unions resisted administrative 

decentralization because it would mean loss of influence over issues currently controlled 

in the center and thus also loss of bargaining power with the central government. 

Ideologies

Neotraditionalism supported certain theoretical arguments about the benefits of 

administrative and political decentralization. These mainly centered on improvements in 

efficiency and civil society and the reduction of corruption. Deficiencies in these areas 

were attributed to the centralized system put in place by communists. Efficiency, 

reformers believed, would be improved in two ways: through restructuring the public 

administration system including the administration in the center and through increased 

rationality in public expenditures. Rationality was expected to increase as subnational 

units, in a better position to identify where waste occurs, would redirect funds to where 

they were needed most. Decentralization was also believed to strengthen civil society 

through the addition of new self-governments on the provincial and county levels and 

was thought to reduce corruption through increased transparency of public finances. The 

connection between democracy on subnational levels and improvement in public services 

was a strong argument of reformers. Michal Kulesza, the government plenipotentiary for 

the reform, stated that with the reform there “begins to function in practice a citizen state 

in which democratic factors work on behalf of improving the institutional conditions of 

collective life” (1999:2: author’s translation). So strongly held were these theoretical 

benefits of the reform that Kulesza stated, “Putting off the reform again would not only 

carry measurable losses for civilization but also for the economic development of the 

country and direct financial damage” (1999:3; author’s translation).
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International Influence

Reform initiators were also influenced in their approach to decentralization by 

Western European thought and example surrounding the idea of subsidiarity. For 

example, the Council of Europe outwardly calls for subsidiarity in its Charter on Local 

Government (1991) in which it is stated, “Local self-government means the right and 

ability of local communities...to direct and manage a significant part of public affairs on 

their own responsibility and in the interests of their inhabitants” (Beck, 1999:301-302; 

author’s translation). A similar emphasis on subsidiarity is found in the Draft Charter on 

Regional Self-Government. Poland has agreed to both Charters which directly prompted 

reformers to push for reforms in the area of administrative decentralization (ISP, 1997).

The European Union (EU) also supports the idea of subsidiarity but in a general 

sense interpreted differently by different EU countries.2 The general principle as stated in 

article A of the Common Provisions in the Treaty of Maastricht is that the Union should 

be one “in which decisions are taken as closely as possible to the citizen” reflecting 

wording also found in the Treaty’s preamble. The legal parameters of this statement, 

however, extend only to decisions regarding what action should be taken at the EU level 

as clarified by Article 3b of the Treaty Establishing the European Community3 (Best, 

1994). Poland, nonetheless, apparently is among those countries to have taken a broad 

interpretation of the EU statement on subsidiarity. One reformer stated:

2 “In most of continental Europe, subsidiarity is the essence of federalism. In the UK, in particular, it is 
used simply to mean a “default” preference against doing things at the Community (EU) level” (Best, 
1994:25).
3 T he Community shall act within the limits of the powers conferred upon it by this Treaty and of the 
objectives assigned to it therein. In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the 
Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and in so far as the 
objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, 
by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community. Any action 
by the Community shall not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the objectives of this Treaty’ (Best, 
1994:25).
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The decentralization of state tasks through the development 
of territorial self-government has for several years been an 
organizational priority of European Union countries. This 
results from the Treaty of Maastricht that commands 
application of the principle of subsidiarity (pomocniczosc) 
by European Union member countries and from the need to 
meet citizen expectations for greater influence over public 
affairs (Gilowska, 2000:23: author’s translation).

Even though in principle the EU has no basis in the Maastricht or Amsterdam 

treaties for intervention in matters of internal decentralization (Brusis, 1999) this has not 

precluded informal prodding on the part of the EU in this direction. Such influence is 

found in specific country assessments prepared by the European Union for accessioning 

countries. For example, in a 1998 progress report Poland’s decision to establish self- 

governed provinces and counties was listed as one of its accomplishments (EU report 

98/701:9-10, cited in Brusis, 1999). Thus, Poland’s broad interpretation of the EU 

statement on subsidiarity and the EU’s indirect pressure together would imply 

considerable EU influence for administrative (and political) decentralization in Poland 

even though Poland is aware that such reforms are not formally required for EU 

accession. Even taken together, though, the outside influence of European organizations 

appears to be more supportive than decisive in reformers’ plans for administrative and 

political decentralization. That is, there was enough internal pressure for decentralization 

broadly speaking that it would have occurred without outside influence, although such 

influence no doubt helped spur it on.4 

Interest Groups

4 This is not to say that the EU did not have a significant influence on the shape of particular aspects of 
reforms once the decision had been made to undertake them, as demonstrated in the section on provincial 
reforms.
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A third motivator for mainly administrative decentralization but also a new state 

territorial division was a political reason -  to de-communize the administrative 

bureaucracy and put government responsibilities more directly under control of the 

people (though also motivated by neotraditionalism). Administrative decentralization 

was intended to not only decentralize many ministerial tasks but also dismantle 

deconcentrated special administrations which existed on the level of newly proposed 

counties and were directly subordinate to the ministries. Many ministerial duties and 

special administrations were to be transferred to elected county and provincial 

governments, that is, taken out of the hands of old party bureaucrats and put under 

control of the people.

Given this pointed attack on the existent public administration system it was no 

wonder central bureaucracies put up considerable resistance during reform development. 

Well-entrenched ministries were reluctant to have their responsibilities and funds 

decentralized to lower levels of government and fought any kind of restructuring of the 

central administration at the center. Loss of control over ministerial tasks and 

deconcentrated special administrations and funds for them meant a significant loss of jobs 

and power for ministries. Among central ministries there was also the mentality that if an 

administrative task was important it should stay in the hands of the state administration 

and not be passed to “incompetent” locally elected officials (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000). 

Interestingly, ministers were in favor of decentralization in general but not when it came 

to their own ministry -  each felt his or her ministry should be the exception. Thus, 

outcomes in this area differed largely according to the political influence of a given
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ministry and the willingness of reformers to compromise in their demands in exchange 

for a minister’s support of the reform as a whole (Puzyna, 2000).

The following examples provide a picture of outcomes resulting from the 

subdebate between “self-government” politicians with government officials and several 

central ministries. The Ministry of Environmental Protection in particular fought hard to 

keep its special administration intact. Apparently its main motivation was to protect its 

political influence over the hiring of people to important positions in its field 

administrations, a battle it won resulting in continued centralization of many 

environmental protection programs (Rokita, 1998). Paradoxically, the reform of the 

national health care system (which predated the public administration reform by about a 

year), the Ministry of Health saw new special administrations actually added to its 

responsibilities. Rather than place new health care funds under the auspices of elected 

county government they were given their own separate territorial arrangement and 

subordinated to the Ministry of Health. This centralization of the health system was not 

altered with the public administration reform. Lack of such administrative 

decentralization in effect weakened local self-government and increased bureaucracy, 

providing outcomes that were the exact opposite of reform goals (Gilowska, 2000).

On the other hand, the Ministry of Labor and Social Policy and the Ministry of 

Education reluctantly submitted to the decentralization of many of their responsibilities 

with some exceptions. Though many social services (narrowly defined) were 

immediately decentralized with the reform (see chapter 4), the Ministry of Labor and 

Social Policy successfully held off reform of the labor system for a year after general
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reform implementation. Only after a fierce legislative battle in 1999 did “self- 

government” reformers place much of the administration of labor programs under county 

government auspices beginning in 2000 (Strubinska, 2000a). A similar situation 

occurred with the Ministry of Education. With education the vision of reformers won out 

and essentially all remaining educational institutions were decentralized to new county 

and provincial self-government. Almost all secondary schools and primary schools for 

the disabled were transferred to the county level as well as many non-school educational 

facilities.3 Provincial self-governments were given the responsibility for secondary 

schools for social workers and nurses, teacher colleges, and in-service vocational training 

centers. The Ministry of Education, with the help of teachers’ trade unions (see below), 

did manage to maintain significant centralized control over the establishment of 

curriculum standards, teachers’ qualifications and pay levels, and levels of student 

achievement and classification (Kolaczek, 1998). Other ministries, however, resisted 

giving up vocational schools in their sectors with the result that the Ministry of Internal 

Affairs and Administration continues to maintain three schools for firefighters; the 

Ministry of Defense has two military lyceums; and the Ministry of Justice still operates 

34 primary schools, 30 vocational schools, and 24 adult education facilities. Only after a 

year’s delay and another fierce legislative battle did the Ministry of Culture finally 

decentralize 161 vocational art schools in 2000 (Levitas & Herczynski, 2001). Adverse 

outcomes in general due to compromises over administrative decentralization included

1 Counties were also given responsibility for non-school educational facilities that had been under the
auspices o f provincial education offices including boarding houses, special education centers, cultural
institutions, sport facilities, youth hostels, and psychological and pedagogical advisory centers (Levitas &
Herczynski, 2001).
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internal inconsistencies and limited effectiveness of the territorial administration (Rokita,

1998).

Some trade unions also staunchly opposed administrative decentralization in their 

respective areas. Administrative decentralization for them meant that decisions on issues 

important to them would be made at the local level and thus their influence over issues 

currently controlled in the center would be lost. Such loss of influence on the central 

level would also mean loss of bargaining power with the central government. Two 

unions, the Solidarity Labor Union and the Polish Teachers Union,6 were able to 

significantly influence the reform process in the area of decentralization though with 

differing degrees of impact on outcomes.

The Solidarity Labor Union joined forces with the Ministry of Labor and Social 

Policy and the National Labor Office in order to prevent the decentralization of labor 

programs to lower levels of government (Wejner & Bledowski, 2000). The labor union’s 

main argument was that while decentralization generally speaking is a good thing, labor 

programs should be treated differently because of a need for flexibility in responding to 

unpredictable unemployment crises in different regions of the country. If labor funds 

were dispersed to local governments according to an established formula as a result of 

administrative decentralization, the central government would not have the funds to 

address unexpected crises in unemployment (Tomaszewska, 2000). Of equal or more 

concern may have also been the fact that the labor union stood to lose a considerable 

piece of political leverage once its centrally established influence over labor funds was 

dispersed along with the decentralization of tasks corresponding funds (to be clear, this is

6 In Polish, Zwiqpek Nauaycielstwa Polskiego.
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only the transfer of funds not fiscal decentralization) (Puzyna, 2000). The Union- 

Ministry-Office coalition was successful enough to delay decentralization of the labor 

system for a year while the rest of the administrative reform went forward (mentioned 

briefly above). During that year, however, the agenda-setting power held by staunch 

decentralists in parliament made it impossible for labor centralists to get revisions made 

in legislation set to decentralize the labor system in January 2000. Their one victory was 

the maintenance on the central level of a program for unemployed recent graduates 

(Kulesza, 2000a).

The pressure of the Polish Teachers Union had a more significant influence on 

reform outcomes in the area of education. The large pressure this group placed on 

reformers resulted in a situation where responsibility for teachers working on subnational 

levels was split between local government and parliament. That is, while local 

government officials are the formal employers of teachers the conditions of their 

employment are determined in parliament with the active participation of trade unions 

(Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001a). Here again, apparently the fear of losing influence over 

reforms regarding teachers as a result of decentralization prompted the union to press for 

the status quo. Other outcomes for administrative decentralization are connected to the 

lack of fiscal decentralization and the underfunding of decentralized services that 

impeded their adequate implementation (to be discussed).

Lack of state restructuring in the center was one of the main political 

compromises reformers made in order to gain support for the reform. But the extent and 

significance of the amount of decentralization that actually occurred appears to be a
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matter of perspective. For example, one reformer went so far as to state in 1998 (before 

reforms were even implemented), “In opposition to many public statements -  beyond the 

sphere of central investment -  self-governments (provincial and county) did not receive 

as a result of the reform any essential functions executed to this point by ministers” 

(Rokita, 1998:3; author’s translation). On the other hand, Michal Kulesza emphasized a 

compromise with ministries over the downsizing of ministerial jobs rather than a 

compromise over decentralization. He stated that a lot of ministerial duties were in fact 

decentralized and as a consequence many ministry workers were no longer necessary. He 

then admitted, “ministries should have been downsized as a part of the reform but I could 

not create another group of enemies if I wanted the main reforms accepted” (Kulesza, 

2000a). Without question, however, compromises with ministries over decentralization 

and downsizing were made and resulted in stalled reforms and unexpected outcomes.

Political Decentralization

A different mix of policy actors came forward when issues of political 

decentralization were raised. This group was divided even further as different actors 

formed around debates on political decentralization to county and provincial levels. Thus, 

the following discussion has been split into separate discussions on county and provincial 

political decentralization.

Counties

Promoters of political decentralization to the county level were the same “self- 

government” politicians and right coalition government officials pushing for
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administrative decentralization. As shown above, the various factors influencing 

reformers thinking on administrative decentralization simultaneously supported political 

decentralization. Thus, here again, neotraditionalism, Western views on decentralization, 

and the goal of placing “communist” bureaucratic institutions under local control were all 

major factors influencing political decentralization to the county level. However, the 

ideology of neotraditionalism played the most direct and influential role.

Ideologies

The ideology of neotraditionalism was particularly strong in the case of county 

government reform. Before World War II Poland’s local government structure followed 

a dualist model of public administration whose roots can be traced back to the former 

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy (1862). In this model, democratically elected local 

governments realize both their own tasks and tasks delegated to them from the state 

administration (Brusis, 1999). This form of local government was restored to the 

municipal level with the 1990 Law on Local Self-Government and “self-government” 

politicians and government officials sought to restore it to counties with the 1998 reform.

The only opposition to county self-government came in the form of the Polish 

Peasant Party (PSL) and a group of expert scholars from the Center for Self-Government 

and Local Development at the University of Warsaw, whose project was endorsed by the 

PSL. As explained earlier, the PSL was against county reforms because it was afraid its 

party’s power would be undermined by new counties diluting the political influence of 

rural municipalities (Woda, 2001; Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001a; Wollman, 1997).
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Expert scholars from the Center prepared a project based loosely on local 

government in France that provided an alternative model to self-governed counties.

Their main idea was that to be truly created in a democratic fashion from the bottom up, 

supra-municipal local governments should be created by existing municipalities as they 

identified need for them. Groups of municipalities would come together in municipal 

associations to take care of those services best provided on a slightly higher level of 

government. The existing 49 counties and the 46 large cities that were already 

cooperating in the County Pilot Project would be established as counties (above the 

associations) with a dozen or so newly created provinces above that. The counties would 

be governed by a representative of the central government, not locally elected officials, 

thus ensuring a true unitary state (Piekara, 2001).

The PSL latched on to this project because it largely maintained the existing order 

of things and thereby ensured the continuance of their power. In addition, retention of 

the 49 provinces, though now called counties, would make it possible for many of their 

party members working in the provincial administration to continue in their positions. 

However, efforts to get the project on the parliamentary floor were in vain. Even the 

parliamentary committee on local government and regional policy allowed only one 

presentation of the project and dismissed any further attempts for its discussion. 

Moreover, the Center invited right reformers to its conferences and seminars for an open 

discussion of the reform but none ever came -  only those from the left (including many 

from SLD) (Piekara, 2001). Clearly though, as far as political decentralization for 

counties, the Center’s project completely undermined reformers’ goals in this area as it
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would have for the territorial division of the state as well. There was thus an early 

embargo of the PSL project and the general consensus among remaining policy actors 

resulted in a system of county self-government that was however to be relatively weak.

Outcomes in the area of political decentralization show that counties did not get a 

chance to exercise their powers of self-government to the extent expected due to 

compromises on administrative decentralization as discussed in the section on 

administrative decentralization above and lack of fiscal decentralization (to be discussed). 

Provinces

The extent of political decentralization to the provincial level was established by 

the right-leaning Institute of Public Affairs whose policy actors convinced those initially 

opposed to their plan, the Catholic right and some left centralists, of its necessity to 

facilitate EU structural funds early on in the game. Thus, the story of the type of 

provincial government lies largely in an explanation of influences on policy actors within 

the Institute itself. The Institute was started in 1994 by a prominent official of the first 

right government and expert scholars from various universities. It was funded by 

Western (mostly United States) sources and had as its goal the preparation of legislation 

for when the government was once again in the hands of the right7 (Ploskonka, 2001b). 

One of its projects was the preparation of legislation on the type of government to be 

established in the provinces. Neotraditionalism and Western European influences shaped 

plans that resulted in a dual system of provincial government: provincial self-government 

and a provincial arm of the central government operating entirely separate from one

7 The left government, though slow in starting, eventually did some work on the regional reforms in 
conjunction with a task force they established with the Council o f Europe. This however resulted only in 
recommendations and bore no legislative fruit (Zaucha, 1999).
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another. Here neotraditionalism appeared to play a minimal role that was enough to keep 

a central government presence on the provincial level but not enough to prevent the 

establishment of provincial self-government. As will be shown Western influences were 

the decisive factors in the creation of provincial self-government an act that went against 

historical precedence and to some extent societal wishes. A brief history of regional 

government in Poland and earlier attempts at regional government reform set the stage to 

show how Western influences in the end dominated over an established traditional model. 

International Influences

During the inter-war years Polish provinces were governed by regional agencies 

of the central government inspired by the French prefecturial model (Wollman, 1997). 

This system continued under communism with provincial government still being 

subordinated to central government administration (Regulski, 2000). After the fall of 

communism, the first time a serious proposal for regionalization was made was under the 

Bielecki government in 1990-91. Plans called for the creation of regions with two-house 

representation equipped with legislative competencies as well as a regional central 

government presence. This regional structure was based on the German lander model 

and thus was tied to a federalist system. This proposal, however, met with much 

resistance as Poles were not ready for regional self-government especially one patterned 

after the German model. Memories of a strong, dominant Germany were bolstered at the 

time by the unification of East and West German and fears of the return of a strong 

Germany were widespread in Polish society. Poles saw the creation of Polish “lander” as 

the first step towards restructuring Poland along German lines leading eventually to loss
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of Polish sovereignty so recently regained (Regulski, 2000). Poles also had a historical 

memory of a partitioned Poland which fed fears that strong regions may eventually 

demand their own autonomy and lead to the break up of Poland (Lipowicz, 2000). Such 

pressures undermined this first proposal for regionalization and ensured that Poland 

would remain a unitary and not a federalist state. Indeed, reform working groups under 

the Bielicki government changed their focus to the creation of 10-12 large provinces 

overseen by central government administration only. Work on provincial reforms moved 

forward again under the Suchocka government, July 1992 -  September 1993. Plans for 

12,17, and 25 provinces were drawn up as well as a plan for continued central 

government administration in the provinces. An early legislative project on provincial 

self-government had been thrown out by parliament in its first reading in January 1993 

with the official reasoning that self-government needed to be built from the bottom up, 

county self-government being next in line (Regulski, 2000).

Reformers at the Institute of Public Affairs picked up the work on provincial 

reforms in 1994. Their legislative project, the “Law on self-government and central 

government administration in the province,” was formally presented in summer 1997 a 

few months before the right came to power again (Regulski, 2000). Despite clear societal 

resistance to provincial self-government and lack of a historical model for it, the project 

called for the establishment of both a self-governing provincial government and a 

separate central government administration on the provincial level. The following 

discussion showing Western influences on the reform is based on an Institute for Public 

Affairs report published in August 1997 that introduces the legislative project. In the
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report specific consideration was taken of the European Parliament’s Community Charter 

on Regionalization, the European Union’s policy requirements for structural funds, the 

Council of Europe’s European Charter on Regional Self-Government, and the examples 

of Western European countries and their regions that operate under these supranational 

institutions.

The advisory Community Charter on Regionalization, adopted by the European 

Parliament in 1988, outlines a division of tasks in the state structure between central 

authority and regional self-government. It stipulates, among other things, that principle 

traits of a region should include financial independence and the right to cooperation in 

decisions undertaken by the nation and European Communities. Of particular confusion 

for reformers was the kind of regional model the contents of the Charter were calling for 

-  self-government as in France or the political autonomous regions of Italy or Spain. The 

Institute of Public Affairs report states, “The statements of this document are sufficiently 

general that it is not possible to extract a concrete answer from them. It must have had to 

be this way given the fact that different states had to accept it” (ISP, 1997:14; author’s 

translation). Faced with this dilemma reformers turned to the goals the European Union 

established for regions. The same report continues:

For the essence of the region one must rather look through 
the prism of goals the European Union establishes for itself 
in this area (strengthening the cultural unity of regions, 
respecting regional distinctiveness, respecting regional 
aspirations, expanding the sphere of citizen responsibility).
The most appropriate region model in a given country is the 
one that realizes most fully the above called-for goals (ISP,
1997:14; author’s translation, emphasis added).
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In general the European Union’s comments on regional administration directed at 

East-Central European countries indicate a preference for democratic regional self- 

governments with significant financial and legal autonomy (Brusis, 1999). The EU was 

clearly influential in its indirect incentive for the creation of a regional government 

system that would meet the EU’s requirements for disbursement of structural funds. In 

addition, reformers believed that meeting these provisions would allow them to compete 

on the same level as other EU regions for such funds. While aware that the European 

Union does not require member states to unify administrative structures, reformers saw 

that a specific regional arrangement does result from spatial-economic prerequisites. 

These “effectively encourage states to a kind of shaping of internal structures so that 

specific regions can conduct independent economic politics making possible effective 

competition over accessible structural funds” (ISP, 1997:22; author’s translation). In 

considering regional reforms in their own country Polish reformers stated, “ ...a condition 

for use of structural funds (and not only, because this rule is universally applied in the 

Union) is the proper preparation of Polish institutional infrastructure for the acceptance 

and use of community [EU] assistance” (ISP, 1997:24; author’s translation). Reformers 

identified as particularly necessary the creation of independent entities of regional public 

authorities that can develop and execute development programs and participate in the 

shaping and supervising of established programs (ISP, 1997).8

Though work on the Council of Europe’s European Charter on Regional Self- 

Government was underway at the same time as work on Polish provincial reforms, it was

8 To emphasize the importance o f structural funds for Poland the report (at the conclusion of the section on 
structural funds) noted how the funds address the sore points of Poland’s economic transformation and 
“how useful it would be to use resources from these funds” (ISP, 1997:25).
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also a factor leading to regional self-government in Poland. It establishes the right of 

regional inhabitants to participate in decision-making in its own affairs and regional 

possession of its own tasks and competencies as shaped by the principle of subsidiarity.

It also calls for direct elections to a legislative organ, the independence of separate 

subnational governments from one another, and financial independence for the region 

among other things (ISP, 1997).

Reformers also looked to the experience of Western European countries deemed 

comparable to Poland in terms of type of government (unitary), size and population, 

economic and cultural potential, and movement in the direction of decentralization. 

Reformers chose three countries -  France, Spain, and Italy -  and used their experiences 

in designing a provincial government system for Poland. These countries’ experiences 

were most influential in reinforcing the idea of a self-governing body in the provinces 

and in providing a solution for how unitary states can simultaneously maintain a central 

government presence on the provincial level. The solution employed by each of these 

three countries is the presence of two completely separate public authorities on the 

provincial level, that is, the establishment of both a regional self-govemment and a 

central government representative on this level. Spain and Italy’s success with also 

separate administrations for each of these entities (compared to France’s difficulties with 

one administration serving both) was also an underlying factor in the creation of two 

administrations in Poland’s case (ISP, 1997).

As demonstrated, international factors were very influential in determining the 

system of provincial government especially when considering the lack of historical
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precedence and general lack of societal support for regional self-government going into 

the last phase of provincial reform development in 1994. Experts who prepared the 

reform, especially Jan Maria Rokita,9 were successful in convincing both left and right 

members of parliament of the necessity of instituting their proposal for provincial 

government and their legislative project became law with some few changes (Gorzelak & 

Jalowiecki, 2001a; Rokita, 2001).

When attention is turned to outcomes for political decentralization to the 

provincial level one finds that resistance to provincial self-government resurfaced later 

when the AWS conservative right attempted to limit the actual transfer of power from 

central ministries to provincial self-governments. The debate, which was actually played 

out between the conservatives, centrists and liberals of the right coalition, resulted in 

provincial self-governments being given a large share of responsibility for regional 

development but with few funds to realize them (Levitas, 1999). Thus, though the 

instrument for political power was passed to provincial self-governments lack of funds 

limited the extent they could actually realize that power. Pressure to maintain certain 

responsibilities under the auspices of provincial central government also led to negative 

outcomes. The structural law, which laid the foundation for the new administrative 

system, established the responsibilities of each of the provincial governments in broad 

terms. However, the realization of that law in terms of specific legislation on the division 

of competencies left more responsibilities in the hands of the provincial central 

government administration than reformers expected leaving this specific legislation in

’ Head of the Institute of Public Affairs, member of parliament, and then influential member o f Solidarity 
Electoral Action (AWS).
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conflict with the broader law. The result was not only limited provincial self-government 

but also an on-going competition between the two provincial governments for authority 

over different competencies (Puzyna, 2001).

Territorial Division of the State

Reforms to the territorial division of the state involved deciding the exact number 

and therefore size of counties and provinces. Here again different actors were involved 

in the debates over counties and provinces.

Counties

With the reform for county divisions, “self-government” politicians and 

government officials were at odds with the Ministry of Finance. Officials in the Ministry 

had determined the greatest amount of administrative efficiency could be achieved with 

about half the number of counties presented by the government.10 Here neotraditionalism 

and politics of “self-government” politicians and government officials held sway over 

Ministry of Finance arguments based on the effectiveness and efficiency of new county 

units.

Ideologies

The neotraditionalism of “self-government” politicians and government officials 

stemmed from the fact that the existence of 300 counties had long been a part of Polish 

territorial history. Counties had been in existence in Poland from before the partitioning 

of the country in 179S until 1975 when they were abolished by the communist party.

10 The project proposed by expert scholars from the University of Warsaw (mentioned previously) also 
proposed a fewer number of counties however their proposal did not figure into the debate here.
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Reformers thus felt compelled to restore Poland’s territorial structure to its pre-war, pre

communist state -  to undo what had been forced upon them. Restoration of the county 

level in particular was viewed as a step in the direction of returning Poland to its rightful 

democratic structure (Regulski, 1999). Counties were viewed as “small fatherlands”

(male ojczyzny) with their own cultural identities that deserved the right to self- 

government almost as much as Poland as a country deserved this right (Puzyna, 2000). 

Reformers additionally held that the 300 or so capital cities of these former counties 

formed traditional, local centers of community and economic life; these, it was claimed, 

were needed for revitalization of Polish provincial regions (Emilowicz & Wolek, 2000). 

This pre-socialist legacy so strongly shaped reformers’ ideology regarding county 

reforms that in the end it prevailed over other ideologies for the reform.

In order to assure that county lines were drawn according to existing local identity 

and historical memory of citizens, reformers sent surveys to municipalities asking them 

to decide which counties they wanted to belong to. They were asked to adhere to a 5-10- 

50 formula: each county was to have a minimum of five municipalities, at least 10,000 

inhabitants in the county capital, and a population of at least 50,000. (Emilewicz and 

Wolek, 2000; Regulski, 2000). In addition, the parliamentary committee on self- 

government and regional policy went to great lengths to hear hundreds of delegations that 

came to Warsaw on behalf of citizens of potential counties (Lipowicz, 2000).

Another factor shaping the county reform was a legacy stemming from the 

socialist period when counties were recipients of funding from Warsaw (counties were in 

existence under socialism until 1975). Due to this legacy old county regions believed
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that the existence of a county was a way in which to tap into central government funds 

despite the fact that fiscal decentralization was planned and new counties were intended 

to be as autonomous as possible (Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001a; Janik, 2000). All of 

these factors worked to drive the number of counties higher and higher and in the end 308 

counties and 65 cities with county status were created.

This explanation for outputs of the county reform would appear to be sufficient if 

it were not for the fact that such a large number of counties were deemed administratively 

inefficient and harmful to county democracy. The Ministry of Finance, guided by an 

ideology of efficiency and not one of historical cultural identity, proposed a project of 

150 economically effective counties. It presented a list of counties that should not be 

created because they would undermine the efficiency of the administrative system and 

were too small to have the required degree of economic self-sufficiency (Miller, 2001; 

Emilowicz & Wolek, 2000). This last point should have been of particular concern to all 

reformers because economic self-sufficiency is generally seen as a prerequisite for the 

autonomous democratic functioning of subnational levels, a main goal of the reform. 

Moreover, Kulesza allowed for the creation of 71 counties (almost one quarter of all new 

counties) that did do not fulfill one of the three criteria he originally formulated 

(Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001a).

Politics explains how in the end the number of counties leapt dramatically beyond 

the Ministry of Finance’s and even reformers’ rational limits. The government knew that 

parliamentary members were eager to establish counties in their districts given the local 

clamor for them and used this knowledge to manipulate support for other areas of the
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reform. A paraphrased excerpt from an interview with a member of parliament describes 

what this situation led to:

There are also too many counties because we succumbed to 
blackmail so representatives would support the reform. We 
bought representatives. If a representative was not in favor 
of the reform -  was going to vote against it -  we gave them 
a county in their region in exchange for their vote.
Representatives would say they would not vote in favor of 
the reform unless they were given a county in their 
region....It was a compromise -  a worse solution for the 
reform in exchange for the reform to happen at all. It was 
the price we had to pay to have the reform (Sekula, 2000).

Also tied to the county reform was another political compromise necessitated by 

another socialist legacy - the existence of 49 small provinces created in 1975 by the 

communist party. Reformers had plans to drastically reduce the number of provinces (see 

discussion on provincial territorial reform). Capital cities of proposed liquidated 

provinces resisted the reform in particular because they would their status as provincial 

capitals. This group carried significant weight in parliament and threatened to stall the 

administrative reform. Thus, as another compromise of the reform cities were offered the 

status of both a municipality and a county (referred to as cities with county status) in 

exchange for their support of the reform. The same politician noted, “We also knew that 

allowing the creation of cities with county status was not sensible. Here again we 

succumbed to blackmail. We had to give in to the demands of the former provincial 

capitals for county status so that they would support the new number of provinces” 

(Sekula, 2000). Thus, the number of cities with county status was also pushed higher
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with this political compromise. In the end the total number of county-level units was 

373."

These particular outputs of territorial reforms on the county level have resulted in 

several unintended outcomes for this part of the reform. With the establishment of so 

many cities with county status came the creation of what are called “donut” counties 

surrounding 46 of these cities. According to government and other reports, these “donut” 

counties are effectively cut off from the city infrastructure and resources they were used 

to relying on leaving them among the poorest and least successful of all counties in 

Poland (Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001a; MSWiA, 2000). This was one reason 

contributing to an increase in disparity between urban and non-urban areas. Another 

reason was that almost immediately there arose a difference between county services 

provided in cities with county status and those provided in regular counties. This is 

attributed to the fact that cities could use municipal funds to supplement county funds 

while regular counties did not have this option.

In terms of the number of counties one study on the first two years of the reform 

states, “...the number of counties is clearly dysfunctional because the units are too small, 

weak economically and in terms of staff, and in the majority are not in a state to 

effectively fulfill all the tasks laid on them” (Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001b; author’s 

translation). Thus, the territorial division of the state into many small counties has 

already had a negative influence on the successful realization of administrative 

decentralization. Predictions that the large number of small counties will result in weak

11 Seven new counties were added to this number on January 1,2002 (Miklaszewska, 2001).
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county democracy is yet to be seen as fiscal decentralization has not yet been 

implemented (see discussion on fiscal decentralization).

Provinces

The final number of provinces was determined in the last stage almost solely by 

political interests. Here government officials, backed by expert scholars from the 

Institute of Public Affairs, came up against the left coalition and some members of their 

own right coalition who were pressured by their constituencies to not liquidate specific 

provinces as proposed by the government. In addition, President Aleksander 

Kwasniewski (a social democrat) worked against the government’s proposal by 

apparently using his veto power in this particular instance to secure a broad interpretation 

of presidential veto powers.

While there was much controversy surrounding the exact number of provinces 

there was little dispute over the idea of reducing the number of provinces in general. 

Historical and international influences were key in establishing a broad consensus on this 

point.12 Thus, neotraditionalism played a role as Poland had a history of large regions 

which provided pressure for their return. Indeed, there were 17 large provinces as 

recently as 1975 which the Communist party abolished with the administrative reforms of 

that year (Regulski, 2000).

Ideologies

Most influential, however, appeared to be international factors. The Council of 

Europe’s European Charter on Regional Self-Government, though not stipulating the size

12 Most of the research and work on the number of provinces was conducted in the Center for Social and 
Economic Research (CASE), a Polish think tank (Gorzelak & Jalowiecki, 2001a).
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of a region, had many regulations interpreted by reformers to mean that fairly large units 

were being called for. In Poland’s case reformers determined this to be between 12 and 

14 provinces (ISP, 1997). The EU actually recommended to Poland that the territorial 

division of the state needed to be improved in order to implement structural funds (EU 

avis 97/7:72 cited in Brusis). Reformers also took into consideration EU statistical 

regions, in this case the fact that provinces should correspond to NUTS-2 statistical 

regions in EU countries (Brusis, 1999). Poland was also concerned with the fact that 

provinces be large enough to compete economically with regions in Western Europe 

(ISP, 1997) and be able to represent themselves on equal footing in the EU’s Committee 

on Regions (Rokita, 2001).

In the end, reformers established eight official criteria by which regions were to 

be established a few of which are outwardly international or historical in nature:

1) Accessibility to funds (eligibility of the region for outside funds, i.e. EU structural 
funds).

2) Economic self-sufficiency.
3) Different types of economic sources, namely industries.
4) A market.
5) A cohesive infrastructure.
6) Tradition and culture.
7) The existence of an academic center.
8) A strong metropolis.

Adherence to these guidelines, a little political maneuvering within the coalition itself 

(Puzyna, 2000), and influences as noted above resulted in the 12 provinces the right 

coalition presented for a vote in parliament.

Interest Groups

Political interests however did not allow the final number of provinces to be 

determined along these mostly rational lines. Despite the right coalition’s political
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compromise with former provincial capitals in granting them ‘city with county status,’ 

local protests against the liquidation of a number of provinces gained momentum as 

voting on the number of provinces proceeded. This placed a lot of pressure on members 

of parliament to not pass legislation calling for only 12 provinces. The right coalition 

itself was divided on the matter and did not have a majority of the votes to pass the 

legislation.13 Even the party leadership of the Solidarity Electoral Action (AWS) was 

initially in favor of 15-17 provinces because it was seen as more politically feasible than 

12. Indeed, one reformer, Jan Maria Rokita, noted AWS had never treated the reform in 

terms of consequences for the country but rather in terms of building internal support for 

AWS (Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000). However, government experts were convincing in 

their claim that 16-17 provinces would prove harmful to the country and the coalition 

presented 12 provinces in parliament. The opposition, namely the social democrats, used 

the opportunity of division within the right coalition to pressure for more provinces to 

satisfy the political pressure it was feeling on the issue. However, its party was also 

divided and in order to force a majority that would undermine the vote for 12 provinces it 

instituted strict party discipline requiring those in favor of 12 to vote against it. In the 

end a law establishing 15 provinces was sent for presidential approval (Emilewicz & 

Wolek, 2000).

Here the story takes another turn. President Alexander Kwasniewski, of the 

Democratic Left Alliance (SLD), saw an opportunity for not only gaining political 

support but also to establish the legal boundaries within which the president can veto a

13 In addition to pressure from provinces to be liquidated many o f the smaller parties in AWS did not want 
to give up the privilege the coalition had of appointing the 49 voivods. They also outwardly protested that 
consolidation of provinces would undermine the development o f grass root parties (Levitas, 1999).
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parliamentary law. Even with the passage of IS provinces social protests were still 

underway in defense of several provinces that would be abolished with the legislation as 

it stood. In addition, the law at the time this legislation was put before president 

Kwasniewksi did not state clearly whether the president had the right to veto only where 

the law touches upon the president’s constitutional prerogatives or whether the president 

can veto any legislation without specific legal justification. Thus, in vetoing the 

legislation for 15 provinces his official justification was that he could not approve of a 

measure that caused such social unrest -  that such a law had to take into account 

economic as well as political and social criteria. His unofficial reason was apparently to 

establish legal precedence for broader presidential powers -  that the president has the 

right to veto every law. The right coalition did not take the case to the state tribunal to 

question the constitutionality of this action because they reasoned deliberation would 

stretch out for years and in that time another government would come to power. Thus, if 

they took that route the reform would never take place regardless of the verdict 

(Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000; Kulesza, 2000b). The right coalition in the end accepted 16 

provinces and that was the number passed into law.

In terms of unintended consequences, despite fears to the contrary, the 

establishment of 16 rather than 12 provinces has not yet appeared to significantly hamper 

provincial administrative functioning in the first two years of the reform (Gorzelak & 

Jalowiecki, 2001b). However, there has been significant concern that the large number 

will have long-term effects on the general success of not only the new provinces that 

were added but also on the functioning of the whole provincial system. In particular, the
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addition of three weak provinces simultaneously weakens four other provinces and 

increases from two to five the number of provinces without a national border (Gadomska,

1999).

Fiscal Decentralization

Ideologies and International Influence

One of the main goals of reformers was the decentralization of public finances as 

stipulated in the Polish Constitution. Within the government itself, however, tension 

arose between those espousing a neotraditional approach supported by a Western 

ideology of decentralization and top officials in the Ministry of Finance with a neoliberal 

approach to decentralization. “Self-government” politicians and government officials 

saw fiscal decentralization as the key to the return of autonomous functioning of 

subnational units and the realization of true subsidiarity. This approach was supported by 

Western European supranational organizations as part of administrative and political 

decentralization (see discussion under administrative decentralization) and the United 

States Agency for International Development (USAID). Even the European Union was 

clear in its expectation, though not requirement, that fiscal decentralization should take 

place.14 Thus, it was long planned that fiscal decentralization would occur in January 

1999 along with implementation of the rest of the public administration reform.

Leszek Balcerowicz, Minister of Finance, and newly appointed Undersecretary of 

State for Fiscal Decentralization, Jerzy Miller, were neoliberals in favor of decentralizing

14 For example, a 1997 EU country assessment for Poland noted that local government in Poland lacked 
sufficient financial resources for it to operate autonomously from the central government (EU avis 97/7:17, 
cited in Brusis, 1999).
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finances to lower levels but reluctant to part with the full amount of funds that 

decentralization entailed. Indeed, they had every reason to hang on to funds due to the 

current expense of large reforms, budget deficits, foreign loans coming due, and the need 

to maintain control over the country’s finances in a growing global economy (Sekula,

2000). As staunch neoliberals in their own right, they may have also ascribed to World 

Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) leanings on this matter.15 Both the World 

Bank and the IMF fear that “the decentralization of social sector finance responsibilities 

during structural adjustment efforts are particularly dangerous for macroeconomic 

stability” (Levitas, 1999:50). Thus, the Ministry tried to keep as many funds as it could 

on the central level by funding services at lower levels after they were decentralized 

(Sekula, 2000). Decentralization done in this manner may be particularly beneficial 

because it frees up funds for central government use. In addition, Jerzy Miller wanted to 

“push the envelope” on fiscal decentralization, that is, move it in the direction of 

privatization which went beyond what “self-government” reformers wanted for the 

reform (Levitas, 2001).

Initially, Kulesza’s overburdened office was placed in charge of the fiscal end of 

the reform as well. However, a couple months into reform development the government 

handed over this responsibility to the Ministry of Finance because Kulesza’s office was 

unable to cope with the task (Levitas, 1999) and because it was thought the fiscal aspect 

of different reforms could be better coordinated (Kulesza, 1999). This transfer occurred

ts No evidence was found that these international organizations directly influenced the behavior of 
Balcerowicz or Miller with regard to the reform.
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with the understanding that Kulesza would still be involved in the reform’s development 

(Kulesza, 1999).

Within the Ministry of Finance the Department of Local Government Finance had 

worked on fiscal decentralization projects for many years. Much of this work was 

supported by funding, expertise, and training provided by the United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID). Two of the main difficulties the department ran 

into was the high administrative cost of allowing each subnational government to collect 

its own share of personal income tax (PIT)16 and the fact that in 1990 municipalities had 

been given wide ranging tax authority in many areas. Taking this tax authority from 

them would mean the loss of municipal support for the overall reform (Wawrzynkiewicz,

2001). The department worked with members of parliament and was generally in favor 

of fiscal decentralization that would keep money in public hands and not privatization.

When Jerzy Miller, in the newly created office of Undersecretary of State for 

Fiscal Decentralization (directly subordinate to Leszek Balcerowicz), came into the 

Ministry of Finance he came into conflict with this department. Matters came to a head 

over education finance. Miller advocated school vouchers which the head of the 

department opposed on the grounds it would destabilize the public finance system 

(Levitas, 2001). Miller removed the head of the department and in general excluded the 

department from participation in reform development. He continually had “no time” for 

USAID experts (Wawrzynkiewicz, 2001). Miller also excluded Kulesza on the grounds 

he was largely ignorant about reform finance (Levitas, 2001). In the end Miller restricted

16 There was also a fear that giving such tax collection authority to subnational levels would go against 
Poland’s principle o f a unitary state (Levitas, 2001).
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participation in work on the reform to himself and a small group of young assistants 

though he did contract out projects to some few consultants (Levitas, 2001; 

Wawrzynkiewicz, 2001). In general, he followed the neoliberal practice of excluding 

other policymakers to advance policy that he thought would be for the good of all.

In spring 1998 Miller introduced a fiscal decentralization project which was 

immediately viewed as inadequate and misleading. In particular, it was misleading about 

how much new subnational governments would actually receive with the plan and 

generally “suggested that the government was looking to use the moment of fiscal 

decentralization as a way to force a more general reduction of public spending” (Levitas, 

1999:43). Needless to say, the project did not gain the support of “self-government” 

politicians and the government. The project in any case was impeded by the slow 

progress of the reform in other areas (i.e. the decision on the number of provinces and 

administrative decentralization) and a growing uneasiness among members of parliament 

over how much fiscal decision-making authority should actually be given to new untested 

subnational governments (Levitas, 1999). With time also running out the government 

decided to put off fiscal decentralization and drew up a temporary law on local finances 

for the first two years of the reform.

With the temporary law, fiscal decision-making remained centralized thus funds 

already earmarked by the Ministry for specific decentralized services or service areas 

were transferred from the central government to new subnational levels for them to 

distribute. Many justified the two-year delay in fiscal decentralization by arguing it 

would allow reformers to design a better financial system as they could base it on new
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government entities and administrations that were actually in place. Delaying fiscal 

decentralization was also deemed a safer approach as any mistakes in financing could be 

resolved relatively easily if all funds were still controlled by the center (Puzyna, 2000; 

Sekula, 2000). Another justification was that other countries had waited with fiscal 

decentralization when undertaking administrative reforms (Ploskonka, 2001).

With the temporary law “self-government” politicians and government officials 

expected that the same amount of money assigned to tasks before decentralization would 

be assigned after decentralization. Reformers knew that the success of the reform rested 

in large part on the adequate financing of new subnational governments and their 

responsibilities17 (Kulesza, 1999). Nonetheless Miller was able to fund services at lower 

levels after they were decentralized (Sekula, 2000; Puzyna, 2000) which manipulation 

was apparently facilitated by the exclusive control he kept over reform development. 

Indeed, Miller’s view of his expert role continued to result in a lack of consultation with 

other reformers including Kulesza, members of parliament, and representatives of 

subnational governments (Kulesza, 1999). When disagreement arose over the final fiscal 

project for the reform (revealed by Miller only after its completion), Miller stood firm 

and refused to make any changes. Several times need for compromise was so great and 

resistance from Miller so strong that it took a meeting with the premier, Jerzy Buzek, to 

induce him to make any changes.18 Interestingly, Balcerowicz never reprimanded Miller

17 When the first hint of underfunding became apparent Michal Kulesza stressed that such a situation 
“could lead to unintended negative social consequences” especially in the case of counties where “financial 
lack sometimes appears to a degree that threatens the execution of public tasks” (Kulesza, 1999:32; 
author’s translation).
1S An interview with Jerzy Miller indicates that he may have apparently felt justified in his approach as he 
thought he was doing what was best for the country as a whole, even if it meant circumventing the 
participation o f others in the process. Interestingly, Balcerowicz never reprimanded Miller for his 
approach.
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for his approach (Puzyna, 2001). Members of parliament caught inconsistencies in final 

projects they were given and were able to call the Ministry on what they believed were all 

of them (Puzyna, 2001). Nonetheless, everyone was surprised to find the extent to which 

decentralized services went underfunded after the reform (Kulesza, 1999).19

For the first quarter of the reform the Association for the Support of Counties 

calculated the Ministry withheld up to 20% of funds for decentralized services 

(Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000). Later, unofficial accounts estimate the Ministry withheld 

25% of funding for direct services and 75% of funds for investment during the 

decentralization transition (Puzyna, 2001). When the extent of underfunding came to 

light the Ministry justified its actions by stating that local governments are better able to 

rationalize funding expenditures than the central government and therefore could make 

do with less. Such rationalization, they argued, was after all in line with reform goals 

(Kulesza, 2000a; Emilewicz & Wolek, 2000). Some pointed to experience with 

municipalities that had shown local governments were able to provide similar services for 

less than the central government (Sekula, 2000).20 However, new subnational

19 In Spring 2000, Jerzy Miller, still as Undersecretary of State in the Ministry of Finance made another 
attempt at a permanent law on fiscal decentralization but again kept its development behind closed doors 
(Weber, 2000b). When a draft of the law was revealed “self-govemmenters,” including many members of 
parliament, could not agree with how the law would take tax revenue authority from the municipalities and 
give it to counties as well as with “equalization” measures that would redistribute funds from the richest to 
the poorest subnational units. In particular the draft project called for dispensing with education and road 
block grants and replacing them with participation in state tax revenues. Such a change would mean the 
loss of a central government guarantee that hinds for these services would always be provided 
(Jedrzejewska, 2000). Due to the overwhelming disapproval of the draft legislation it did not gain the 
approval of the government and was never considered in parliament (Strubinska, 2000b). It was during this 
time that the Freedom Union left the coalition with the Solidarity Electoral Action and removed all their 
ministers from the government -  including Leszek Balcerowicz as minister o f finance. Jerzy Miller did not 
belong to the Freedom Union (nor to any party) but after the defeat of his second proposal for fiscal 
decentralization he voluntarily left his post (Miller, 2001).
20 The flaw in this reasoning is that subnational governments are able to rationalize expenditures only when 
they have the freedom to move funds around, which freedom was greatly lacking with the temporary fiscal 
law.
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governments immediately complained of a serious lack of money to cover tasks handed 

down to them from the central government (ZPP, 1999).

There is also evidence the reform actually resulted in increased fiscal 

centralization rather than fiscal decentralization in Poland. The level of decentralized 

public finances fell from 12.2% of the entire public finance sector in 1998 (which then 

included only municipalities) to 11.8% in 2000 (which included municipalities, counties, 

and provinces). This reflects the fact that subnational self-governments received almost 

no new authority over public finances with the reform and the sector as a whole lost 

authority. When simultaneously taking into consideration the fact that the percentage of 

expenditures made by self-government units in relation to the entire public finance sector, 

rose from 15.6% in 1998 to 22.4% in 2000 it is evident that new self-government units 

are indeed being funded by transfers from the central government (Gorzelak &

Jalowiecki, 2001a).

The underfunding of decentralized services and the lack of fiscal decentralization 

had significant consequences for administrative and political decentralization 

respectively. For administrative decentralization the underfunding of services meant, in a 

large number of cases, the incomplete implementation of newly decentralized services 

and thus the needs of citizens going unmet (ZPP, 1999). For political decentralization the 

lack of fiscal decentralization meant limited autonomous functioning and thus limited 

potential for democracy in newly elected county and provincial governments. With fiscal 

decision-making still undertaken by the center new sub-national governments had little 

authority to make changes in services according to the wishes of their constituencies.
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Those in new county and provincial governments discovered soon after the reform that 

without their own funds they had very little power (Weber, 2000b).21

The 1999 public administration reform in Poland was influenced by a host of 

factors including historical, institutional, international, and political leading to the need 

for political compromises that often produced negative reform outcomes. This was 

particularly the case with the compromise over the number of counties where the large 

number of counties and cities with county status increased disparities between urban and 

non-urban areas and undermined the efficient functioning of counties. Moreover, poor 

outcomes in one area of the reform often negatively influenced outcomes in other areas of 

the reform. The most striking example of this was found with fiscal decentralization.

Here top officials in the Ministry of Finance came into tension with other government 

officials and politicians pushing for adequate decentralization of funds. The resulting 

underfunding of newly decentralized services had serious consequences for 

implementation of these services and thus administrative decentralization. The delay of 

fiscal decentralization in general negatively influenced political decentralization as it 

resulted in limited autonomy and precluded potential democracy in newly established 

county and provincial self-governments. A comparison of county and provincial reforms

21 There is a large question whether or not fiscal decentralization will solve this problem for the many small 
counties created with the reform because their small tax bases would limit the amount of own revenue they 
could generate. Thus, they would either still be dependent on the central government for equalizing 
transfers or their limited hinds would inhibit democracy.
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showed that county reforms were shaped more by domestic forces while provincial 

reforms were more influenced by international pressures, both directly and indirectly.
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Chapter 4 -  Analysis of Policy and Outcomes for Social Service Delivery

The preceding discussion on the politics of the public administration reform and 

its broad impact on outcomes uncovered ways in which large scale pressures and 

processes impacted on the reform as a whole. However, as alluded to, each individual 

public service area was affected not only by these more macro-scale events but also by 

processes specific to each service area. This analysis takes as its next step an evaluation 

of policy and outcomes in the area of social service delivery to illustrate how both 

overarching reform policy and service specific policy affected outcomes for citizens. The 

area of social services encompasses a broad array of service types and funding 

arrangements making it more representative of public services on the whole than other 

areas. Social services under consideration here mainly include those benefits and 

programs that were decentralized to or newly established on county and provincial 

levels.1 On the county level this includes all types of social assistance homes and the 

new County Family Assistance Center responsible for crisis intervention, specialized 

counseling, services for the disabled, foster care, and community integration services for 

youth, among others. Provinces, rather than administer programs, were entrusted with 

regional development and education programs for social services with the addition of a 

provincial social service administrative office under the auspices of new provincial self- 

government. Old centrally run provincial offices retained their monitoring and 

supervisory role. This chapter analyzes goals, politics, policies, and outcomes with

1 Some reference is made to secondary effects o f the reform to the municipal level in the area of social 
service delivery though the reform did not legally alter municipal legislation.
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respect to 1) overarching structural reforms that impacted on social service delivery and

2) legislation specific to social service delivery created with the reform.

The public administration reform in Poland was undertaken largely on the basis of 

expected improvements in democracy and public services and therefore had important 

implications for the social service delivery system. Zaucha, a Polish author, stated, “The 

main purpose in introducing counties is to make the rest of the social service 

system...which is now under central control, more efficient and economically sound by 

putting it under the scrutiny of its own customers and clients” (1999:75). The goals of 

the reform are therefore easily applied to the social service context.

As presented earlier the original goals of the reform included:

1) the continuation of public management decentralization;
2) expansion of civil society mechanisms, democracy, and societal control 

(monitoring) over administrative activities;
3) the greater effectiveness of institutions providing public services on a nation

wide as well as local scale;
4) improvement in the rationality of public expenditures;
5) reconstruction of the public finance system and improvement of its 

cohesiveness;
6) to bring order to the public administration competency system and a 

correction in the flow of information;
7) creation of instruments to conduct regional politics;
8) bring efficiency to central government functioning, modernize central 

government administration in the center and in the field;
9) development of a professional civil service;
10) make possible the natural advance of the political elite (from municipal 

government through county and provincial government to the national level);
11) adaptation of the country’s territorial organization to European Union 

standards.
(Chancellory of the President of the Council of Ministers, 1998:25, author’s 
translation)

Goals 1-7 and 9 can be translated directly into goals in the area of social service delivery. 

The following are these goals re-written in the context of social service delivery and 

categorized by their relation to democracy and improved public services:
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Democracy
A) Increased decentralization of social service tasks (goal 1);
B) Appropriate and rational funding for social service tasks (goals 4, S);
C) Increased influence of civil society and societal control over social services (goal 2);
D) Increased influence of democracy (county elections) on county social service tasks 

(goal 2).

Improved Public Services
A) Improvement in social services in terms of distance and accessibility (goal 3);
B) Improvement in the clarity of the competency system and flow of information (goal 

6);
C) Addition of regional politics and planning in the area of social services (goal 7);
D) Improvement in the level of professionalism in local social services (goal 9).

The Social Service Delivery System Before and After Reform

Efforts to realize the goals of the reform with respect to social services 

dramatically changed Poland’s system of social service delivery. Prior to the reform 

social services were organized in a three-tiered hierarchical system. The Ministry of 

Labor and Social Policy directly oversaw the functioning of 49 provincial social 

assistance offices which in tum monitored and provided assistance to 2,489 municipal 

social assistance centers. Provincial offices were essentially central government field 

offices while municipal centers divided their work between tasks delegated and funded 

by the central government and tasks given to them as a legal mandate and funded by the 

municipality2 (though the distinction between delegated and “own” tasks and fiscal 

responsibility for them was at times unclear). Provincial offices also had direct oversight 

over social assistance homes3 for the elderly, the developmentally disabled, and mentally 

ill as well as orphanages, services for the disabled, and most day homes and rehabilitation 

centers. Adoption and family foster care arrangements were handled through the

2 As established by the 1990 Law on Social Welfare.
3 Similar to residential nursing homes in the United States but for more diverse populations.
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education system on the provincial level. Duties of municipal social assistance centers 

involved the disbursement of social welfare benefits and other programs to meet the 

immediate material needs of poor citizens.

The 1999 reform changed the public service system from this three-tiered 

hierarchical system to a four-tiered system of mostly horizontal and complementary 

administrative units. It restored the county level to include 308 regular counties and 65 

cities with county status. Counties were established as local self-governing 

administrative units that are complementary rather than hierarchical in relation to 

municipalities. That is, rather than oversee the activities of municipalities they are only 

responsible for local services that are best provided on a scale larger than the 

municipality. In fact, this reform made no legal changes to the municipality with 

decentralization at this time occurring only to county and provincial levels.4 On the 

provincial level the reform introduced 16 provinces to replace the 49 in existence. Both 

self-government and central government institutions were established in the provinces 

making them simultaneously hierarchical and complementary in nature (Emilewicz & 

Wolek, 2000).

For social services, the 1999 reform brought sweeping changes not only to the 

administration of services but also to the kinds of services social service reformers 

envisioned for new provincial and county social service institutions. Responsibility for 

most of the tasks covered previously by the 49 provincial social assistance offices were 

decentralized to the newly restored county level. In the 308 regular counties such

4 Decentralization to the municipal level occurred with Poland’s first administrative reform in 1990 which 
also provided for democratic elections in municipalities.
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services were placed under the jurisdiction of new county family assistance centers while 

in the 65 cities with county status they were given to city social assistance centers who 

with the reform took on both municipal and county responsibilities. Decentralized 

services included social assistance homes for the elderly, the developmentally disabled, 

and mentally ill, orphanages, services for the disabled, specialized counseling and some 

day homes and rehabilitation centers. Reformers also took responsibility for adoptions 

and foster care from the education system and placed it in social services on the county 

level. In addition, they mandated for the first time certain underdeveloped services 

including crisis intervention centers and the provision of information on rights to services 

and placed them on the county level (Starega-Piasek, 2001).

As on the municipal level, tasks were divided between those the central 

government delegated to the county to administer but continued to fund and oversee 

(commissioned tasks) and those the county took over as its own legal responsibility 

(county tasks) with some tasks still funded by the central government and others funded 

by the county. The division between these tasks is loosely based on those services that 

are monetary benefits for eligible recipients (these are commissioned tasks, i.e. direct 

financial aid for foster children) and those tasks that require programming (county tasks, 

i.e. specialist counseling or help with integration). A trend in the year 2000, one year 

after the reform, saw additional tasks changed from a commissioned to a county status 

(Dziennik Ustaw, 2000).

Two public social service institutions were established in each of the 16 provinces 

as a result of the dual system of government on this level. One institution, the
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Department of Social Affairs, is an entity functioning within provincial central 

government offices. The other, most often called the Regional Social Policy Center, 

operates under the auspices of provincial self-government. The Department of Social 

Affairs is mainly concerned with the disbursement of funds and monitoring of those tasks 

the central government has commissioned to county and municipal levels. Regional 

Social Policy Centers, which were optional for provincial self-governments, plan social 

programs on the regional level and plan and support the education of social service 

workers.

Evaluation of the New Social Service Delivery System

Prior to the research presented in this study, studies to determine outcomes of 

these broad reforms to social services were narrow in scope or unrepresentative of the 

situation in the country as a whole. In the summer of 1999 the Ministry of Labor and 

Social Policy contracted out a study on county family assistance centers which, while 

representative of new county family assistance centers in the 308 regular counties, did not 

address the situation in the 65 cities with county status where a large proportion of the 

population resides. It also did not assess the functioning of the two social service offices 

on the provincial level. In addition, the study was conducted only half a year after the 

reform package was implemented and failed to test certain hypotheses of the reform 

(Kazmierczak & Olech, 1999). Another study completed by the Institute of Applied 

Social Sciences at the University of Warsaw for the Ministry of Internal Affairs and 

Administration based conclusions about county-level reform on case studies of only four
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county family assistance centers (Hrynkiewicz, 1999). Likewise, an inspection report 

prepared in May 2000 by Poland’s state auditing office was brief and included only 17 

county family assistance centers (NIK, 2000). For the most part, where research topics 

overlap, these studies substantiate research rinding presented here and vice versa.

To rill in the gaps in the research on outcomes for social services after 

decentralization the author conducted a nation-wide representative survey during 

summer 2000 of directors of 200 public social service institutions on three levels of 

government. Research was conducted V/i years after reform implementation first began 

in January 1999, thus, expectations for outcomes were moderated against the early timing 

of the study. Indeed, the study in no way attempted a final evaluation of the reform in the 

area of social services but was intended as a snapshot of a moment in a dynamic process 

expected to extend over many years.

Institutions in the study included 66 municipal social assistance centers, 70 county 

family assistance centers, 32 city family assistance centers, all 16 provincial departments 

of social affairs, and all 16 provincial regional social policy centers. These institutions 

were selected as follows. A random representative sample of 66 county family assistance 

centers3 (out of 308) was conducted and yielded 57 survey responses. To offset refusals a 

random re-sampling of 13 additional county centers was done and resulted in a final 

count of 70 completed county surveys with an overall response rate of 88.6%. A random 

sample of 33 city family assistance centers (out of 65) resulted in 32 completed surveys

5 The sample for county family assistance centers was stratified according to two types o f counties: 
counties that encircle cities with county status (46) and remaining “regular” counties (262). Thirty-three 
counties of each type were randomly sampled and survey results weighted according to their actual 
numbers when data from the two types of counties were combined.
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for a response rate of 97%. No re-sampling was done in this category. Municipalities 

were selected from the initial 66 counties sampled above, with one municipality 

randomly sampled from each county (there are on average 3-5 municipalities in a 

county). In the case of a refusal another municipality was randomly sampled from the 

same county. For the two institutions on the provincial level, 16 out of 16 provincial 

departments of social affairs and 16 out of 16 regional social policy centers completed 

surveys for a response rate of 100% in each case. On county and provincial levels self

administered questionnaires consisting of close ended questions were delivered by an 

interviewer who remained present during survey completion.6 Surveys conducted in 

municipalities were done by computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) using 

fixed- response questions (Fowler, 1993). Survey instruments were developed by the 

author in Polish with the consultation of many Polish experts including practitioners, 

researchers, and government officials in social services (see Appendix A for the county 

survey in English and Polish). A Polish research institute, Pracownia Badan 

Spdecznych, provided trained interviewers and initial data analysis.7

The two purposes of the survey were to 1) determine the degree to which overall 

goals of the public administration reform had been achieved in the area of social services 

and to 2) identify any unexpected, especially adverse, outcomes in relation to those goals. 

. Survey questions were accordingly built to identify outcomes in these two broad areas. 

The goals of the reform provided an overall framework for the formulation of survey 

questions. A small open-ended survey of county and municipal social service institutions

6 One exception was a survey that was mailed to a county director and then faxed back in return.
7 Funding was provided by a Fulbright-Hays Dissertation Research Abroad Fellowship 1999-2000.
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helped to further inform survey topics especially in the area of unexpected outcomes of 

the reform. The result was a list of question topics for the surveys:

1) Degree of decentralization/reform implementation for social service tasks in cities 
w/county status and counties (goal 1);

2) Funding for social service tasks in cities w/county status and counties (goals 4, S);
3) Influence of civil society and societal control over social services (goal 2);
4) Influence of democracy (county elections) on county social service tasks (goal 2).
3) Improvement in social services in terms of distance and accessibility (goal 3);
6) Improvement in the flow of information (goal 6);
7) Regional politics and planning in the area of social services (goal 7);
8) Improvement in the level of professionalism in local social services (goal 9).

Potential bias in the study stems from the fact that directors of social service 

institutions were the main source of information. Here directors may have produced 

results skewed towards more positive outcomes as they may have been inclined to show 

positive portraits of themselves and the programs they oversee. As will be shown, 

however, an overview of survey results indicates that directors consistently provided both 

positive and even very negative responses indicating that director bias was probably 

minimal. During survey development, however, one question on the politicization of 

county social service directors was particularly suspect to generate biased results. Such 

bias is taken into consideration in the analysis of that survey response below.

There was also a noticable age difference among directors depending on which 

social service institution they were from. In urban areas (cities with county status and 

counties immediately surrounding them) about 83% of directors of county/city family 

assistance centers were over 40 years of age. In more rural counties and in municipalities 

(without county status) directors were younger with 60% of directors over 40 years old.

Limitations of the survey also generally include the need for more in-depth 

consideration of some of the covered subjects. In particular, the survey was unable to
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gather specific information on services with mixed funding (funded by both central and 

subnational governments) and precise funding levels of services in general. The survey 

was also limited in its ability to evaluate the quality of implemented tasks including the 

quality of programs directed at specific populations, the depth of cooperation of social 

service institutions with other entities once initiated, and the quality of the needs 

assessment and goal planning instrument if completed. A more detailed survey 

instrument as well as surveys of social service workers and recipients of services would 

address these limitations but were beyond the feasibility of this project.

Analysis of Reform Policy and Outcomes

Analysis of the policies that created the social service delivery system described 

above shows they were not always written in a manner supportive of achieving stated 

goals of the reform. Policies fell into three categories: deviant policy (policy that did not 

achieve its intended goal); counterproductive policy (policy that addressed the intended 

goal but worked at cross purposes with other goals); and good policy. These types of 

policies were found on the level of overarching structural changes to the administrative 

system that impacted social service delivery and on the level of specific social policy 

legislation. The following analysis is not intended to be an exhaustive survey of all social 

service policy and outcomes associated with the reform but rather an overview of some of 

the main failures and successes of the reform in this area. The discussion draws upon the 

information obtained in the author’s survey as well as the research conducted by Polish 

institutions mentioned above.
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Deviant Policy 

Fiscal Policy

Large-scale reform processes in the area of fiscal policy worked to undermine 

reform goals with respect to social services. Fiscal policy was intended to cover the 

needs of decentralized services and provide for the autonomous (potentially democratic) 

functioning of subnational units -  that is, that citizens, through their local governments, 

would be more involved in decisions regarding decentralized services. Due to the politics 

of the reform, administrative tasks were decentralized but fiscal responsibility was not 

which effectively retained decision-making power regarding services on the central level. 

Moreover, some services went largely underfunded. Thus, the temporary fiscal policy 

put in place with the reform was not in harmony with its goals of adequate funding of 

subnational services and improved democracy.

With the temporary fiscal policy, funding from the central government for 

decentralized services (including commissioned and some county tasks) came in the form 

of a targeted grant (dotacja) or a more flexible subsidy (subwencja) for a whole service 

area. In this way the central government largely retained both revenue generating and 

revenue assignment authority over finances. Most of the funding for social services came 

in the form of targeted grants. However, the county was given complete fiscal 

responsibility for some social services and was therefore expected to find funding for 

them even though on average less than 5% of a county’s budget consisted of its own 

county funds (ZPP, 1999; Orzechowski, 2000). This meant that in those cases where 

fiscal responsibility for decentralized services was given to subnational governments they
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were not provided with sufficient revenue generating capacity nor adequate shares in 

centrally controlled personal income tax (PIT) and corporate income tax (C1T) to finance 

tasks they had been given fiscal responsibility for (Levitas & Herczynski, 2001).8 Thus, 

there was a great disproportion between the cost of decentralized county tasks and the 

level of fiscal decentralization needed for counties to be able to support these tasks out of 

their own revenue. This situation was the case with respect to over half the tasks (those 

regarded as 'county’ as opposed to ‘commissioned’) assigned to newly established 

county family assistance centers. The result was dramatic underfunding of these services 

and thus limited implementation and minimal power in the hands of elected county and 

provincial officials to direct services according to local preferences.

The author’s survey assessed the level of funding and degree of implementation 

for devolved (county) and centrally funded (commissioned) services. For county social 

service tasks (funded by the county at the time of the survey), seven out of nine such 

tasks were evaluated. They included the following: provision of specialist counseling, 

development of a county strategy for solving social problems, operation of a crisis 

intervention center, training and professional development of social service staff, case 

consultation with municipal social service centers, financing of county support centers 

(except those for the mentally ill), and help with integration for youth leaving institutions. 

The survey found that in regular counties county funds covered 21% of need 9 with

1 Fiscal decentralization in Poland and Europe generally includes both the transfer of revenue generating 
authority to lower levels and any funds subnational governments are given which they are free to spend as 
they choose. This includes subnational government shares in PIT and CFT (collected and disbursed on the 
central level) not earmarked for specific purposes by the central government (see footnote 29 in Levitas & 
Herczynski, 2001).
9 The exact survey question asked with regard to need was, “According to you [the director] to what degree 
did central government and local government funds cover need for each of the area of the following tasks -  
0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%?” Admittedly this was a very subjective and imprecise way o f determining
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regard to the se seven county tasks.10 The picture is somewhat improved when looking at 

cities with county status. Here city funds covered 47% of need with respect to the seven 

tasks11 (see Figure 1). The disparity between regular counties and cities with county 

status in the area of county tasks is the result of a counterproductive policy discussed 

below.

Commissioned tasks that were still funded by the central government were funded 

at much higher levels. However, there were also fewer commissioned tasks and most 

involved benefit transfers to specific populations rather than funds for programming. 

Three commissioned tasks lent themselves to the present analysis.12 They include the 

provision of financial aid for the maintenance of children in foster families, provision of 

financial aid for youth leaving institutions, and payment of salaries for county workers 

realizing central government tasks. In regular counties central government funds covered 

87% of need with regard to three commissioned tasks administered by the county.13 By 

contrast, in cities with county status central government funds covered 76% of need with 

respect to the three tasks14 (see Figure 1). No substantiated explanation has been found

need however the purpose of the question was to establish large differences in funding between different 
types and kinds o f social service tasks and between regular counties and cities with county status. In 
general the intent of the survey was to uncover broad trends in a number of different areas which approach 
precludes a detailed evaluation of any one area.

For example, county funds covered 16% of need for specialist counseling, 6% of need for operating a 
crisis intervention center, and 63% of need for help with integration for youth leaving institutions.
11 For example, city funds covered 53% of need for specialist counseling, 41% of need for operating a crisis 
intervention center, and 63% of need for help with integration (this last percentage matches the county 
figure).
12 Some tasks are between being a commissioned and a county task, that is, formally they are considered 
county tasks but they are still being funded directly by the central government In some cases where the 
commissioned task involves the use of an institution (i.e. social assistance homes) only those counties/cities 
which “inherited” these structures with the reform receive funding in this area and thus can implement 
these services. For these reasons, both these types of tasks were omitted from the present analysis.
13 Broken down by task, central government fiinds covered 98% of need for financial aid to foster children, 
91% of need for financial aid for youth leaving institutions, and 74% of need in salaries for county workers.
14 By task, central government funds covered 92% of need for financial aid to foster children, 80% of need 
for financial aid to youth leaving institutions, and 57% of need for county workers’ salaries.
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for why there is this disparity between counties and cities with county status in funds for 

commissioned services.15 The large difference between funds for county tasks and 

commissioned tasks is mostly explained by the fact that commissioned tasks are still 

funded by the central government, whereas, county tasks are funded out of own county 

revenue that is not supported by a sufficient level of fiscal decentralization (i.e. local 

revenue generating capacity or adequate shares in PIT and CIT) as discussed. Other 

reports also cite the lack of funding for county social services cited here (Hrynkiewicz, 

1999; ZPP, 1999; NIK, 2000; NIK report cited in Kalinowska, 2001; Les et al., 2002).

Figure 1

Degree to which funding covered need with regard 
to county and commissioned social service tasks

1999

Percentage of need 
covered by funding

100%

□County Tasks

Regular Counties Cities with County 
Status

15 This disparity may possibly be due to a difference in county and city directors’ perceptions of need in 
their area for services.
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Figure 2

Percentage of counties and cities with county status that have fully- 
implemented county and commissioned social service tasks

July 2000

Percentage of 
counties/cities

wm
□C ounty Tasks

2r%i:3

Regular Counties Cities with County Status

The low degree of implementation for county tasks is in part a reflection of this 

low level of funding.16 Survey results showed that only 27% of regular counties had 

fully implemented county tasks with respect to the seven outlined above.17 This number 

varied significantly for cities with county status where 61% of cities had fully 

implemented county tasks with respect to these seven.18 (see Figure 2). Accordingly the 

level of implementation for commissioned tasks was much higher. Ninety-percent of

16 The survey asked to what percentage did funds cover need in 1999 while degree of task implementation 
was determined for summer 2000, at the time of the survey. However, funding patterns did not change 
significantly in 2000.
n  This number hides significant variation between tasks. For example, 28% of counties indicated they 
have fully implemented specialist counseling, only 15% are operating a crisis intervention center, while 
42% provide help with integration for youth leaving institutions.
18 This number is reflected in the percentages for individual tasks: 61% have fully implemented specialist 
counseling, 55% operate a crisis intervention center, and a full 75% provide help with integration.
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counties and 76% of cities with county status had fully implemented commissioned 

services19 on the basis of the three commissioned services listed above20 (see Figure 2). 

Overall it is apparent that centrally funded commissioned tasks were funded and 

implemented to a much greater degree than were county tasks left to county funding. 

These findings are supported by the Polish Ministry of Labor and Social Policy’s 

commissioned report which found that 89% of county family assistance centers in regular 

counties cited the lack of financial resources as a main problem hindering the realization 

of tasks (Kazmierczak & Olech, 1999).

County and city centers did have some recourse to this dismal fiscal situation. 

Survey results showed that about two-thirds sought out and used central government and 

county reserves and about half received help from sponsors. About 40% also cooperated 

with other counties to reduce program costs. Some 36% of counties compared to 72% of 

cities cooperated with NGOs to reduce costs (see Figure 3). This difference is attributed 

to the fact that many more non-governmental organizations are found in cities than in 

counties (see discussion on civil society below). In addition, 39% of surveyed county 

center directors and 19% of city directors indicated they had used central government 

money assigned to commissioned tasks to fund county tasks that were supposed to be 

funded by own county revenue, an act that is illegal according to Polish law.

19 Eighty-eight percent provide financial aid for foster children, 81% provide financial aid for youth leaving 
institutions, and 59% pay salaries for county workers.
20 One-hundred percent provide financial aid for foster children, 96% provide financial aid for youth 
leaving institutions, and 74% provide salaries for county workers.
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Figure 3

Solutions used when faced with a lack of funds: cities with county status,
counties, municipalities

July 2000

No nMd for ttWM types of 
solutions

Us* of provincial rasarvos 
from tha control govt

Usa of county/municipal

Search for sponsors

Haip from sponsors

Coo para tion with othor 
countios/munlcipalitios

Cooporation with NGOs

20% 40% 60% 80%
Percentage of cities, counties, municipalities

100%

□municipalites B  regular counties B  cities w/county status

Regional social policy centers, under the auspices of provincial self-government, 

found themselves in a similar situation with respect to funding for all of their tasks. 

These tasks included determining the balance of needs and resources in the area of social 

assistance, implementing and subsidizing targeted programs, operating schools of social 

service and professional training, identifying the causes of poverty and equalizing the 

standard of living, inspiring and promoting new solutions in the area of social policy. 

The survey showed that two-thirds of all regional social policy center directors indicated 

that the lack of resources contributed to why these tasks went unrealized or were only 

partially realized. Here again the lack of fiscal decentralization has resulted in the
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underfunding of services the provincial self-government had been given complete 

responsibility for (Kuzmiuk, 2001 finds this across many service areas on the provincial 

level).

Lack of fiscal decentralization also hindered the potential for democracy on 

subnational levels in that it limited the autonomy of county and provincial self- 

governments to direct services according to local preferences. In order to assess this 

aspect of subnational government performance in the area of social services, the county 

survey included several questions regarding parties and spending on social services.

Type of political party in power in the county was then correlated with the amount the 

county spent on strictly county social service tasks. Analysis found there was no 

statistically significant association between type of party in power and the extent to 

which county funds met needs in the area of social services in 1999 (see Table 1). This 

suggests that due to a lack of fiscal decentralization counties did not receive enough of 

their own revenue to make a discussion on where money should be spent an important 

factor reflecting party philosophy. Stated another way, lack of fiscal decentralization and 

the resulting small revenues of counties made citizen feedback through elected officials a 

weak instrument of societal control over services. This, under the assumption that county 

parties on the right and left would respond as traditionally expected with right parties 

spending less on social services and left spending more given the same amount of 

resources. Indeed, representatives of the Polish local elite often comment on the lack of 

“own” funds and therefore autonomy in counties. As one official noted, “Self-
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government without money is a parody of self-government” (Koral, 2000:55, author’s 

translation).

Table 1 Crosstabulation of type of county political party in power with level at which 
funds covered need for county social service tasks in 1999.

Type of county political party

Level at which funds covered need for 
county social service tasks:

to 15% to 24% to 45% to 100% Total

Left/ Center-Left 13 10 10 6 39

33.3% 25.6% 25.6% 15.4% 100%

Right/ Center-Right 11 9 7 4 31

35.5% 29.0% 22.6% 12.9% 100%

Total 24 19 17 10 70

34.3% 27.1% 24.3% 14.3% 100%

Pearson Chi-Square (3 d.f.) = .238, prob. = .971.
Database: Author’s county survey conducted by Pracownia Badan Spotecznych, summer 2000. 
Data analysis: Pracownia Badan Spotecznych.

Counterproductive Policy

Counterproductive policy is policy that, while achieving its immediate goal, 

worked at cross purposes with other goals of the reform. This section addresses many of 

the ironies of the reform in the area of social services by looking at these 

counterproductive policies. Included here are both overarching reform policy that 

influenced social services as well as policy specific to the area of social welfare. Here 

policy that was most often in line with the goal of decentralization for the purpose of
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bringing government closer to the people came in conflict with goals of an efficient 

public administration system. As will be shown this conflict was often the result of the 

specific structure and circumstances of a given service area. Counterproductive policies 

addressed here include: the creation of cities with county status that led to increased 

disparity between urban and rural services, policy on provincial offices that led to 

inefficient intergovernmental functioning, decentralization of some specialized services 

that resulted in an inefficient economy of scale, policy that allowed for county presidents 

to hire county center directors opening the door for politicization, and decentralization of 

social assistance homes that resulted in an inefficient system of funding for those homes. 

Policy on Cities with County Status

The creation of 65 cities with county status was an overarching policy that 

resulted in disparities in the funding of county social services between urban and more 

rural areas. The introduction of disparities was at odds with goals to improve the overall 

effectiveness of public institutions and the rationality of the public finance system. As 

discussed in chapter 3, for political reasons former provincial capitals and large cities 

were given the status of “city with county status.” This meant that the largest urban 

centers in the country (excluding Warsaw) were allowed to create a county within their 

city borders. These cities essentially function simultaneously as a municipality and a 

county with the ability to transfer funds freely between the two budgets. Cities with 

county status were therefore able to supplement limited county funds for social services 

with municipal funds. Regular counties, on the other hand, had no parallel legal recourse 

to draw funds from the budgets of municipalities within their borders (in rural areas these
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municipalities were often very poor anyway). The result was a built-in disparity for 

county services between cities with county status and regular counties (see Figure 1). 

Policy on Provincial Offices

The overarching structure of the reform on the provincial level also appears to 

have contributed to some inefficiencies in the relationship between the two provincial 

offices and local social service offices. Before the reform municipal offices carrying out 

central commissioned tasks were directly subordinate to centrally-run provincial social 

offices of which there were 49. With the reform the number of provinces and thus the 

number of these provincial offices was reduced to 16 to achieve the goal of 

harmonization with West European countries. The problem was that after the reform 

these provincial offices maintained many of the same responsibilities with respect to 

municipal offices. The result was that in the area of social services the newly re-named 

provincial departments o f social affairs (still under the jurisdiction of the central 

government) were in effect centralized from the point of view of municipal social 

assistance centers. The over 300 county family assistance centers introduced with the 

reform did not take over the supervisory and support tasks of provincial offices but 

instead complemented services provided by municipal centers. Fewer provincial 

departments not only had to supervise and coordinate planning and funding for social 

service tasks the central government commissioned to municipal centers but also those 

commissioned to new county family assistance centers. While municipal centers 

continued to send information on commissioned tasks in the form of formal paper reports 

any other communication required a series of phone calls and letters or faxes before an
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issue was addressed. Indeed, the author’s survey also revealed that many municipal 

center directors felt that contact with provincial departments worsened with the reform 

and that municipal centers were essentially left on their own. When directors were asked 

how contact with the provincial department had changed after the reform 49% said it was 

worse or much worse and 41% said it remained the same.21

Another problem stemming from the overarching structure of the reform 

involving intergovernmental relationships was found between regional social policy 

centers (under the jurisdiction of provincial self-government) and county and municipal 

assistance centers. Similar to the relationship between counties and municipalities, the 

self-governing side of provincial government was created to be complementary rather 

than hierarchical in relation to counties and municipalities. This meant that regional 

social policy centers have no authority to require lower levels of government to comply 

with their requests. While this helps guarantee the autonomous functioning of lower 

level units, a goal of the reform, it threatens to limit the extent to which regional plans 

and, thus, greater efficiency (another goal) can be realized. Thus, policies that state these 

centers are to, for example, “develop and implement targeted programs serving the 

realization of social assistance tasks and their subsidization,” are not in agreement with 

the established structure of the new public administration system and are, in fact, 

constrained by it (Hrynkiewicz, 1999).

Policy on Disability Eligibility Offices and Other Specialized Services

21 Only 6% said it was better and 5% said they did not know. The response to this survey question is 
dependent on directors’ memory o f the situation before the reform which may introduce some 
inconsistencies.
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Offices that determine the eligibility of the disabled for social benefits were 

decentralized to the county level bringing services much closer to a group of citizens that 

would have had trouble traveling to now quite distant provincial offices. However, the 

economy of scale appears to have been disrupted for this type of service as the number of 

citizens needing this service in each county was small and did not justify the 

establishment of an eligibility office in each county. Reformers foresaw this and 

suggested in legislation that two or more neighboring counties cooperate and co-finance 

one office together. As it was only a suggestion, in practice it appears this option was 

only used when individual counties did not have the funding to operate an office on their 

own (Tkaczyk, 1999 also makes this assertion) making it likely that counties with 

sufficient funds were operating individual offices at a significant loss in efficiency. This 

same scenario also appears to be the case for other types of services such as crisis 

intervention centers, specialized counseling, and juvenile rehabilitation centers. Here, 

though, instead of co-financing when there is a lack of funds these services were offered 

by individual county centers at a poor level or not at all (see Figure 4). The fact that co

financing between counties was specifically mentioned in the legislation for benefit 

eligibility services appears to have influenced eligibility offices to be co-financed at a 

much higher rate than other social services on the county level. In each case, though, it 

appears the decentralization of these services disrupted an efficient economy of scale for 

them that was not mitigated by self-initiated cooperation between counties.
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Figure 4

Kinds of social services that counties and dties with county status 
co-finance with other counties

July 2000
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10%Crisis intervention centers
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Policy on Directors o f County/City Family Assistance Centers

Policy in the area of social services that calls for the hiring of directors of 

county/city centers by the county head addressed a reform goal aimed at placing authority 

over programs in the hands of local officials. However, this policy stood at odds with 

another reform goal to develop a professional civil service to promote efficiency. A 

professional civil service is one that is highly qualified and where hiring is based on merit 

rather than politics. Reform policies for new directors of county/city family assistance 

centers did not promote such conditions and in fact provided an open door to the 

increased politicization of social services. Legislation allowed that the elected county 

head has sole jurisdiction over the hiring and firing of the director of the county/city 

family assistance center. In addition, the county head was given the authority to
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intervene in the director’s sphere of duties. Indeed, as policy now stands most social 

service tasks are legally under the jurisdiction of the county head who then authorizes the 

center director to make decisions on his/her behalf22 (Martysz, 2000). In order to assess 

the impact of the hiring policy on professionalization, the author’s survey looked at 

whether or not new social service directors in regular counties brought appropriate 

experience and education to their new positions and whether their hiring was merit or 

politically based.

A comparison with municipal center directors helped determine whether new 

county directors brought more education and experience to social services on the local 

level after the reform. Results from municipal social assistance centers indicated that 

directors from these centers had little higher education and only some prior experience in 

the area of social services, in contrast to county directors who rated higher in these areas. 

Specifically, only 36% of surveyed municipal directors had achieved the master’s level in 

their education and 42% had prior experience in the social service field. On the other 

hand, of new directors in regular counties, 91% had completed a master’s degree and 

47% could claim prior experience in social services23 (see Figure S for education of 

directors). Survey data also indicated that previous work places of county directors, if 

not in social services, were more closely related to other public services or public 

administration than those of municipal directors.

22 This is most evident in laws governing the funding of services for the disabled which reserve the right for 
the county head to make financial decisions regarding these matters (Szarek, 2000).
2317% of these had worked previously in the old provincial social assistance office.
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FigureS

Education of directors of Municipal Social Assistance Centers and 
County Family Assistance Centers*

July 2000
'Does not include directors of City Family Assistance Centers.

High school Some higher Higher education Specialization in
education social services

□Municipal Social Assistance Centers ■  County Family Assistance Centers

With the understanding that a high level of education and experience does not 

necessarily preclude politicization, the survey attempted to And out whether county 

directors had been employed based on merit, for political reasons, or both. A comparison 

was made between responses of directors of city family assistance centers (likely to have 

been hired before the reform) and directors of county family assistance centers hired with 

the reform. Interestingly, 87.5% of city directors said they were hired based on merit 

only, the other 12.5% said it was difficult to say. In new counties, however, 74% of 

county directors indicated their employment was merit-based, 15% said it was based on 

both merit and political reasons, with 11% indicating it was difficult to say. None of the
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directors indicated they were hired solely for political reasons which fact is supported by 

the high education and experience of these directors noted above. While these numbers 

indicate that only a small amount of politicization may have crept in with the reform, 

Polish researchers consulted on this matter strongly question whether directors answered 

this question honestly. Indeed, the president of the Polish National Association of Social 

Workers strongly felt that after the reform the field became more politicized than these 

results indicate (Baczak, 2000). Thus, though the policy of allowing county heads to hire 

directors of county family assistance centers did bring increased professionalization of 

directors in terms of education and experience it may have undermined 

professionalization in other ways by doing little to stop the advance of the politicization 

of the field.

Policy on Social Assistance Homes

Decentralization of social assistance homes24 to the county level from the old 

provincial level came in conflict with other goals to improve the effectiveness of public 

institutions and the rationality of the public finance system. With the reform, social 

assistance homes were handed over as the responsibility and property of the county in 

which they found themselves though monitoring for adherence to service standards 

remained the task of provincial departments. Such decentralization, however, 

immediately appeared to create some disparity in service accessibility across counties and 

suboptimal fiscal arrangements. Problems arose because the number of institutions and 

their location remained constant while their service jurisdictions shrunk with the reform.

24 Social assistance homes (domy pomocy spolecznej) are residential institutions for the elderly, chronically 
ill, developmentaily disabled, physically disabled, long-term mentally ill, and single mothers who are 
pregnant or have small children (Ulanowska, 1999).
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That is, for example, a social assistance home that served a whole province before the 

reform was given to only one county after the reform leaving other counties in the former 

province without such an institution of their own. In the worst cases one county would 

find itself with several institutions while a neighboring county had none. Social 

assistance homes were willing to admit clients from other counties but two problems 

emerged: 1) counties would not, nor could they be expected to, fund residents from other 

counties in their institutions, and 2) counties with institutions would admit their own 

residents first leaving applicants from other counties on long waiting lists. Orphanages 

and juvenile rehabilitation centers faced similar difficulties.

The first problem of how to fund homes that were unequally distributed across 

counties was solved by writing policy that left fiscal authority for social assistance homes 

on the central level. This policy approach was supported by politicians who were 

increasingly wary of handing fiscal responsibility for homes over to local officials who 

they thought might neglect the needs of home residents (Levitas, 1999). However, such 

policy came into conflict with reform goals espousing fiscal decentralization and a more 

rational fiscal system. Algorithms were devised that determined the amount of funding to 

be spent per person in a social assistance home. A problem then arose about how best to 

distribute the money -  through the home county to whom the money technically 

belonged or directly to the county where the person was residing in the institution? In a 

decision made just days before implementation of the reform (set for January 1,1999) the 

minister of labor and social policy approved a plan that sent funds to the home county of 

the individual. The county then transferred the money to its county family assistance
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center which then transferred it to the individual’s social assistance home wherever it was 

located. Due to complications with this system, less than half a year later, in June 1999, 

this policy was replaced by another that transferred funds directly to the county where the 

individual resided in the institution (Duda, Modzelewski & Skiba, 1999).

Other complications using the algorithm method in general appeared including the 

leveling of the cost of a place in a social assistance home to the average cost per resident 

in a given province. This meant that those specialized homes requiring more funding 

were not able to meet costs while other homes used the situation to overstate their 

expenses up to the level of the provincial average (Duda, Modzelewski & Skiba, 1999). 

The reform’s goal of rationalizing finances and providing more effective services was 

clearly undermined in this instance. In addition, the budget for the operation of social 

assistance homes was cut from 1,452,079 thousand zloty in 1998 to 1,240,818 thousand 

zloty in 1999 (the year of the reform) hampering the success of the reform from the start 

(Duda, Modzelewski & Skiba, 1999).

The second problem involving disparities in access to social assistance homes 

across counties was identified as a difficulty early on (Duda, Modzelewski & Skiba,

1999) but there was no investigation into how widespread the problem was. Results from 

the author’s survey suggest it was not as far reaching as officials initially feared. In order 

to evaluate the accessibility of social assistance homes and juvenile rehabilitation centers 

the survey asked county/city directors whether accessibility25 had gotten much worse, 

worse, the same, better, or much better after the reform. For social assistance homes only 

8% indicated it had gotten worse or much worse, 31% said it had remained the same, and

25 Accessibility means here how quickly a prospective recipient is able to receive services.
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55% said it was better or much better.26 Similarly with regard to juvenile rehabilitation 

centers, 8% were worse off, 42% remained the same, and 39% had improved.27 These 

positive responses, however, may not completely reflect the actual situation as it is not 

known whether all directors understood the word “accessibility” (dost^pnosc) in the same 

way.28 

Good Policy

Good policy here is understood as policy that shows progress in reaching goals 

and that doesn’t conflict with other goals of the reform. Given the early nature of the 

study indeed any movement towards achievement was deemed as an indication that good 

policy had been implemented. This section shows how goals of the reform to stimulate 

civil society, establish increased societal control over public services, and bring services 

closer to citizens show initial signs of being realized through specific social service 

policy and activities.

Policy on Cooperation o f County Centers with Other Local Entities

Overarching reform policy as well as specific policy in the area of social services 

aimed at improving civil society did spur on some activity in this area. Civil society, 

viewed by reformers in a broad sense, includes citizen initiative not mandated by the 

government and citizen participation (non-mandated) in the development and/ or 

realization of local programs. Decentralization reformers believed that by restoring 

county units to regions that citizens already culturally identified with, pride in their

26 6% said they didn’t know.
2711% didn’t know or left the question blank.
28 The response to this survey question is also dependent on directors’ memory of the situation before the 
reform which may have also introduced some inconsistencies.
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region would encourage initiative and cooperative efforts.29 In order to test this 

hypothesis the survey attempted to find whether or not new linkages between local 

entities had been introduced with the reform. Specifically, the survey assessed elements 

of civil society within the social service sphere by identifying the level at which new 

family assistance centers cooperated with other local entities. In particular, it looked at 

how much and what kinds of cooperation existed between county centers and municipal 

social assistance centers and between county/city centers and non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) in the county. This, with the understanding that civil society of 

this sort develops very slowly over time.

Despite the fact that municipalities and counties were designed to work parallel to 

one another, reformers believed that by placing counties on a close level with 

municipalities the two would, on their own initiative, share information and programming 

without being legally required to do so.30 Survey results suggested this is the case though 

it appeared to be somewhat one-sided with county centers more on the receiving end. 

When directors of municipal centers were asked how well they knew the director of the 

county family assistance center and 33% felt they considered the county center director 

to be an acquaintance or friend and 53% responded they had spoken many times. In fact, 

municipal centers indicated they cooperate with county centers in several ways including 

developing the county strategy for solving social problems (84%), assisting the county 

center with foster families (78%), and identifying people in need of help from the county 

center (84%). Also, half of all municipal center directors said the county center requests

29 See Puzyna, 2000.
30 See Kulesza, 2000a and Kazmierczak & Olech, 1999.
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informational reports from the municipal center. These findings are supported by a study 

commissioned by the Polish Ministry of Labor and Social Policy (mentioned previously) 

which found among other indicators that over 95% of polled directors from county 

centers had an attitude of cooperation and partnership with municipal directors 

(Kazmierczak & Olech, 1999).

Reformers also believed that decentralization of government services would 

promote increased cooperation with NGOs. Two approaches were taken to evaluate such 

cooperation: cooperation with formal tasks of the center and cooperation in other center 

activities. With formal social service tasks, social policy legislation allows, but does not 

require, that central and local government offices can contract out tasks in the area of 

social welfare and support them financially.31 In order to assess the level of cooperation 

in this area directors were asked which center tasks were realized in cooperation with 

non-govemmental organizations, whether it was contracting out services, subsidizing 

NGO services, or informal cooperation. On the basis of nine legislated tasks that best 

lend themselves to such cooperation,32 it was determined that 3% of family assistance 

centers (county and city centers together) contract out services, 5% subsidize NGO 

services that fulfill center tasks, while 27% have some form of informal cooperation33 

(see Figure 6). As the discussion on fiscal policy shows, county/city centers struggled

31 Ustawa z dnia 29 listopada 1990r. o pomocy spolecznej Dz.U.98.64.414 zm. Dz.U.00.19.238.
32 The nine tasks include: provision of information regarding legal rights, specialist counseling, realization 
of tasks of the National Fund for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled, operating county support centers for 
the mentally ill, organizing care in foster families, operating a crisis intervention center, developing a 
county strategy for solving social problems, help with integration for youth leaving institutions, and 
operating youth rehabilitation centers.

These numbers hide significant variation among the nine tasks on which they are based. For example, 
the task of providing information on legal rights is contracted out by 5% of centers, subsidized by 3%, 
while some type of informal cooperation involving this task occurs in 48% of centers. By contrast, the task 
of operating county support centers for the mentally ill is contracted out by only 1%, subsidized by 2%, and 
sees informal cooperation by only 10% of centers.
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with a lack of basic funds which appears to be a significant barrier to contracting and 

subsidization of services. Also, though, the poor knowledge and experience of 

practitioners and the lack of formal, legal procedures and criteria contribute to low 

activity in this area34 (Wygnanski, 1998).

The second way cooperation with NGOs was evaluated involved identifying other 

roles NGOs might have in relation to family assistance centers. Survey results indicated 

that 39% of county family assistance centers and a surprising 81% of city centers 

cooperate with NGOs in realizing tasks other than those connected with legislated tasks 

discussed above. The large difference between city and county centers was attributed to 

the small number of NGOs outside urban areas and that city centers have been in 

existence a lot longer than county centers. However, examination of other results 

suggests that regular counties are at times better at utilizing NGOs than city centers. 

Forty-five percent of county family assistance centers but only 22% of city centers said 

NGOs participate in deciding how money from national funds is divided. Sixty-six 

percent of county centers and 44% of city centers indicated that NGOs provide the center 

with information on specific social problems. About half of city and county centers 

combined said NGOs serve as advocates for local community social service needs (see 

Figure 7). While city center cooperation with NGOs has had 10 or more years to 

develop, such cooperation in regular counties had, at the time of the survey, only V/i 

years to develop. Thus, numbers indicating that about half of all regular counties have 

NGO involvement in these last three areas is an encouraging sign for civil society 

development on the new county level. Though reformers were most interested in the

34 See Wejcman, 2000.
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Figure 6

Degree of different forms of cooperation between county and city family 
assistance centers and social service NGOs 

with respect to 9 legislated tasks
July 2000
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Figure 7

Other roles of social service NGOs in the context of cooperation with 
county and city family assistance centers

They realize other tasks than those 
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contracting out of services to NGOs because of perceived savings (which as indicated 

stands at only 3% of all counties), cooperation in other areas indicates that overall 

cooperation with NGOs has increased with the reform.

Indeed, it appears the introduction of county family assistance centers has 

facilitated new unmandated linkages not only between state and society (county -  NGO 

cooperation) but also between different levels of government (county -  municipality 

cooperation). A recent study conducted at the Academy of Economics in Poznan 

supports this finding of new linkages. A survey of regular counties showed that the 

majority in general (not just in the area of social services) declared close cooperation with 

other local entities including municipalities and NGOs (Roczek, 2002).35 

Policy on Development and Use o f a County Strategy

Another goal of the reform was to improve the societal control or monitoring of 

public activities. While one of the main routes to achieving this goal is through local 

elections other institutions put in place with the reform worked to serve this same goal.

In the area of social services county-level centers are required to use a needs assessment 

and goal planning instrument county centers that introduces a feedback mechanism for 

county and other officials. The county strategy for solving social problems by design is 

to be developed with the help of the local community especially in assessing county 

social service needs. It is then to be used in the centers themselves, in elected county 

councils, by county officials and administrators and even on the regional level in 

planning sessions that address how to meet county needs. The survey first determined to

15 See also Regulska, 1999 for a discussion on difficulties for NGO development in a transitioning 
environment based on a case study of Poland.
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what degree this instrument had been developed by county and city centers and how 

involved local institutions were in that process. It then asked directors to indicate where 

the strategy had been made use of thus far. The survey found that half of county and city 

centers had a complete county strategy in place and 35% said they had one partially 

completed.36 About half of counties and cities indicated the involvement of NGOs, social 

assistance homes, schools, and county labor offices in the needs assessment aspect of it. 

Thirty to forty percent claimed the participation of churches, health care centers, and the 

county or city administration37 (see Figure 8). These figures provide an encouraging sign 

that where county strategies are being developed local institutions are involved.

Figure 8

Participation of local inatitutions in the development of the County Strategy for 
Solving Social Problems in all counties

July 2000
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City/county administration

Secular and religious NGOs

Residential nursing homes
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Percentage of all counties (includes cities w/county ststus)

36 These figures are consistent with the those found in the Ministry of Labor and Social Policy 
commissioned report (Kazmierczak & Olech, 1999).
37 Some of these figures varied significantly by whether or not it was in a county or city setting.
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Use of the county strategy for solving social problems as a societal oversight 

instrument is, however, only effective as far as it is actually used by public decision

making entities. The survey found that half of all county and city centers were using the 

county strategy during their own planning activities (which correlates with the half that 

have a completed strategy). About 35% said the strategy was used in the county/city 

elected council and administration and one-fifth indicated it was used by the president of 

the county/city. Only 3% indicated a strategy existed but was not being used (see Figure 

9). While use of the strategy in the county/city family assistance center is fairly high (in 

comparison to the number of completed or partially completed strategies) there is clearly 

room for growth in its use in forums that have more widespread influence on program 

development and finance. Nonetheless, these findings indicate a promising start for an 

area of social policy that is working to achieve a wider reform goal of societal oversight. 

Figure 9

Use of the County Strategy for Solving Social Problems in all counties
July 2000
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In the Social Affairs Department of the provincial 
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Policy on Services Decentralized to County Centers

One of the goals of reformers was that by decentralizing services there would be 

less physical distance between where recipients lived and the service itself. Less distance 

would mean greater efficiency in use of that service for the recipient and, in the case of 

some social services where home visits are made and area needs assessments done, 

greater efficiency in the administration’s provision of the service. Three services that 

were highly developed on the provincial level, decentralized to the county level, and 

almost fully implemented included: referral services to social assistance homes, foster 

care services, and services for the disabled38. County/city directors were asked if the 

distance to each of these services for recipients was less, the same, or greater after the 

reform. On average, two-thirds of the directors indicated the distance was less after the 

reform with one quarter indicating it had remained the same. Indeed, other studies also 

indicate that overall accessibility improved for these services after the reform 

(Hrynkiewicz, 1999; Les, et al., 2002).

This chapter shows that compromised policy resulted in outcomes that were 

contrary to original reform goals, but also that reform goals even within a specific policy 

area, at times, work at cross purposes with other goals of the reform. Without sufficient 

fiscal decentralization (meaning here local revenue generating authority and funds over 

which there is local revenue assignment authority), expected improvements to democracy 

through the path of local elections were not found. Moreover, implementation of the 

reform was put in jeopardy when continuing fiscal centralization did not provide 

sufficient funds for decentralized responsibilities. Overarching reform policy also

3S With the exclusion of disability eligibility offices.
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resulted inadvertently in disparities in some social services between regular counties and 

cities with county, decentralization did bring some services much closer to recipients. 

Service specific policy that met reform goals on the surface such as decentralization of 

social assistance homes and disability eligibility offices and the hiring of county/city 

center directors by the county head worked against goals in other areas such as 

administrative efficiency and to some extent professionalization of the civil service.

What this chapter also shows is that despite the many difficulties with reform 

development and implementation the reform resulted in outcomes that were important to 

a post-communist country in particular. In Poland, where civil society activities are still 

much lower than in western countries, the addition of new public institutions on the local 

level has been an important step in encouraging the growth of civil society - an important 

aspect of democracy. Research results show that new county family assistance centers 

are beginning to draw in, work with, and support the community (including non

governmental organizations) in ways that were not occurring before the reform. The flow 

of information and cooperation between municipal and county centers is itself indicative 

of the self-initiative many of these new county centers are exhibiting. Involvement of the 

community in needs assessment and programming can also mean increased efficiency as 

services begin to reflect local needs. Thus, while the reform resulted in some outcomes 

that were not in harmony with original goals, other outcomes, mostly stemming from 

what was added to the system, indicate that some important goals of the reform are 

starting to be met.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion -  A Synthesis of Politics and Outcomes

Culture and Value Judgments

This dissertation has examined decentralization politics and outcomes on 

democracy and efficiency by analyzing social service decentralization in the context of 

post-communist Poland. Necessarily, decentralization policy was analyzed relative to the 

starting point for decentralization in Poland, that is, against a backdrop of values and 

institutions created as a result of communist centralization, against the wider West 

European community, and in the context of a new, transitioning democracy. Common 

practice in the study of decentralization outcomes is to, however, measure success or 

failure against standards for decentralization adhered to by the given researcher or 

research community. Indeed, western advocates for or against decentralization and its 

ability to improve democracy and efficiency could provide starkly different evaluations 

of Poland’s decentralization goals and outcomes because they assign different value to 

levels and kinds of democracy and efficiency. Such an approach provides little in the 

way of constructive and useful feedback for societies that are operating from a 

completely different set of values and starting point regarding decentralization. Paul 

Appleby raised this issue about administrative arrangements that international researchers 

are only now beginning to re-leam. He states, “Efficiency in one society is not efficiency 

in another...The spirit in which a governmental organization is conducted is largely in 

response to the values and mores of the society” (1949:97).
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Indeed, decisions about democracy, efficiency, and the “proper” balance between

democracy and efficiency are ultimately value judgments.1 That is, how one views and

evaluates the goals and results of decentralization is actually a subjective determination

often colored by ones own experiences and particular starting point for decentralization.

International organizations involved in providing practical, technical advice to a host of

different governments have recently begun to note these differences in preferences across

countries though they do not always account for the wider politics of decentralization. In

the context of decentralization in Eastern Europe, Urban Institute experts (writing for

USAID2 and the World Bank) note:

[Cultural values] have to do with subjective considerations 
of what is fair or just. Countries that place a high value on 
ensuring universal access to certain services, such as 
education, may be less inclined to decentralize those 
services than other countries that place higher value on 
local choice or control (Conway et al., 2001:14).

The World Bank also identified this as an important factor in their work on

decentralization in developing countries:

Decentralization has been likened to a souffle where all 
ingredients must be present in the right amounts and 
prepared in the right way to achieve success (Parker, 1995).
Moreover, like a souffle, the best method of preparation 
will depend on the environment and the best mix of 
ingredients is a matter of taste (Litvack et al., 1998:25).

While work on decentralization in international consulting projects has begun to 

include the “cultural preference” factor, it is largely missing in studies and evaluations of 

decentralization outcomes. Analysis of decentralization has rather taken the form of 

measuring success or failure against the researcher’s pre-conceived idea of what that

' Kirchner & Christiansen (1999) make this point about value judgments and add the important fact that 
they change over time.
z United States Agency for International Development
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entails usually involving a predominant emphasis on Western ideas of efficiency. Rather 

than apply some foreign measure of what decentralization “should” have been in this 

author’s estimation (which itself would have been contested), this study analyzed and 

evaluated decentralization in the Polish context against Polish expectations for reform. 

Thus, it not only evaluated reform outcomes against initial Polish goals for the reform but 

also analyzed how Polish politics skewed outcomes and often undermined those goals 

though they accommodated other preferences found in Polish society. Indeed, a main 

emphasis of the study was to show how other cultural and societal factors manifest 

themselves through the democratic process and were ultimately reflected in reform 

outcomes. Hence, the focus on not only ideologies and historical and international 

factors that influence reform but also political mechanisms in analyzing reform outcomes.

A Post-Communist Setting and Mechanisms of New Democracy

Some few scholars have begun to analyze policies in post-communist East- 

Central Europe from both their historical and ideological perspectives as well as the 

democratic context in which they are made. For example, Cain and Surdej (1999) 

evaluate stalled pension reforms in Poland using both transitional politics (along the lines 

of historical institutionalism) and public choice. They state, “Our analysis of pension 

policy not only illustrates the importance of history and ideas on policy developments in 

Poland but more precisely shows how the mechanisms of democratic functioning 

manipulate this history and ideas” (Cain & Surdej, 1999:146). As they point out, most 

scholars studying democratic transitions focus on either the path dependency created by
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historical legacies and structures and ideologies in place before policy formation 

(Haggard & Kaufman, 1995; Huntington, 1991; Linz & Stepan, 1996; White et al., 1993) 

or rational or public choice approaches examining voting rules and changes in voting 

cycles to explain policy outcomes (Alesina, 1994; Kaminski, 1998; Olson, 1995; 

Przeworski, 1991).

Schickler’s theory of disjointed pluralism borrows from both rational choice and 

historical institutionalist theories showing, as do Cain and Surdej, that a combination of 

the two provides a more complete understanding of processes that influence policy 

formation. Schickler notes that rational choice contributes the idea that the goal-driven 

behavior of legislative members shapes institutional outcomes whereas historical 

institutionalism shows that institutions are “historical composites” (2001:267). He 

tempers the strict linearity of path dependency found in historical institutionalism with 

the goal-driven behavior of individual members. He states, “whereas path dependence 

suggests that legislative institutions likely will, in the long run, move toward a single 

organizational model, members’ multiple goals have precluded such an outcome” 

(2001:268). The result of combining these two processes suggests the creation of 

institutions that are unstable and even contradictory, rather than stable institutions as 

much of the rational choice literature suggests. Schickler states that, “Congressional 

development does not produce some stable, effective compromise that is reasonably 

satisfactory for all (or even most) members. Instead, it produces a set of institutions that 

often work at cross-purposes” (2001:267).
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In Poland, a specific democratic framework had a role in structuring the goal 

driven behavior of reform actors. Democracy in Poland is characterized by multiple veto 

gates -  a situation that can have mixed consequences for policy outcomes. Veto gates are 

“institutions with the power to influence or block policy initiatives” (Haggard &

Kaufman, 2001:16). Multiple veto gates allow in a wide array of interests necessitating 

negotiation and compromise. If successful such accommodation may broaden political 

support for reform though at the expense o f reform objectives which may be diluted in the 

process (Haggard & Kaufman, 2001). Veto gates that were influential in Poland’s recent 

public administration reforms included the president, the legislature, and parties 

(especially the government’s coalition partner). Negotiation and compromise resulted in 

the eventual passage of reforms through these veto gates in the areas of administrative 

and political decentralization and the territorial division of the state. However, 

compromises that facilitated the passage of reforms resulted in unintended consequences 

and undermined some original goals of the reform.

Reforms involving fiscal decentralization, on the other hand, were de facto 

centralized to one neoliberal decision maker who in various ways strove to bypass or 

disengage potential veto gates through isolation and misinformation, namely interest 

groups and parties. This situation was in part responsible for two failed attempts at the 

passage of fiscal decentralization legislation (in 1998 and 2000) and the underfunding of 

services after decentralization. Indeed, as Haggard and Kaufman state, “Centralized 

decision making reduces the scope of policy advice the government receives and reduces 

the incentives for consensus building, consultation, and feedback, which may be essential
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to the sustainability (if not the initiation) of the reform effort" (2001:17 italics added).

The situation was compounded by the distributive nature of fiscal decentralization 

reforms. As Haggard and Kaufman also note, 'The advantages of centralized decision 

making decrease and the importance of representation increases in reforms characterized 

by strong distributive conflicts” (Haggard & Kaufman, 2001:19-20).

The reforms were also characterized by the limitations of Polish policymakers 

themselves. Cognitive limitations and inexperience of policymakers as well as the short 

time they gave themselves to push reforms through were also factors shaping the reform 

development environment. Schickler (2001:268) states, “the limited cognitive capacities 

of decision makers, who must evaluate the complex implications of proposed 

institutions” contributes to solutions that are not always optimal.3 Add to this the 

particular transition environment found in post-communist politics and the chances for 

good policymaking are limited even further. On politics in East-Central Europe scholars 

note, “...overloaded policymakers attempted] to develop responses to the fast-paced and 

complex problems of transition in a world of uncertainty” (Orenstein & Haas, 2000).

Putting it Together

The particular political environment in which decentralization policy was 

generated in Poland resulted in several different types of politics that each produced a 

specific policy outcome. Conflict avoidance politics of neoliberals resulted in deviant 

policy. Conflicted politics, best explained by disjointed pluralism, resulted in 

counterproductive policy. Largely unconflicted but uninformed politics also had the

3 See Braybrooke & Lindblom, 1963; March & Simon. 1958; Lindblom, 1959; Kingdon, 1995.
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outcome of counterproductive policy. Finally, unconflicted politics resulted in relatively 

good policy (see Table 2).

Table 2 Types of politics and corresponding policy outcomes for decentralization in Poland

Type of Politics Conflict
Avoidance

Conflicted Unconflicted -  
Uninformed

Unconflicted

V + * +
Policy Outcome Deviant Counterproductive Counterproductive Good

This typology was created on the basis of inductive observation of the study’s 

empirical data informed by political theory. Its purpose is to show general trends in 

politics and outcomes for this particular decentralization reform in its specific political 

context. Though the typology is therefore not intended as a theory, it can be viewed as a 

theoretical proposition to be investigated by future comparative studies of post

communist states. Indeed, some aspects of the Polish case may limit generalizability 

including the fact that it is in the first wave of post-communist countries for accession to 

the EU, it is a relatively homogenous state with no sizable ethnic minorities, and its 

public administration reform was more far reaching in breadth and depth than in other 

post-communist countries. The study also undertook an in-depth examination of social 

services which, while more representative than other policy areas, does not represent all 

types of decentralized services both in arrangement and degree of political sensitivity.
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The following is a description of each of the typology’s categories for type of politics and 

corresponding policy outcome.

Conflict avoidance politics is where policymakers limit the participation of other 

groups in the policymaking process in order to achieve policy outcomes they have 

prescribed. According to Haggard and Kaufman (2001) this narrow approach to 

policymaking4 may interfere with the actual undertaking of a reform initiative. The 

practice of this type of politics in Poland was part of the reason why fiscal 

decentralization stalled necessitating a substitute reform which deviated from the original 

reform goal. In addition, self-isolating policymakers were in a position to manipulate this 

substitute reform to their own ends, resulting in another deviant policy. Deviant policy 

here is policy that did not achieve original reform goals. Conflicted politics are those 

where coalitions promoting different interests force compromise that moves policy in 

unintended directions. This type of politics is informed by Schickler’s theory of 

disjointed pluralism which shows how tensions and interactions of different interest 

coalitions in legislative politics can result in unstable and contradictory institutions.

Here, such policy outcomes were labeled counterproductive in the sense that though they 

may have addressed a goal of the reform they worked at cross purposes with other goals.

Unconflicted-uninformed politics are politics that, though minor conflict is 

present, majority opinion moves reform in the direction originally intended by reformers 

with little or no compromise to the basic premise of the reform. However, policymakers 

themselves are uninformed about possible negative consequences of larger reform on

4 See also Greskovits (1998) on economic reformers in transitioning countries who fail to consult and 
negotiate with outside actors and use secrecy to achieve their ends.
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specific policy or about how to create the best policy for a particular policy area. This 

type of politics is informed by the literatures on the cognitive limitations of policymakers 

and the specific policymaking environment found in transitioning countries. It also 

results in counterproductive policy as defined above. Unconflicted politics are those 

where conflict between competing interests is minimal precluding the need for 

compromise and where policymakers are relatively informed OR are not informed 

entirely but their gamble with the policy they initiate pays o ff5. With the Polish reform 

the result of such politics was good policy understood as policy that shows progress in 

reaching goals and does not conflict with other goals of the reform. Applicable here is 

Lindblom (1959:83) who states that the test for good policy is “agreement on policy 

itself’ though not necessarily on its underlying values or objectives. The following 

section reviews the specific politics that led to particular policy outcomes in the area of 

social services with the decentralization reform in Poland.6 

Conflict Avoidance Politics and Deviant Policy

Conflict avoidance politics were found in the neoliberal isolationist approach to 

policymaking that characterized reform development for fiscal decentralization. The 

neoliberal Undersecretary of State for Fiscal Decentralization, Jerzy Miller, successfully 

blocked the involvement of representatives of local government and other government 

officials in the development of fiscal policy for the reform. Failure to involve others 

resulted in a fiscal decentralization project that found little support outside Miller’s small

5 See Lindblom (19S9) who in particular addresses this “flying by the seat of one’s pants” method of

there are other possible categories to this model such as conflicted-uninformed, etc. The 
categories found here were developed according to that political factor that had an overriding effect on a 
given policy outcome. Therefore, some categories were not included because for example with the 
category ‘conflicted politics’ conflicted politics outweighed the effect of uniformed politics.

policymaking
Admittedly,
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circle. As a result of this and other factors fiscal decentralization was initially put on 

hold for the first two years of the reform necessitating the need for a temporary 

centralized plan for funding subnational governments. Miller, using the same isolationist 

approach in developing the temporary plan was able to use manipulation and 

misinformation to transfer fewer funds for programs that had been decentralized with the 

reform. Thus, conflict avoidance contributed to policy that directly deviated from 

original reform goals: fiscal policy remained centralized and adequate funds were not 

provided for administratively decentralized services. Moreover, this situation seriously 

limited the democratic functioning of new county and provincial elected governments, 

another goal of the reform.

In the area of social services lack of fiscal decentralization and underfunding most 

profoundly affected county services administered by new County Family Assistance 

Centers. Social services that were given to counties as their administrative and financial 

responsibility were drastically underfunded because lack of fiscal decentralization meant 

that counties did not have enough of their own revenue to fund such services. This 

situation also meant that elected officials, and thus citizens through them, did not have a 

say in how funding was spent on county social services.

Conflicted Politics and Counterproductive Policy

Conflicted politics were found especially in reform development regarding the 

territorial division of the state and administrative decentralization. Specifically, the 

number of counties was determined in a compromise between reformers and county 

interest groups where reformers gained support for the overall reform in exchange for
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increasing the number of counties well passed a number that would provide an 

administratively efficient system. Likewise, the number of cities with county status was 

a negotiated compromise between reformers and interest groups defending old provincial 

capitals. Reformers received support for a reduced number of provinces (and thus 

provincial capitals) in exchange for extending “city with county status” to many of the 

old provincial capitals. Also, in terms of administrative decentralization reformers had to 

compromise with central ministries on the amount of functions passed down to 

subnational units or again be faced with lack of their support for the overall reform.

Policy outcomes of such conflicted politics proved to be counterproductive. That is, 

decentralization that improved democracy did take place but most often at the cost of 

administrative efficiency, another goal of the reform.

Conflicted politics affected social service outcomes in a number of ways. The 

most immediate effect was disparity in county social services between urban and more 

rural areas. The large number of cities with county status meant that most of the major, 

urban areas were able to draw on county and rich municipal funds to cover the costs of 

county social services, while regular counties in less urban areas had only county reserves 

to draw upon. Also, the large number of small counties is already posing an economy of 

scale problem for some social services for which the county level is now too small to 

operate services for the few beneficiaries found there. Such programs include disability 

eligibility offices, crisis intervention centers, specialized counseling, and juvenile 

rehabilitation centers. Efforts at cross-county cooperation to correct the situation have 

been minimal. In terms of administrative decentralization, unlike other policy areas, the
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Ministry of Labor and Social Policy gave less resistance than other central ministries to 

the decentralization of social welfare functions and saw many social services transferred 

to lower levels with the reform.7

Unconflicted-Uninformed Politics and Counterproductive Policy

Unconflicted-uninformed politics were also found in reforms to the territorial 

division of the state and administrative decentralization. One of the main goals of the 

reform was to drastically reduce the number of provinces to bring Poland’s regions in line 

with those in Western European countries. While politics concerning the specific number 

of fewer provinces (ranging from 12-16) to be implemented was of the conflicted type, 

the basic goal of the overall reduction in provinces was achieved without compromise 

(there had been proposals for 25 provinces and for maintaining the existing 49 

provinces). Reformers, however, were unaware that the introduction of a much smaller 

number of provinces had unintended consequences for intergovernmental relationships 

between central government offices that continued to be maintained on the provincial 

level and municipalities. In terms of the administrative decentralization, some service 

areas were decentralized with little resistance and thus need for compromise. Here, 

however, uninformed policymakers struggled with how best to create policy. In both 

cases, counterproductive policy resulted where goals of efficiency were undermined.

This type of politics was reflected in social service outcomes in several ways. 

With the reduction of provinces to 16, provincial departments of social affairs (under the 

jurisdiction of the central government) were in effect centralized in relation to municipal

7 The Ministry of Labor and Social Policy was however successful in stalling decentralization of labor 
offices and other labor policy.
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social assistance centers. As a result, social service workers on the municipal level had a 

much more difficult time communicating with these provincial offices when difficulties 

or questions arose. Some policy specific to social services, though meeting goals of 

bringing government and services closer to the people, failed in other ways with respect 

to efficiency. For example, policy allowing for directors of county family assistance 

centers to be hired by the county head stood at cross-purposes with the goal of 

developing a professional civil service. Also, the decentralization of social assistance 

homes to the county level created a series of problems in funding and access as homes 

were not spread evenly across counties.

Unconflicted Politics and Good Policy

Some of the politics involving political and administrative decentralization were 

identified as unconflicted politics. For example, the establishment of county self- 

government and the decentralization of some functions fall into this category. Good 

policy was found here with some services that were decentralized and did bring services 

closer to recipients without interfering with other goals of the reform. Some of the goals 

reformers set, though, had no specific politics of their own as they were expected 

consequences of implementing other aspects of the reform. Here victories, where they 

were found, in political and administrative decentralization laid the groundwork for the 

success of these intended side effects. Two such expected consequences found as good 

policy were the stimulation of civil society on the local level and increased societal 

control/monitoring over services.
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In the area of social services good policy was found that met reform goals but did 

not conflict with other goals. The decentralization of some services did indeed bring 

services closer to citizens without any apparent negative consequences. These include 

referral services to social assistance homes, foster care services, and services for the 

disabled (excluding disability eligibility offices). Also, civil society appeared to be 

supported by the introduction of county family assistance centers. Important here was 

their non-mandated cooperation with municipal social assistance centers and non

governmental organizations. Increased societal control or monitoring over services also 

appeared to be taking place in social services on the county level, though not through the 

path of local elections. Here, the development and use of a county strategy to address 

social problems showed promising signs of community feedback that is integrated into 

planning sessions for county services.

Refining Schickler’s Theory of Disjointed Pluralism

This study has shown that Schickler’s theory of disjointed pluralism, while useful 

in explaining many aspects of the reform, was unable to account for the conflict 

avoidance politics that brought deviant outcomes or the unconflicted politics that resulted 

in good outcomes. In terms of the conflict avoidance politics of neoliberals, such politics 

are a hallmark of the transition environment of the reform. Greskovits, citing reform in 

Eastern Europe and South America, refers to this as the “neoliberal transformation 

strategy” characterized by the “exclusionary features” of new democracies, “not only 

with respect to economic policy making, but for many important political issues”
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(1998:181). Thus, Schickler’s theory was limited for the purposes of this analysis 

because it was formulated on the basis of a fully consolidated democracy. Application to 

a transitioning democracy revealed that it cannot account for the exclusionary politics 

often found in the transition setting.

The finding of unconflicted politics that resulted in good policy can most likely be 

attributed to the different types of reform policies examined in this study in contrast to 

Schickler’s narrow focus on reform of legislative institutions. As Kingdon (199S) shows 

different policy types can attract different levels of involvement by a host of different 

policy actors at a given point in time and thus by extension generate more or less conflict 

during policy formation. Reform of legislative institutions, as Schickler clearly 

demonstrates, has been fraught with conflict throughout the history of the U.S. Congress 

due to its direct attack on disparate vested interests of congressmen. This study provides 

evidence, however, that when different policies are examined the existence of conflict 

that necessitates compromise depends on the policy in question. This as yet theoretical 

proposition awaits future applications of disjointed pluralism to the study of other policy.

Democracy and Decentralization in the Polish Context

Major decentralization reforms in a post-communist, democratic context, when 

studied from goal through policy design and implementation, were found in this study to 

be far more determined by the politics of national-level democracy than by prescriptions 

of policy experts. While goals may reflect outcomes anticipated by experts, realization of 

them is subject to the realities of conflicting interests and limited resources, intellectual
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and financial. Indeed, though goals of decentralization in Poland called for the 

improvement of both democracy and efficiency it is interesting to find that outcomes 

indicate reformers were more likely to advance the goal of democratization over the goal 

of efficiency when the two came in conflict. Admittedly, efficiency was also at times 

undermined due to uninformed policymaking.

Analysis of the public administration reform has also provided an interesting 

commentary on the functioning of democratic governance in Poland. On the one end are 

neoliberals who seek to limit involvement in policymaking with the justification that they 

know what is best for all. On the other end are politicians who allow the preferences of 

citizens to determine policy far beyond rational ideas of what is in the best interest for all. 

Thus, the question of how much democracy to allow into the policymaking process is an 

issue Polish lawmakers still appear to be grappling with. Meanwhile, the results of these 

extreme approaches are being reflected in policy outcomes.

Overall, this analysis has shown that improving democracy on subnational levels 

through national-level democracy can be elusive. Scholars of decentralization agree that 

it takes a host of factors working together for positive outcomes of reform to be achieved. 

What is often overlooked are the politics of reform which can prevent these factors from 

coming together simultaneously or even materializing at all. Speaking broadly, two East 

European scholars note, ‘The development of local and regional democracy...needs to be 

seen as a process, with its gradual achievement depending on the interaction of a number 

of factors” (Kirchner & Christiansen, 1999:16). Indeed, decentralization is a process that 

reflects the culture, forces, and democratic institutions of the host country and region.
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Appendix A

English Translation of the County Survey1

Survey -  Director of the County Family Assistance Center (CFAC)

REGULAR AND SUBURBAN COUNTIES

C ounty________________________________________ Voivodship____________________________

Interview er___________________________________________________ D a te___________________

D ate the CFA C was es tab lish ed ________________________________________________________

This research is the result o f collaboration between a research group from the Center for Self- 
Government and Local Development of the University o f  Warsaw, the Association o f Polish 
Counties, and a doctoral student from Syracuse University, USA. The goal o f  the study is a better 
understanding o f the state o f social welfare after the 1999 administrative reform. The Social 
Research Workshop in Sopot will conduct the research in 99 randomly chosen counties in Poland. 
This is a sociological study and as such obtained responses will be handled according to the 
principle of complete anonymity. This means that no one besides the interviewer will know your 
responses. Participation in the study is voluntary.
We thank you for your cooperation!
Please mark your answers with an X.

1 This is a translation of the county survey that was written originally in Polish. Some of the translated 
English words and phrases may not appear to be the best choice for survey use in English, however, the 
Polish equivalent were found to be the most appropriate. The formatting has been altered to accommodate 
the margins of this document Explanatory comments found in brackets [ ] were not part of the original 
Polish survey.
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2.15 Realization o f tasks from the 
National Fund for 0 -
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3) In  a case o f lack o f resources, d id  your C FA C  m ake use o f the  following solutions?
(please mark all appropriate answers on the line)
 1 use o f voivodship reserves
 2 use o f county reserves
 3 use o f funds assigned to tasks commissioned to the county [by the central

government in order to realize county tasks]
 4  cooperation with other counties
 5 cooperation with municipalities
 6  cooperation with non-governmental organizations
 7 sponsor search
 8 assistance from sponsors
 9 other solutions:_______________________________________________________
 10 there was no need for these kinds o f solutions

4) Since the  establishm ent of the  CFA C, which o f the following 
people has had  d irec t telephone contact o r  a m eeting w ith the 
voivod with reg a rd  to  the lack  of resources in  yo u r CFA C?

Did the intervention bring 
a positive result for the 
CFAC?

No Yes I don’t 
know

No Yes I don’t 
know

4.1 your county president 0 1 2 0 1 2
4.2 director o f the County Family Assistance 

Center 0 1 2 0 1 2

4.3 other person: 0 1 2 0 1 2

5) In your opinion, the following has the greatest influence on the financing of countv tasks 
in the area of social welfare in your county: (please choose only one answer)
 1 parliament
 2 Ministry of Finance
 3 Ministry of Labor and Social Policy
 4 voivodship governor [appointed by the central government]
 5 county council
 6 county president
 7 County Family Assistance Center
 8 other institution, organization, or person:_____________________________________

6) Were you hired for your position based on considerations that were...
(please choose one answer)
 1 merit-based
 2 political
 3 merit-based and political
 4 difficult to say
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7) The County Strategy for Solving Social Problems is used:
(please mark all appropriate answers)
 1 by municipalities in the county
 2 during sessions o f the county council
 3 by the county administration
 4 by the county president
 5 in the CFAC in planning future activities in the county
 6 in the Social Affairs Department in the voivodship administration (or its

counterpart)
 7 in the Regional Center for Social Policy (or its counterpart) in the voivodship self-

government
 8 other possibilities:_________________________________________________________
 9 there is a strategy but it is not used
 10 there is no developed strategy

8) What kind of participation do the 
named institutions have in the 
development of the County Strategy 
for Solving Social Problems?
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8.1 Municipal Social Assistance Centers 0 1 2 3
8.2 Social Assistance Homes 0 1 2 3 9
8.3 Secular and religious NGOs 0 1 2 3 9
8.4 Private companies 0 1 2 3 9
8.5 health care facilities 0 1 2 3 9
8.6 County Labor Office 0 1 2 3
8.7 County administration 0 1 2 3
8.8 Schools 0 1 2 3
8.9 Churches/parishes 0 1 2 3
8.10 Municipal administrations
8.11 O ther 1 2 3

9) Generally, after the 1999 administrative reform 
the distance (in kilometers) to the place of the 
following services for recipients is:

Less The same Greater

9.1 referrals to residential nursing homes 0 1 2
9.2 foster families 0 1 2
9.3 services for the disabled 0 1 2

10) Generally, after the 1999 administrative reform 
accessiMity to the following services for people in 
this county is: M

uc
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10.1 social assistance homes 0 1 2 3 4 5
10.2 support centers for the mentally ill 0 1 2 3 4 5
10.3 juvenile delinquent centers 0 1 2 3 4 5
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11) W h a t political option e
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11.1 in the county council? 0 1 2 3 4 8 9
11.2 in the voivodship parliament? 0 1 2 3 4 8 9

12) T he influence o f the  political 
opposition in  the county  is ...

Weak Average Strong I don’t 
know

0 1 2 3

13) Since the establishm ent o f the  C FA C , how often  
have you had  the  following form s o f con tact w ith 
the Social Affairs D ep artm en t (o r its 
co u n te rp art) in the  voivodship adm in istra tion?

Write
the
approxi 
mate 
number 
of times:

Did these contacts bring 
positive results?
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Ra
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V
13.1 Telephone contact to discuss insufficient resources 0 1 2 3 4
13.2 Telephone consultation o f incoherent regulations 0 1 2 3 4
13.3 Meetings to discuss insufficient resources 0 1 2 3 4
13.4 Meetings, consultation o f incoherent regulations 0 1 2 3 4
13.S Letters or faxes regarding insufficienct resources 0 I 2 3 4
13.6 Letters or faxes consulting incoherent regulations 0 1 2 3 4
13.7 Reports on completed tasks and needs 0 1 2 3 4
13.8 Trainings and conferences 0 1 2 3 4
13.9 O ther meeting(s) 0 1 2 3 4

14) Since the estab lishm ent o f  th e  C FA C , how often  
have you had  the  following form s o f con tac t w ith 
the  Regional C en ter fo r Social Policy (o r its 
co u n terp art) in  the  voivodship self-governm ent?

Write 
the 

approxi 
mate 

number 
of times:

Did these contacts bring 
positive results?
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no
rn
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I  8 
8

14.1 Telephone contact to discuss insufficient resources 0 1 2 3 4
14.2 Telephone consultation o f  incoherent regulations 0 1 2 3 4
14.3 Meetings to discuss insufficient resources 0 1 2 3 4
14.4 Meetings, consultation o f  incoherent regulations 0 1 2 3 4
14.5 Letters or faxes regarding insufficient resources 0 1 2 3 4
14.6 Letters or faxes consulting incoherent regulations 0 1 2 3 4
14.7 Reports on completed tasks and needs 0 1 2 3 4
14.8 Trainings and conferences 0 1 2 3 4
14.9 O ther meeting(s) 0 1 2 3 4
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15) Please define to what degree you know the 
director of...

1 d
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15.1 the Social Affairs Department (or its
counterpart) in the voivodship administration? 0 1 2 3 4 5

15.2 Regional Center for Social Policy (or its
counterpart) in the voivodship self-government? 0 1 2 3 4 5

16) Does your county have its seat in a city with county 
status? If yes, please answer the following questions:
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16.1 Is cooperation between the CFAC and the city CFAC 
going well? 0 1 2 3 4

16.2 Is there duplication o f “county" social services in the city? 0 1 2 3 4
16.3 Is there rivalry between the CFAC and the city CFAC? 0 1 2 3 4
16.4 Are inhabitants from your county and from the city able 

to easily find the right social service institutions for them? 0 1 2 3 4

17) Please mark those tasks which are realized in cooperation with 
secular and religious non-governmental organizations:
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17.1 Organizing and assuring services in residential nursing homes. 1 2 3
17.2 Referral of people to residential nursing homes. 1 2 3
17.3 Provision of information regarding laws and rights. 1 2 3
17.4 Organizing specialized counseling. 1 2 3
17.5 Development of a county strategy for solving social problems. 1 2 3
17.6 Management of a crisis intervention center. 1 2 3
17.7 Assuring the training and professional improvement of social service staff. 1 2 3
17.8 Counseling in methods for Social Assistance Centers. 1 2 3
17.9 Financing county support centers (except those for the mentally ill). 1 2 3
17.10 Assistance in integration for people leaving various kinds of juvenile 

delinquent centers, institutions for minors, and foster families. 1 2 3

17.11 Organization and management of juvenile delinquent centers. 1 2 3
17.12 Organizing and assuring county support centers for the mentally ill. 1 2 3
17.13 Provision of monetary assistance for people leaving various kinds of 

juvenile delinquent centers, institutions for minors, and foster families. 1 2 3

17.14 Organizing care in foster families. I 2 3
17.15 Provision of monetary assistance to partly cover the costs of children in 

foster families. 1 2 3

17.16 Assistance for refugees. 1 2 3
17.17 Assuring resources for payment of workers realizing tasks from the 

central government administration in the county. 1 2 3

17.18 Realization of tasks of the National Fund for Rehabilitation of the 
Disabled (NFRD). 1 2 3
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18) W hat kinds o f o ther roles do  non-governm ental organizations (religious an d  secular) 
have in  th e  context o f cooperation w ith  your CFA C? (please mark all appropriate answers)
 1 They realize other tasks than those named above with the support o f the CFAC.
 2 They play the role o f advocate for local community needs and are a pressure group

on the county council in matters o f local needs including those o f CFAC clients.
 3 They participate in deciding on the division o f resources from national funds (i.e.

NFRD)
 4 They provide the CFAC with appropriate information on a chosen social problem.
 5 Other ro le :__________________________________________________________________

19) Does your county co-finance some kinds o f social assistance services w ith o th e r 
counties?
 yes  no (please go to question 23)

20) W hich services a re  co-financed?
(please mark all appropriate answers)
 1 eligibility determination for the disabled
 2 organizing care in foster families
 3 juvenile delinquent centers
 4 organizing specialized counseling
 5 operating crisis intervention centers
 6 support centers for the mentally ill
 7 other support centers
 8 other services:______________________________________________________________

21) T he county co-finances service w ith o th e r counties fo r w hat reason?
(please mark all appropriate answers)
 1 the number o f people needing these services is too small in each county
 2 the amount o f resources assigned to these services is too small
 3 people are used to this place o f  service provision
 4 lack o f  appropriate infrastructure in one of the cooperating counties
 5 lack o f  people with appropriate education in one o f the cooperating counties
 6 other reason:________________________________________________________________

22) W h a t is the overall effect o f th is cooperation?
(please mark all appropriate answers)
 1 good, because otherwise these services would not be realized at all
 2 good, because the county saves money
 3 good, because the quality o f the service is better
 4 bad, because one o f  the cooperating counties is not keeping the agreement
 5 bad, because the quality o f  the service is poor
 6 bad, because the distance to the place o f service for some recipients is great
 7 other effect:________________________________________________________________

23) I f  you would like to  b e tte r  explain  y o u r above answ ers • please d o  so here.
(please write the number o f  the question)

24) What do you consider the greatest success of your CFAC?
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Personal D em ographics.

2 5 )G ender
 1) Female
 2) Male

26) Age:
 I) 25 -  30 years
 2 ) 3 1 - 4 0
 3 ) 4 1 - 5 0
 4 )51  - 6 0
 5 ) above 60 years

27) Education:
 1) secondary
 2) incomplete higher
 3) higher, in a higher vocational school with a specialty in “social work”
 4) higher, policy and social sciences
 5) higher, education
 6) higher, psychology
 7) higher, sociology
 8) higher, medicine
 9) higher, law
 10) higher, engineering
 11) higher, agriculture
 12) o th e r_________________________________________________________

28) Do you have a specialization in the area o f social welfare?
 1) Yes
 2) No
 3) I am in the process o f doing a specialization

29) Previous place o f work:__________________________________________________

30) Position in your previous place o f work:___________________________________

31) Which political group do you sympathize with?

(name of party)
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Original County Survey in Polish1

ANKIETA

Do Dyrektorow/Kierownikow Powiatowych Centrow Pomocy Rodzinie

POWIAT

Powiat_____________________________________W ojewodztwo______________________________

A nkieter_______________________________________________________ D ata___________________

Data Powstania PCPR-u____________________________________________________

Niniejsze badania s^rezultatem wspotpracy zespolu badawczego Centrum Samorzqdu 
Terytorialnego i Rozwoju Lokalnego Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, Zwi^zku Powiatow Polskich, 
i Janelle Kerlin, doktorantki z Uniwersytetu Syracuse, USA. Badanie ma na celu poznanie stanu 
pomocy spoiecznej po reformie administracyjnej 1999r. Pracownia Badari Spolecznych w 
Sopocie przeprowadza te badania w 99 iosowo wybranych powiatach z terenu caiej Polski. Jest to 
badanie socjologiczne, zatem uzyskane odpowiedzi txjd^opracowywane zgodnie z zasad^ 
zachowania petnej anonimowosci. To oznacza, ze nikt oprocz ankietera nie b^dzie wiedzial, jakie 

Pana(i) odpowiedzi. Udziai w badaniach jest dobrowolny.
Dzifkujemy za wspoiprac^!
Proszf zaznaczyc odpowiedzi krzyzykiem (X).

1 The formatting of the original survey was altered to accommodate the margins of this document. The 
original survey was 9 pages.
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reahzowane, jakie byiy tego 
glowne powody? (prosz?
wybrad me wi^cej mZ dwie z tych 
odpowiedzi)

IIi

Kierowame osob ubiegaj^cych 
s if  o przyj^cie do domu pomocy 
spolecznej
Udzielame informacji o prawach 
i uprawnieniach.
Orgamzowame
specjalistycznego poradnictwa, 
w tym rodzinnego.
Opracowywanie powiatowej 
strategii rozwi^zywania 
problemow spolecznych
Prowadzenie osrodka interwencji 
kryzysowej.
Zapewnienie szkolema 1 
doskonalenia zawodowego kadr 
pomocy spolecznej
Doradztwo metodyczne dla 
Osrodkow Pomocy Spolecznej.
Finansowanie powiatowych 
osrodkow wsparcia (oprocz tych 
dla osdb z  zaburzeniami 
psychicznymi)

mm
Pomoc w mtegracji ze 
srodowiskiem osob 
opuszczajqcych niektore rodzaje 
placowek opiekunczo- 
wychowawczych, zakladow dla 
nieletnich i rodzin zast^pczych 
(np. mieszkania chronione)
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odpowiedzi)
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1.10 Organizowanie i prowadzenie 
placowek opiekunczo- 
wychowawczych.
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1.11 Organizowanie i zapewnianie 
funkcjonowania powiatowych 
osrodkow wsparcia dla osob z 
zaburzeniami psychicznymi.
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1.12 Przyznawanie swiadczenia 
pienifznego dla osob 
opuszczajqcych niektore rodzaje 
placowek opiekuriczo- 
wychowawczych, zakladow dla 
nieletnich i rodzin zastcpczych.
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1.13 Organizowanie opieki w 
rodzinach zastfpczych. wiris
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1.14 Udzielanie pomocy pienifznej 
na cz^sciowe pokrycie kosztow 
utrzymania dzieci w rodzinach 
zastepczych.
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1.16 Zapewnianie srodkow na 
wynagrodzenia pracownikow 
powiatu realizujXcych zadania z 
zakresu administracji rzqdowej.
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1.17 Realizacja zadan Panstwowego 
Funduszu Rehabilitacji Osob 
Niepelnosprawnych (PFRON).
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2) W 
st< 
sr 
po 
na * b 

s

edlug Pana(i) w jakim 
ipniu rzjjdowe i samorzqdowe

1 styczen 2000 -15  
czerwiec 2000

odkl finansowe pokrywaly 
trzeby w zakresie 
stfpufccych zadan?*
iez transfer6w z innych jednostek 
amorz^dowych niz wlasny powiat

m u 0
%

25
%

50
%

75
%

100
%

2.1 Organizowanie
specjalistycznego poradnictwa, 
w tym rodzinnego.

0 1 2 3 4

2.2 Zapewnianie ushig w domu 
pomocy spolecznej (jesli 
DPS w powiecie).

0 1 2 3 4

2.3 Opracowywanie powiatowej 
strategii rozwi^zywania 
problemow spotecznych.

0 1 2 3 4

2.4 Prowadzenie osrodka 
interwencji kryzysowej. BHbIBIR0 1 2 3 4

2.5 Zapewnienie szkolenia i 
doskonalenia zawodowego 
kadr pomocy spolecznej.

0 1 2 3 4

2.6 Doradztwo metodyczne dla 
Osrodkow Pomocy 
Spolecznej.

0 1 2 3 4

2.7 Finansowanie powiatowych 
osrodkow wsparcia (oprocz 
tych dla osob z zaburzeniami 
psychicznymi). ■ i n 0 1 2 3 4

2.8 Pomoc w integracji ze 
srodowiskiem osob 
opuszczajqcych niektore 
rodzaje placowek opiekuriczo- 
wychowawczych, zakladow 
dla nieletnich i rodzin 
zastfpczych.

S |l l i
0 1 2 3 4

2.9 Organizowanie i prowadzenie 
placowek opiekunczo- 
wychowawczych. l i l i i 0 1 2 3 4

2.10 Organizowanie i zapewnianie 
funkcjonowania powiatowych 
osrodkow wsparcia dla osob z 
zaburzeniami psychicznymi. ■fill! 0 I 2 3 4

2.11 Przyznawanie swiadczenia 
pieni^Znego dla osob 
opuszczaj^cych niektore 
rodzaje placowek opiekuriczo- 
wychowawczych, zakladow 
dla nieletnich i rodzin 
zastepczych.

■ I
0 1 2 3 4
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2.12 Udzielanie pomocy pienifznej 
na cz^sciowe pokrycie 
kosztow utrzymania dzieci w 
rodzinach zastepczych.
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2.14 Zapewnianie srodkow na 
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powiatu realizujqcych zadania 
z zakresu administracji 
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2.15 Realizacja zadan 
Pahstwowego Funduszu 
Rehabilitacji Osob 
Niepelnosprawnych (PFRON).
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3) Czy w przypadku braku srodkow finansowych Pana(i) PCPR skorzystal z 
nastf puj^cych rozwi^zan? (prosz^ zaznaczyc wszystkie wtasciwe odpowiedzi)
 1 uruchomienie rezerw wojewody
 2 uruchomienie rezerw powiatowych
 3 wygospodarowanie srodkow z funduszy przeznaczonych na zadanie zlecone

powiatowi
 4 wspolpraca z innymi powiatami
 5 wspolpraca z gminami
 6 wspolpraca z organizacjami pozarzqdowymi
 7 szukanie sponsordw
 8 pomoc sponsorow
 9 inne rozwiqzania:____________________________________________
 10 nie bylo potrzeby takich rozwi^zari

4) Czy od zaloienia PCPR-u niektore z nastfpujqcych osob mialy 
beznosredni kontakt telefonicznv czv sootkanie z woiewoda w 
sprawie niedoboru srodkow w Pana(i) PCPR?

Czy interwencja 
przyniosta pozytyway 
skutek dla PCPR?

Nie Tak Nie
wiem

Nk Tak Nie
wiem

4.1 starosta pana(i) powiatu 0 1 2 0 1 2
4.2 dyrektor Powiatowego Centrum Pomocy 

Rodzinie 0 1 2 0 1 2
4.3 inna osoba 0 1 2 0 1 2

5) Pana(i) zdaniem, najwif kszy wplyw na finansowanie zadan wlasnvch z zakresu pomocy 
spolecznej w Pana(i) powiecie ma: (proszg wybrac tylko jedn^odpowiedz)
 1 Sejm
 2 Ministerstwo Finansow
 3 Ministerstwo Pracy i Polityki Spolecznej
 4 Wojewoda
 5 Rada Powiatu
 6 Starosta
 7 PCPR
 8 inna instytucja, organizacja, lub osoba:_________________________________
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6) Czy Pan(i) zostal(a) powolany(a) na stanowisko raczej z uwagi na wzglfdy...
(proszf wybrac jedn^odpowiedz)
 1 merytoryczne
 2 polityczne
 3 merytoryczne i polityczne
 4 trudno powiedziec

7) Powiatowa Strategia Rozwi^zywania Problemow Spolecznych jest wykorzystywana:
(proszg zaznaczyc wszystkie wtasciwe odpowiedzi)
 1 przez gminy w powiecie
 2 na posiedzeniu Rady Powiatu
 3 przez Starostwo
 4 przez Starost?
 5 w PCPR przy planowaniu przysztych dzialari na terenie powiatu
 6 w Wydziale Spraw Spolecznych (albo odpowiednik) w Urz^dzie Wojewodzkim
 7 w Regionalnym Osrodku Polityki Spolecznej (albo odpowiednik) w

samorzqdzie wojewodzkim
 8 inne moiliwosci:___________________________________________________
 9 strategia jest, ale nie jest wykorzystywana
 10 nie ma opracowanej strategii

8) Jaki jest udzial wymienionych instytucji 
w opracowanlu Powiatowej Strategii 
Rozwi^zywania Problemow Spolecznych?
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8.1 Osrodki Pomocy Spolecznej 0 I 2 3
82  Domy Pomocy Spolecznej 0 1 2 3 9
8.3 Swieckie i wyznaniowe organizacje 

Pozarzqdowe
0 1 2 3 9

8.4 Prywatne firmy 0 I 2 3 9
8.5 Zaklady Opieki Zdrowotnej 0 I 2 3 9
8.6 Urzad Pracy 0 1 2 3
8.7 Starostwo 0 L 2 3
8.8 Szkoly 0 1 2 3
8.9 Koscioty/parafie 0 1 2 3
8.10 Urzedy gminy 0 1 2 3
8.11 Inna I 1 2 3

9) Generalnie, po reformie administracyjnej 
1999r. odlegjosc (w kilometrach) do 
miejsca poniiszych using dla odbiorcdw 
jest:

Mniejsza Taka sama Wifksza

9.1 wydawanie skierowan do Domu Pomocy 
Spolecznej

0 1 2

9.2 uslugi dla rodzin zastcpczych 0 1 2
9.3 uslugi dla niepelnosprawnych 0 1 2
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10) Generalnle, po reformie administracyjnej 
1999r. dostennosc ooniiszvch uslue dla ludzi 
w tym powiecie jest:

3
C
M
5aa G

or
sz

a

Ta
ka

 s
am

a

Le
ps

za

Du
io 

lep
sz

a

Nie
 w

iem

10.1 Domy Pomocy Spotecznej 0 1 2 3 4 5
10.2 osrodki wsparcia dla osob z zaburzeniami 

psychicznymi
0 I 2 3 4 5

10.3 placowki opiekunczo-wychowawcze 0 1 2 3 4 5

11) Jaka opcja polityczna 
dominuje....

e«

1
JS K

oa
lic

ja
Le

w
ic

ow
o-

ce
nl

ro
w

a

C
en

tr
um illl| |

Em Pr
aw

ic
ow

a

Br
ak

w
yr

al
ne

j
do

m
in

ac
ji

Nie
 w

ie
m

11.1 w radzie powiatu? 0 1 2 3 4 8 9
11.2 w wojewddzkim sejmiku? 0 1 2 3 4 8 9

12) Wptyw opozycji partyjnej w powiecie jest: Slaby Sredni Silny Nie
Wiem

0 I 2 3

13) Od zalozenia PCPR jak czfsto Pan(i) mial(a) 
nastfpuj^ce formy kontaktu z Wydzialem 
Spraw Spolecznych Urzfdu Wojewddzkiego 
(albo odpowiednik)?

Napisz
w

Czy te kontikty przyaiosly 
pozytywne skutki?

przybli
ieniu
ile
razy:

Zd
ec

yd
ow

a 
nie 

nie I

An
i t

ak
, 

an
in

ie 1

I h
l - s

13.1 Kontakt telefoniczny w sprawie niedoboru 0 1 2 3 4
srodkow

13.2 Konsultacje telefoniczne nt. Niespojnosci 
przepisow

0 1 2 3 4

13.3 Wspoine spotkania w sprawie niedoboru srodkow 0 1 2 3 4
13.4 Wspoine spotkania, konsultacje niespdjnych 0 1 2 3 4

przepisdw
13.5 Listy lub faxy w sprawie niedoboru srodkow 0 1 2 3 4
13.6 Listy lub faxy konsultuj^ce niespojne przepisy 0 1 2 3 4
13.7 Sprawozdania z realizowanych zadan i potrzeb 0 1 2 3 4
13.8 Szkolenia i narady 0 1 2 3 4
13.9 Inne spotkanie(a) 0 1 2 3 4
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14) Od zalozenia PCPR jak czfsto Par.(i) mial(a) 
nastf pujiice formy kontaktu z Regionalnym

Napisz
w

przybli
ieniu

ile
razy:

Czy te koatakty przyniosly 
pozytywneskntld?

Osrodkiem Polityki Spolecznej (albo 
odpowiednik) w samorzj|dzie wojewodzkim?

Zd
cc

yd
ow

a 
nie

 
ni

e 1 * *
11

j*a
m

! l
f - s

14.1 Kontakt telefoniczny w sprawie niedoboru 0 1 2 3 4
srodkow

14.2 Konsultacje telefoniczne nt. Niespojnosci 0 I 2 3 4
przepisow

14.3 Wspoine spotkania w sprawie niedoboru srodkow 0 1 2 3 4
14.4 Wspoine spotkania, konsultacje niespdjnych 0 1 2 3 4

przepisow
14.5 Listy lub faxy w sprawie niedoboru srodkow 0 1 2 3 4
14.6 Listy lub faxy konsultujqce niespojne przepisy 0 1 2 3 4
14.7 Sprawozdania z realizowanych zadan i potrzeb 0 1 2 3 4
14.8 Szkolenia i narady 0 I 2 3 4
14.9 inne spotkanie(a) 0 1 2 3 4

15) Proszf okreslic w jakim stopniu zna Pan(i) 
dyrektora...

E
3
Nft*
z Zn

am
z

w
id

zc
ni

a

N E
s1- - " 
‘• ’S i
J l s  
2  2

N E
s' -  •' • | i  
1 1 1  
* §

X  »f  E E o
s  *C g -1 N

i f l
l i i

o x

15.1 Wydziaiu Spraw Spolecznych Urz^du 
Wojewodzkiego (albo odpowiednik)? 0 1 2 3 4 5

15.2 Regionalnego Osrodka Polityki Spolecznej (albo 
odpowiednik) w samorzqdzie wojewodzkim? 0 1 2 3 4 5

16) Jesli Pana(i) powiat ma siedzibf w miescie na prawach powiatu 
proszf odpowiedziec na nastf puj^ce pytania:

ft)•2

i i

Ra
cz

ej 
ni

e

Ra
cz

ej 
ta

k

Z
dc

cy
do

w
an

ie
ta

k

Ni
e 

ma
m 

zd
an

ia

16.1 Czy wspolpraca PCPR z MOPS/MOPR-em uklada si? dobrze? 0 1 2 3 4
16.2 Czy „powiatowe” uslugi socjalne dubiuj^ sic na terenie miasta? 0 1 2 3 4
16.3 Czy jest rywalizacja micdzy PCPR-em a MOPS/MOPR-em? 0 1 2 3 4
16.4 Czy mieszkaiicy z Pana(i) powiatu i z miasta na prawach

powiatu latwo trafiaj^do wlasciwych dla nich instytucji pomocy 0 1 2 3 4
spolecznej?
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17) Proszf zaznaczyc te zadania, ktore sq realizowane we 
wspolpracy z swieckimi lub wyznaniowymi organizacjami 
pozarz^dowymi:

Zl
ec

en
ic 

w 
fo

rm
ic

 
pi

se
m

ne
go

 
ko

nt
ra

kt
u

D
ot

ac
ja

Inn
a 

w
sp

dl
pr

ac
a 

ni
ef

or
m

al
na

17.1 Organizowanie i zapewnianie ustug w domu pomocy spolecznej. 1 2 3
17.2 Kierowanie osob ubiegaj^cych sie o przyjecie do domu pomocy 

spolecznej. 1 2 3

17.3 Udzielanie informacji o prawach i uprawnieniach. 1 2 3
17.4 Organizowanie specjalistycznego poradnictwa. 1 2 3
17.5 Opracowywanie powiatowej strategii rozwi^zywania problemdw 

spolecznych. 1 2 3

17.6 Prowadzenie oSrodka interwencji kryzysowej. 1 2 3
17.7 Zapewnienie szkolenia i doskonalenia zawodowego kadr pomocy 

spotecznej. 1 2 3

17.8 Doradztwo metodyczne dla OSrodkdw Pomocy Spolecznej. 1 2 3
17.9 Finansowanie powiatowych oSrodkdw wsparcia (oprdcz tych dla osdb z 

zaburzeniami psychicznymi). 1 2 3

17.10 Pomoc w integracji ze Srodowiskiem osdb opuszczaj^cych niektdre 
rodzaje placdwek opiekuiiczo-wychowawczych, zakladdw dla 
nielemich i rodzin zastepczych.

1 2 3

17.11 Organizowanie i prowadzenie placdwek opiekuiiczo-wychowawczych. 1 2 3
17.12 Organizowanie i zapewnianie fiinkcjonowania powiatowych osrodkdw 

wsparcia dla osdb z zaburzeniami psychicznymi. 1 2 3

17.13 Przyznawanie Swiadczenia pieni^Znego dla osdb opuszczaj^cych
niektdre rodzaje placdwek opiekuriczo-wychowawczych, zakladdw dla 
nielemich i rodzin zastepczych.

1 2 3

17.14 Organizowanie opieki w rodzinach zastepczych. I 2 3
17.15 Udzielanie pomocy pienieZnej na cze&iowe pokrycie kosztdw dzieci w 

rodzinach zastepczych. 1 2 3

17.16 Pomoc uchodicom. 1 2 3
17.17 Zapewnianie Srodkdw na wynagrodzenia pracownikdw realizujqcych 

zadania z zakresu administracji rzadowej realizowanych przez powiat. 1 2 3

17.18 Realizacja zadan Panstwowego Funduszu Rehabilitacji Osdb 
Niepelnosprawnych (PFRON). 1 2 3

18) Jakie st| inne role organizacji pozarzqdowych (swieckich i wyznaniowych) w ramach 
wspolpracy z Pana(i) PCPR-cm? (prosze zaznaczyc wszystkie wlasciwe odpowiedzi)
 1 RealizujX inne zadania nil wyzej wymienione przy wsparciu PCPR-u.
 2 OdgrywajX rol? rzecznika potrzeb lokalnych spoiecznosci i s^grupf nacisku na radf

powiatu w sprawach potrzeb wspolnot lokalnych w tym klientow PCPR-u.
 3 Maj^udzial w opiniowaniu przydzielania srodkow z funduszy publicznych na

poziomie powiatowym (np. PFRON).
 4 Zapewniaj^ PCPR odpowiednie informacje nt. wybranego problem spolecznego.
 5 Inna rola:_______________________________________________________
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19) Czy Pan(i) powiat wspoifinansuje niektdre uslugi pomocy spolecznej z innymi 
powiatami?

 tak  nie (proszq przejsc do pytania 23)

20) Jakie uslugi sq wspolfinansowane?
(proszf zaznaczyc wszystkie wlasciwe odpowiedzi)

 1 orzekanie o stopniu niepelnosprawnosci
 2 organizowanie opieki w rodzinach zastepczych
 3 placowki opiekuriczo-wychowawcze
 4 organizowanie specjalistycznego poradnictwa
 5 prowadzenie osrodka interwencji kryzysowej
 6 osrodki wsparcia dla osob z zaburzeniami psychicznymi
 7 pozostale osrodki wsparcia
 8 inne uslugi:_____________________________________________

21) Z  jakiego powodu powiat w spoifinansuje uslugi z  innym i pow iatam i?
(prosze zaznaczyc wszystkie wlasciwe odpowiedzi)
 I zbyt mala liczba osob potrzebujqcych tych uslug w jednym powiecie
 2 zbyt male srodki przeznaczone na takie uslugi
 3 ludzie sq przyzwyczajeni do tego miejsca dostarczania swiadczen
 4 brak odpowiedniej infrastruktury w jednym z wspdlpracujqcych powiatow
 5 brak osdb z odpowiednim wyksztalceniem w jednym z  wspolpracujqcych powiatow
 6 inny pow od:________________________________________________________________

22) Ja k i jest ogdlny efekt tej w spolpracy?
(prosze zaznaczyc wszystkie wlasciwe odpowiedzi)
 I dobry, bo inaczej takie uslugi nie bylyby realizowane w ogdle
 2 dobry, bo powiaty oszczqdzajq pieniqdze
 3 dobry, bo jest lepsza jakosc uslug
 4 zly, bo jeden z wspotpracujqcych powiatow nie wywiqzuje si? z umowy
 5 zly, bo jakosc ushig nie je s t dobra
 6 zly, bo odleglosc do miejsca uslug dla niektorych odbiorcow jest du2a
 7 inny efekt:__________________________________________________________________

23) Jesli Pan(i) chcial(a)by szerszej skomentowac powyzsze odpowiedzi - proszf o uwagi:
(proszg napisac numer pytania)

24) Co uwaia Pan(i) za najwif kszy sukces PCPR-u?2

1 More answer space was provided on the original survey for these last two questions.
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Metryczka.

25) Plec:
 1) kobieta
 2) m^zczyzna

26) Wiek:
 I) 25 -  30 lat
 2) 3 1 -4 0
 3) 4 1 -5 0
 4) 5 1 -6 0
 5) powyzej 60 lat.

27) Wyksztalcenie:
 1) srednie
 2) niepetne wyzsze
 3) wyzsze w wyzszej szkole zawodowej o specjalnosci „praca socjalna”
 4) wyzsze, politologia i nauki spoleczne
 5) wyzsze pedagogiczne
 6) wyzsze psychologiczne
 7) wyzsze socjologiczne
 8) wyzsze medyczne
 9) wyzsze prawnicze
 10) wyzsze techniczne
 11) wyzsze rolnicze
 12)inne:____________________________________________________

28) Specjalizacja w zakresie pomocy spolecznej?
 l)Tak
 2) Nie
 3) Jestem w trakcie robienia specjalizacji

29) Poprzednie miejsce pracy:___________________________________________

30) Stanowisko w poprzednim miejscu pracy:______________________________

31) Z jakim ugrupowaniem politycznym Pan(i) sympatyzuje?

(nazwa partii, stronnictwa)
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